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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, 2021

THURSDAY, JANUARY 21, 2021

EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

11:00AM - 12:30PM 

11:00AM - 12:30PM 

1:30PM - 3:00PM  

1:30PM - 3:00PM  

4:00PM - 5:30PM  

4:00PM - 5:30PM  

IOT CYBERSECURITY 

SMART INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

CARBON NEUTRAL EDGE DATA 
CENTERS FOR  CLOUD, 5G AND IOT

SATELLITE IOT – GOING BEYOND               
THE TERRESTRIAL NETWORKS

OUTSOURCING, LEADERSHIP, AND 
STRATEGIC INTENTION IN CLOUD 
COMPUTING

Christopher Magnan 
Project Management Office for General
Dynamics Information Technology (GDIT)
Virtual Room 1

Tim Groulx 
Sr. Director, North America AI and IoT Practice 
Lead for Avanade
Virtual Room 2

Carrie Goetz
Principal/CTO at StrategITcom, LLC
D.MCO, RCDD/NTS, CDCP, CDCS, CNID, Master IM, AWS 
CCP, PSP, Certified SCRUM Master
Virtual Room 1

Chris Gray  
Vice President of Emerging Technologies and Business 
Development at Globalstar
Virtual Room 1

5G AND MASS TRANSIT
Edward Lamar Thomas 
Sr. Consultant and Principal Owner at Thomas Consulting
Virtual Room 1

Dr. Alan Castillo
Certified Solutions Architect and Director at 
Cloud Computing Technologies
Virtual Room 2

CM10001

TG10002

CG10003

CG10005

AC10006

ETAA

Code



FRIDAY, JANUARY 22, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

11:00AM - 12:30PM 

12:30PM - 2:00PM  

2:00PM - 3:30PM  

3:30PM - 5:00PM 

COMPLIANCE ISSUES TO CONSIDER 
WHEN EVALUATING TECHNOLOGIES

RFID, INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF THING
(IIOT) IN INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION 
SYSTEM (ITS)

DECENTRALIZING THE PATIENT IDENTITY: 
THE NEXT GENERATION IN PRIVACY AND 
CONSENT

MODERNIZING ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 
EMISSIONS COMPLIANCE REPORTS: A BRIEF 
HISTORY AND ANALYSIS  OF THE FCC RULES 
GOVERNING RF EMISSIONS IN THE ERA OF 
SMALL CELLS AND 5G

Patricia Hammar
Founder and CEO of PKH Enterprises
Virtual Room 1

Teresa Rule
President of RNT Professional Services, LLC
Virtual Room 2

Jim St.Clair
Chief Trust Officer at LUMEDIC
Virtual Room 1

Gregory Simon
Co-Founder at GenTech LLC
Virtual Room 1

MONDAY, JANUARY 25, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

11:00AM - 12:30PM RFID SOLUTIONS HELP FUTUREPROOF 
OIL AND GAS OPERATIONS
Layne Tucker
CEO of ECHORIFD
Virtual Room 1

12:30PM - 2:00PM PRIVATE LTE FOR IOT DEPLOYMENT
Scott Burk
Founding Member of the Utility Broadband Alliance
Virtual Room 1

PH10007

TR10008

JS10009

GSAA

LT10012

SB10011



3:30PM - 5:00PM   

2:00PM - 3:30PM    

THE LABEL REVOLUTION

ADVANCES IN MICROMACHINING 
AND NANO TECHNOLOGY FOR IOT 
APPLICATIONS

Douglas Seitz
Product Manager – Vision Systems at Printronix Auto ID
Virtual Room 2

Doug Sparks
CTO at Hanking Electronics
Virtual Room 1

TUESDAY, JANUARY 26, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

11:00AM - 12:30PM 

12:30PM - 2:00PM                      

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

METAL ADDITIVE LASER POWDER BED 
FUSION MELT POOL MONITORING OF 
RADIATED SPECTRAL EMISSION USING 
CO-AXIAL PHOTODETECTOR SENSORS 
WITH APPLIED PLANCK THERMOMETRY 
IN AN IOT ENVIRONMENT

AI POWERED COVID-19 REAL-TIME 
OUTBREAK DETECTION SYSTEM

SMART CITIES IN THE FOURTH 
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION ERA

Darren Beckett
CTO at Sigma Labs
Virtual Room 1

Ean Chukwuemeka Mikale
Chief A.I Architect and Sole Founder of LL and I8I
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM   RISK MANAGEMENT OF SMART CITY’S
CONNECTED INSURANCE ECOSYSTEM 
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF COVID-19
Vikas S. Shah
Chief Architect at Knights of Columbus
Virtual Room 2

Mihaela Ulieru
Founder and President of the IMPACT 
Institute for the Digital Economy
Virtual Room 1

DS10014

DS10015

VS10013

DB10016

EC10017

MU10018



3:30PM - 5:00PM 

5:00:PM - 6:30PM                    

WHY MARKETING IS ESSENTIAL 
FOR GROWING A BUSINESS

HOW TO CREATE A YOUTUBE ADS
SALES FUNNEL FOR E-COMMERCE

Tiffanie Smith
Founder of  Tiffanie Mishelle & Co. LLC
Virtual Room 2

Benjamin Kepner
CEO of Global Social Media Marketing
Virtual Room 1

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

11:00AM - 12:30PM 

12:30PM - 2:00PM                      

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

5:00PM - 6:30PM 

IOT AND 5G

SHARE MOBILITY IN MEGACITIES:
HOW CONNECTED CAR IOT WILL BRING 
TRANSPORTATION TO 6 BILLION PEOPLE

BEING AGILE – RE-THINKING CULTURE 
IN THE DIGITAL AGE

HOME AUTOMATION FOR THE 
FAMILY CAREGIVER

HACKING CONSCIOUSNESS TO 
IMPROVE OUR MENTAL HEALTH

Dr. Eric Todd Hollis
CEO/President of HollisGroup LLC
Virtual Room 1

Ryan McManus
Co-founder and CEO of SHARE Mobility
Virtual Room 2

Lisa Jackson
President of Corporate Culture Pros
Virtual Room 1

Mark Servais
Senior Applications Architect at Humana
Virtual Room 2

Ann Wagner
Founder / Speaker of Ann Wagner, LLC
Virtual Room 1

TS10019

BK10020

ET10021

RM10022

LJ10023

MS10024

AW10025



THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

11:00AM - 12:30PM 

3:30PM - 5:00PM  

12:30PM - 2:00PM  

5:00:PM - 6:30PM   

2:00PM - 3:30PM  

SCALEUP IOT INITIATIVES TO 
ENTERPRISE LEVEL

THE FUTURE OF INVESTING IN RFID

CONNECTING SMART CITIES

Navin Parmar
Vice President at Interlink Analytics, Inc.
Virtual Room 1

Curtis Christopher Wragg
Founder and Head of Sincere Headway, Inc
Virtual Room 2

Dr. Jonathan Reichental
CEO of Human Future
Virtual Room 1

FRIDAY, JANUARY 29, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

11:00AM - 12:30PM HOW TO MANAGE YOUR OWN DESTINY:   
DO YOU HAVE A PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE?  
WHY NOT?

SMART CITY 3.0 - A NEW WAY 
OF GOVERNING
Lorenzo Madrid
Independent International Consultant
Virtual Room 2

THE INTERSECTION OF AI AND IOT – 
DRIVING TRANSFORMATION THROUGH 
DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
Brent Leland
Founder of High G
Virtual Room 1

Mark D. Gelhardt
Colonel Mark D. Gelhardt, Sr., C|CIO, CISM, PMP, PCIP, 
ITIL, DTM. Former White House CIO
Virtual Room 1

NP10026

CC10027

JR10028

LMAA

BL10032

MGAA



MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

11:00AM - 12:30PM DESIGN THINKING FOR INNOVATION
Duncan Wardle
Head of Innovation & Creativity at Disney
Virtual Room 1

12:30PM - 2:00PM                      

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

CREATING INDOOR SMART 
ENVIRONMENTS USING IOT

IMPORTANCE OF SOFT SKILLS 
IN THE WORKPLACE

LIES, DECEPTION AND MANIPULATION: 
LET’S TALK ABOUT DEEPFAKES            

RANSOMWARE ATTACKS ARE MAKING ME 
WANNACRY

Charlie Key
Co-Founder and CEO of Losant
Virtual Room 2

Mousami Pandey
Professional Life Coach & Consultant 
Virtual Room 2

Erich Kron
Security Awareness Advocate at KnowBe4
Virtual Room 1

12:30PM - 2:00PM SUCCEEDING IN THE REAL WORLD –
APPROACHING TRANSFORMATION IN
THE AGE OF DISRUPTION
Brent LeLand
Founder of High G
Virtual Room 2

2:00:PM - 3:30PM                    CONNECTING SMART CITIES
Dr. Jonathan Reichental
CEO of Human Future
Virtual Room 1

3:30PM - 5:00PM ARE ROBOTS TAKING OVER YOUR JOB?
Stephen Booze
VP of Digital Innovation for Solugenix Corporation
Virtual Room 2

CKAA

MPAA

EKAA

DW10031

BL10032 - A

JR10028 - A

SB10033



TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

11:00AM - 12:30PM 

12:30PM - 2:00PM                      

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

UNDERSTANDING 5G APPLICATIONS

SOFTWARE AND DOING IOT INTEGRATION

TERRESTRIAL MICROPOSITIONING: FOR US 
OFFICE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY POLICY 
(OSTP)

HEALTHCARE ICT

Gaurav Goyal
Product Manager at InfoVista
Virtual Room 1

Dave Ward
CEO/Principal Consultant at Capmation Inc.
Virtual Room 2

Robert James
Chief Technology Officer with Parkway Autonomous.
Virtual Room 1

Jim St. Clair
Chief Trust Officer at LUMEDIC
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM OPTICAL ACCESS NETWORKS FOR FIXED 
AND MOBILE SERVICES: DEPLOYING 5G 
AND TRIPLE PLAY SERVICES OVER GPON 
TECHNOLOGIES
Jorge Martinez
Access Network Supervisor at AT&T 
Virtual Room 1

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

11:00AM - 12:30PM TELCO EVOLUTION: THE NEW UTILITY AND 
THE “BEYOND-INTERNET” APPROACH
Todd Alexander
CEO of Island Way Technology
Virtual Room 1

5:00PM - 6:30PM IOT FOR ELECTRIC AERIAL-VEHICLE
Raziq Yaqub
Associate Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Science, Alabama A&M University
Virtual Room 1

RYAA

GG10034

DW10035

RJ10036

JS10009 - A

JM10037

TA10038



12:30PM - 2:00PM                      

2:00:PM - 3:30PM                    

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

HOW 5G LEVERAGING CYBERSECURITY 
FOR THE INDUSTRIAL IOT

EDUCATIONAL HEALTHCARE 
MANAGEMENT

Julia Urbina-Pineda
CEO of CyberIIoT
Virtual Room 2

Jeffrey S. Mason
President & CEO of Analytics, LLC
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM SAY THIS, NOT THAT: USING INCLUSIVE 
LANGUAGE TO IMPROVE WORKPLACE 
CULTURE
Donald Thompson
Founder and CEO of The Diversity Movement 
Virtual Room 1

11:00AM - 12:30PM  SMART TECH AND BIG WINS: THE 
CHALLENGES OF APPLYING INDUSTRY 
4.0 TO THE SMALL BUSINESS
Brandon Williams 
Owner of DreamLab Industries LLC
Virtual Room 2

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      SPACE MINING INDUSTRY; A TECHNICAL 
REVIEW
Jasper Julian
Founder/CEO of SpaceGold Corporation
Virtual Room 2

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    LEADING FROM THE INSIDE OUT
Tina Paulus-Krause
CEO True You Teams, LLC
Virtual Room 1

THE GOOD AND UGLY OF DRONES–WHERE WE 
HAVE COME, AND WHERE WE ARE GOING
Sean A. Ahrens CPP
Security Market Group Leader at Affiliated Engineers, Inc.
Virtual Room 1

JU10039

SAAA

JS10041

DTAA

BWAA

JJAA

TPAA



3:30PM - 5:00PM                       7 KEYS TO NAVIGATING A CRISIS: 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO EMOTIONALLY DEAL-
ING WITH COVID-19 AND OTHER MENTAL 
HEALTH CRISES
Elia Gourgouris Ph.D.
Founder and President of The Happiness Centre
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM SMARTCITIES AND BEYOND: METRICS 
FOR GOVERNANCE
Tom Funk
Strategic Director Architecture at Trace3
Virtual Room 1

11:00AM - 12:30PM   LATEST TREND IN AI AND HOW TO COPE 
WITH AUTOMATION
Ms. Rudmeela Nawsheen
Founder and CEO of ConfigVR & ConfigRbot
Virtual Room 2

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      ENABLING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN 
MINING/CONSTRUCTION
Guido Perez
Mining Technology and Innovation Executive - SaaS - 
International Speaker, Regional Manager USA & LATAM 
at Micromine
Virtual Room 2

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    BENEFITS OF INVESTING IN MODERN 
TECHNOLOGY
Guido Perez
Mining Technology and Innovation Executive - SaaS - 
International Speaker, Regional Manager USA & LATAM 
at Micromine
Virtual Room 1

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       CLOUD TRANSFORMATION FOR ENTERPRISES. 
HOW TO CONVERT YOUR ENTERPRISE FROM 
DINOSAUR (MAINTENANCE HEAVY) TO 
TARDIGRADE (MOST ADAPTABLE ANIMAL)

Surya Jayanti
Sr Cloud Engineering Manager for Fortune 1 Company
Virtual Room 2

EGAA

TFAA

RNAA

GPAA

GPAA - A

SJAA



11:00AM - 12:30PM  EMPATHY: RISE AGAINST THE MACHINES
Miri Rodriguez
Author: Brand Storytelling | Storyteller + Global Head of 
Internships at Microsoft
Virtual Room 2

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      TURNING IOT OBSTACLES INTO OPPORTUNITIES
Carmen Fontana  
Modern Software Delivery Service Offering Lead
Chris Martínez
Principal Architect | National Technology Services
Virtual Room 2

MAXIMIZE YOUR BUSINESS OUTCOMES 
BY MIGRATING YOUR HADOOP/SPARK 
CLUSTERS TO GOOGLE CLOUD

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

Rahul Garg
Principal Lead, AI & Analytics, Solutions Engineering, Google 
Virtual Room 1

CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF UNIFIED 
COMMUNICATIONS

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

Yousuf Jiwani
Solution Architect for a global organization NTT
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM PIVOT DON’T PAUSE
Ben Kaplan
Founder and CEO of NationalToday.com
Founder and CEO of TOP [topagency.com]
Bestselling Author of 12 Books
Virtual Room 1

11:00AM - 12:30PM  CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) PANDEMIC: 
CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES
Farhad Mehraban
CEO & Founder of Mehraban Advisory Group, LLC
Virtual Room 2

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

MRAA

CFAA

CMAA

RGAA

YJAA

BKAA

FMAA



SAY THIS, NOT THAT: USING INCLUSIVE 
LANGUAGE TO IMPROVE WORKPLACE 
CULTURE

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      

Donald Thompson  
Founder & CEO, The Diversity Movement CEO, Walk West
Virtual Room 2

LARGE-SCALE IOT IMPLEMENTATION2:00PM - 3:30PM                    
Dan Mo
Executive Director of Customer Programs at Syniverse 
Technologies 
Virtual Room 1

EDGE COMPUTING: ITS ARCHITECTURES 
AND APPLICATIONS

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

Chuck Byers
Associate Chief Technology Officer of the Industrial Internet 
Consortium 
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM ABILITY TO TRACK, MONITOR AND CHANGE 
OWNERSHIP UTILIZING RF AND BLUETOOTH 
MESH SYSTEM

Neil Ganz
CEO of Tag It-Tag Inc
Virtual Room 1

11:00PM - 12:30PM  5G DISPOSABLE NETWORK SLICES
DYNAMIC ON-DEMAND SERVICES TO 
DRIVE ENHANCED CONNECTIVITY & 
CUSTOMER SUCCESS
Ross Caplan
Advisor to the Wireless and Internet of Things Industry
Virtual Room 2

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

DEVELOPING A PATENT PORTFOLIO 
TO PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      

Brian Rosenbloom  
Patent Attorney with Expertise in Internet Technology, 
4G/5G Telecom, AI, Computer Software and Hardware, 
Shareholder Rothwell Figg IP Professionals
Virtual Room 2

DTAA - A

DMAA

CBAA

NGAA

RCAA

BRAA



EMERGING TRENDS IN DISTRIBUTED 
WORKPLACE TECHNOLOGIES

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

Arthur Bailey
Sr. Director External Communications at CompuCom
Virtual Room 1

ENTREPRENEURIAL TIME CRUNCH3:30PM - 5:00PM                       
Les David
Chapter Owner & Franchise Owner of Network 
Lead Exchange
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM BAD BOSSES BIG BUSINESS
Jim Schaffer
Founder and CEO of Western Sky Resources
Virtual Room 1

11:00PM - 12:30PM  THRAUMA®
A GUIDE TO HEALING
Sandra D. Smith
PhD, RPS, PRSS, LCDI-I
Strategist|Author|Reentry Advocate| Thrauma® Authority
Virtual Room 2

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

FUTURE OF RISK MANAGEMENT – ACHIEVE 
ORGANIZATIONAL HOMEOSTASIS THROUGH 
A PHYSICAL, MENTAL, AND SPIRITUAL 
PARADIGM SHIFT.

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      

Andrew J. Peden  
CEO at L5L Solutions
Virtual Room 2

WORKOUT: WORLDWIDE NETWORK AND OUT-
DOOR POP-UP WORKSPACES WITH ENHANCED 
FILTRATION AND AIR CLEANING SYSTEMS FOR 
REMOTE WORKERS AND 
STUDENTS.

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

Esra Karagoz
Founder of onE.GLobe. Architect.
Virtual Room 1

ABAA

LDAA

JSAA

SSAA

APAA

EKAB



FISHING FOR BLOCKCHAIN3:30PM - 5:00PM                       
David Kellar
Founder of Kellar Consulting LLC
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM CORRELATION DOES NOT IMPLY 
CAUSATION:  INSIGHTS INTO DATAOPS, 
BIG DATA ANALYTICS, AND AI
Peter Varhol
Managing Director, Technology Strategy Research
Virtual Room 1

11:00PM - 12:30PM  REACHING THE TECHNICAL BUYER 
IN 2021: RESEARCH FINDINGS FOR 
EXECUTIVES & MARKETERS
Wendy Covey
CEO & Co-Founder, TREW Marketing
Author & Podcast Host, Content Marketing, Engineered
Virtual Room 2

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

IOT 101: SMART DEVICE SECURITY FOR THE 
NON-TECHNICAL AUDIENCE

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      

John Caton
Emergency Manager
Virtual Room 2

BEYOND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES ARE YOU 
READY FOR THE DISRUPTION OF THE FOURTH 
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION?

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

Larry Boyer 
Author of The Robot In the Next Cubicle: What You Need to 
Know to Adapt and Succeed in the Automation Age
Virtual Room 1

GIVE YOUR EMPLOYEES C.R.A.P…THE 
SUCCESS FORMULA FOR BUILDING 
EMPLOYEE LOYALTY

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

Jeff Kortes
Founder of Human Asset Management LLC
Virtual Room 2

DKAA

PVAA

WCAA

JCAA

LBAA

JKAA



MICROSERVICES 101

TALKING TO PEOPLE: CHANGING 
PATTERNS IN A SHELTER-IN-PLACE 
WORLD

Peter Varhol
Managing Director, Technology Strategy Research
Virtual Room 1

Peter Varhol
Managing Director, Technology Strategy Research
Virtual Room 1

11:00PM - 12:30PM  

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      

TIA STANDARDS FOR ICT LIFECYCLE 
MANAGEMENT

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

David K. Bain 
Vice President of Standards for the Telecommunications 
Industry Association (TIA)
Virtual Room 1

BREAKING THE STIGMA: TECH IN 
MENTAL HEALTHCARE

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

Ms. Denishea Williams
Mental Health Advocate, Speaker and Certified 
Mindfulness Coach
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM TURNING TECHNOLOGY CHAOS INTO 
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
Tom Waggoner 
Director of Natural Fiber Welding
Virtual Room 1

11:00AM - 12:30PM  TOPIC FASHION RETAILERS NEED FOR 
INTELLIGENCE AND THEFT CONTROL
Mr. Glen Garner
Inventor of the Double Locking EAS/RFID Security Tag
Virtual Room 2

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

PVAA - A

PVAA - B

DBAA

DWAA

TWAA

GGAA



THE OVERVIEW OF RUSSIAN RFID 
MARKET: SITUATION, MAIN PLAYERS, 
PROJECTS AND PERSPECTIVES
Grigoryeva Anastasia
SAW Components (Electronics) Guest Researcher
Fellow of Chancellor Fellowship for Prospective Leaders 
(Humboldt Foundation)
Virtual Room 1
Alexander Grebennik
CEO of RST-Invent
Maxim Selivanov
Director of the Department of Preservation Technologies

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      

CLOUD & DIGITAL TRANSFORMATIONS, 
TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY AND ADOPTING 
NEW TECHNOLOGIES

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

Paul Risk 
Founder & CEO, Cloudway Partners 
Virtual Room 1

USING IOT AND ML ON THE EDGE TO 
FIGHT COVID19

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

Mr. Leigh Christie
Co-founder of MistyWest Engineering 
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM 5G TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY 2020
Kaneshwaran Govindasamy 
Reporting Director, Edotco Group
Virtual Room 1

11:00AM - 12:30PM  5G FORUM -> 5G DEPLOYMENT TRACK
John Celentano
Business Editor at Inside Towers
Virtual Room 2

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

JOURNEY TO SCALABLE AI: LESSON 
LEARNED WITH EXAMPLES
Dr. John Rares Almasan
AVP, Executive Leader of Advanced Analytics Organization
Virtual Room 1

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      

GAAA

PR10040

LCAA

KGAA

JC10004

JAAA



LAUNCHING A LOW-COST SOFTWARE 
R&D PROGRAM USING HACKATHONS

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

Cal Tiger
CEO of Siliconbeach Technologies 
Virtual Room 2

5:00PM - 6:30PM WELCOME TO CYBERSECURITY 2020, 
HERE IS WHAT I SEE KEEPING CISO’S UP 
AT NIGHT AND IT ISN’T PRETTY
Russell From
Private Security Consultant at VCISO 
Virtual Room 1

11:00AM - 12:30PM  THE FCC DEREGULATION OF CBRS
Dan Tilley
CEO of Edge 5G Services, Inc
Virtual Room 2

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

HOW IOT ACCELERATES THE NEW 
HEALTHCARE PARADIGM SHIFT – FROM 
MIN TO SEC!
Dr. Shahin Arefzadeh
Chief Customer Engagement- Engagement Architecture at 
ReadRite
Virtual Room 1

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      

PRODUCT & DATA SCIENCE / ML / AI - 
LESSONS FROM 10 YEARS IN THE GAMES

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

Scott Jones
Cloud Platform Senior Product Manager at Lenovo
Virtual Room 1

CTAA

RFAA

DTAB

SAAB

SJAB

USER EXPERIENCE AND CYBERSECURITY 
IN HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENTS

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

Matt Morton
Consultant at Vantage Technology Consulting
Virtual Room 1

MMAA



5:00PM - 6:30PM MARKETING TO SURVIVE
Camila Espinosa
CEO of Digital Marketing, BlindCat Agency 
Virtual Room 1

11:00AM - 12:30PM  USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO 
RAPIDLY ADAPT TO DISRUPTORS
Justin Starr, PhD 
Senior Scientific Advisor at PreScouter, Inc.
Virtual Room 2

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2021
EASTERN TIME (UTC -05:00)

BUILDING THE BUSINESS CASE FOR 
THE EDGE
Keith Rutledge
General Manager for EdgePoint at Compass Datacenters
Virtual Room 1

12:30:PM - 2:00PM                      

AI IS THE HYPE REAL? WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR 
MY BUSINESS? A HEALTHCARE EXAMPLE

2:00PM - 3:30PM                    

James Bates
Founder, CEO and Chairman at AdviNOW Medical
Virtual Room 1

BUSINESS IMPACT OF XR TRAINING SIMULATIONS 
ON INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

Douglas Fajardo
CEO / CXO at Xennial Digital
Virtual Room 2

CEAA

JSAB

KRAA

JBAA

DFAA

HOW TO APPLY TECHNOLOGIES TO HELP 
BUSINESSES TO SURVIVE THE RAMPAGE OF THE 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND HOW TO THRIVE POST 
THE PANDEMIC

3:30PM - 5:00PM                       

Mark Arizmendi
CEO of Northwestern Capital Partners 
Virtual Room 2

MAAA



Speakers

COMBINED AGENDA
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WWW.GAORFID.COM/EVENTS



Christopher Magnan
IoT Cybersecurity

Project Management Office for General 
Dynamics Information Technology (GDIT)

Keywords: lifecycle management, vulnerabilities, personal data, 
healthcare, security strategies

Description: Exploited Internet of Things (IoT) cyber vulnerabilities expose trending and alarm-
ing design, policy, and system lifecycle management deficiencies. These flaws pose significant 
business and societal risk as technology adoption accelerates. Hackers have penetrated enter-
prise networks through unsecure IoT networks to gather sensitive financial data, disrupt critical 
infrastructure, and install ransomware. During the COVID-19 pandemic, unprotected medical 
devices have been exploited to gather sensitive personal data on healthcare networks and po-
tentially endanger human life. Despite significant risk, many businesses have adopted IoT to 
pivot to new markets, improve services, and lower costs. As more businesses adopt IoT, cyber 
vulnerabilities will exponentially grow. Without enhanced security intervention, this unrestrained 
growth may become uncontrollable.  Recent surveys and independent security audits have un-
covered underlying trends across many sectors that increase IoT cyber risk.  This presentation 
will discuss these trends and propose strategies to optimize the IoT security posture.

Biography: Christopher Magnan manages a Project Management Office for General Dynam-
ics Information Technology (GDIT).  During his tenure at GDIT, he has led a team that has im-
plemented cyber-security technology and best practices, integrated telecommunications, and 
implemented Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) to a diverse global enterprise. Prior to GDIT, he 
managed the design and deployment of Smart City technology across Naval District Washington.  
He received his MBA and Master’s in Electrical Engineering from the University of Maryland – Col-
lege Park.



Tim Groulx
Smart Inventory Management

Sr. Director, North America AI and IoT 
Practice Lead for Avanade

Keywords: Inventory Management, RFID, Supply Chain, 
Optimization, Processes

Description: Inventory management is a critical element of the supply chain across many indus-
tries. Through the use of multiple technologies including RFID, BLE, Computer Vision, Machine 
Learning, IoT Edge, and cloud-based services, we are able to deliver instant understanding of 
what inventory is on-hand, where it is, and how many are there. Combine this with understand-
ing the demand; how many are needed, where they are needed, when they are needed, and you 
can optimize the value chain from raw materials through end consumer. 

The Smart Inventory Management solution can be applied to raw material inventory, finished 
goods inventory, retail warehouse or storefront, place of service, or anywhere you need to un-
derstand what you have and where it is. Having this real-time insight into your inventory stock 
levels across the supply chain of any industry enables rapid mobilization, optimization of stor-
age, operations, and delivery, with the ability to fulfill orders in an agile and timely manner to 
meet the needs of today’s rapidly changing business and demanding consumer landscape.
The current pandemic has exposed the frailty of our current supply chain infrastructure. AI, IoT, 
and smart technologies such as RFID will enable us to transform the supply chain, to gain the 
insights required to optimize how we do business, and how we answer the call when the stakes 
are raised, demand spikes, or in times of business as usual.

Biography: Tim currently serves as Sr. Director, North America AI and IoT Practice Lead for Ava-
nade. He has been in the software and services industry for almost 25 years. Tim’s early career 
was mainly spent at Microsoft, and since then he has focused on implementing data, analytics, 
AI, and IoT solutions for clients across the globe, including many Fortune 100 companies. His 
main areas of focus are the application of machine learning, IoT, and AI solutions across indus-
tries, and throughout the value chain. Tim thrives on working with business leaders to under-
stand their pain points, problems, and areas for optimization, and delivering innovation, trans-
formation, and business value through advanced AI and IoT solutions.



Description: The talk will be around how Satellite is a critical component to enabling global IoT 
coverage and strategies going forward, and that not as a sales pitch, but in general they are 
small and more affordable than most people realize.  The coverage with limitations on their use 
but advantages over other terrestrial solutions that make sense.

I will cover some use cases of tracking containers, working with new opportunities in Oil and Gas 
incorporating RFID and Satellite technologies together, our current partners tracking cattle and 
other animals using both a satellite ear tag and collar solution.

Biography: Vice President of Emerging Technologies and Business Development. As Vice Pres-
ident, Emerging Technologies, Chris Gray will be identifying and leading new product initiatives 
across a broad range of vertical markets. Chris has been with the Company since 2014. Before 
joining Globalstar Mr. Gray worked at Globe Wireless, a Satellite reseller company specialized in 
the maritime sector, for 16 years in various roles including Project Management, Marketing and 
managing Customer Care.

Vice President of Emerging Technologies 
and Business Development at Globalstar

Keywords: Satellite, IoT, data sources, supply chain, predictive trends

Chris Gray
Satellite IoT – Going Beyond the 
Terrestrial Networks



Carrie Goetz

Keywords: 5G, smart city, communications, cloud

Description: Smart Cities, Applications and Monetization, What it takes to make it all work.  
(Both 5G applications and IOT&ICT)

IOT is a horrible acronym that means something different to everyone that reads it.  In fact, 
the world of connected devices have varied needs for transmission, storage, latency and com-
munications.  In this session, we will break down the acronym to meaningful descriptions by 
understanding the applications, where they sit, and how edge computing is facilitating the con-
versations over 5G and fiber, and in some cases, cellular communications.  The strategies for 
implementing smart cities is simple, start with understanding what you want to accomplish, then 
work backwards.  We will do just that!  We will also discuss some funding, grant and other options 
to help cities pay for these projects. 

Biography: Carrie Goetz, Principal/CTO, StrategITcom, personifies nearly 40 years of glob-
al experience designing, running and auditing, data centers, IT departments, and intelligent 
buildings. She is an international keynote speaker and podcaster.  Carrie works globally with 
end users in enterprise data centers, colocation, hosting and cloud facilities, smart cities, intelli-
gent buildings, telecommunications, XaaS, and ICT design.  Her background includes consulting 
and as a Fortune 500 IT executive. She now provides technical direction and strategic planning 
spearheading CTOaaS providing fractional technology services.  Carrie was awarded an honorary 
doctorate from AATCU.   She holds an RCDD/NTS, is a Master IMason, CDCP and CDCS, CNID, 
AWS CCP, PSP and is SCRUM master certified. She is the college and women liaison for ASIS, Vet-
eran Outreach Officer for the IMasons. She was named the 2020 Network Computing Inspiration 
Award finalist and the Inside Analytics Top 10 Most Influential Women in Tech.

Carbon Neutral Edge Data Centers 
for  Cloud, 5G and IoT

Principal/CTO StrategITcom, LLC
D.MCO, RCDD/NTS, CDCP, CDCS, CNID, Master 
IM, AWS CCP, PSP, Certified SCRUM Master



Outsourcing, Leadership, and 
Strategic Intention in Cloud 
Computing

Keywords: cloud, communications, Amazon, security

Description: The purpose of this quantitative correlational cross-sectional research study was 
to examine a theoretical model consisting of leadership practice, attitudes of business process 
outsourcing, and strategic intentions of leaders to use cloud computing and to examine the re-
lationships between each of the variables respectively.  This study investigated the propensity of 
leaders to combine business process outsourcing with cloud computing for competitive innova-
tion by surveying a sample of Information Technology managers and directors of medium-sized 
enterprise firms across all industries in the United States.  The application of Structural Equation 
Analysis (SEM) to the survey data from respondents’ revealed that the theoretical model had 
a borderline unacceptable fit, the relationship between leadership practice and intention to 
use cloud computing was positively correlated, the relationship between leadership practice 
and attitudes toward business process outsourcing was not correlated, the relationship between 
attitudes toward business process outsourcing and strategic intentions to use cloud computing 
was positively correlated, and the attitudes toward business process outsourcing had no mediat-
ing effect on the relationship between leadership practice and strategic intentions of leadership 
to use cloud computing.  The findings of this study have value for leadership intending to opti-
mize their business processes with cloud computing for strategic advantage.

Biography: Dr. Alan F. Castillo is an Information Technology (IT) professional and founding 
principal of Castillo Technologies, LLC doing business as Cloud Computing Technologies. Castil-
lo Technologies, LLC provide IT consulting services to public and private organizations located 
nationwide. Dr. Castillo’s philosophy on technology arises from his passion to provide exception-
al technology solutions to significant business challenges faced by his clients. Born in Omaha, 
Nebraska, United States of America and son of a foreign student who graduated from the United 
States Air Force Academy, Dr. Castillo was raised in Tempe, Arizona, United States of America. 

Dr. Alan Castillo
Certified Solutions Architect and Director 
at Cloud Computing Technologies



Dr. Castillo served his country in the United States Marine Corps from 1991 to 1997, where he 
attained the rank of Sergeant. Cited by superior officers as a “born leader,” “a team player,” and 
“head and shoulders above his peers,” he was awarded multiple certificates of commendation 
during his military career. While serving, he built his first computer from spare parts in 1994, an 
i486-DX2 clone personal computer, to keep in touch with his family. Simultaneously, while serv-
ing as an active duty Military Police Watch Commander, he completed his Bachelor of Science 
degree from Park College in 1995. 

From 1997 to 1999, he became a manager at Motorola MOS5 Semiconductor Products Sector. 
While at Motorola, he led Photo and Implant shifts where he implemented QS9000 and Six Sigma 
quality standards. His duties included oversight of training, staffing, production scheduling, on-
time delivery, and equipment maintenance. Also, while at Motorola, Dr. Castillo achieved Micro-
soft Certified Systems Engineer certification. 

In 2000, Dr. Castillo obtained a Master of Business Administration in Management from West-
ern International University. In 2014, Dr. Castillo was conferred with a Doctor of Management in 
Information Systems Technology from University of Phoenix. 

Dr. Castillo founded Castillo Technologies, LLC in 2000 to address an emerging computer net-
working services demand. He provided leadership and implementation expertise to companies 
located throughout Arizona. Since 2002, Castillo Technologies has been awarded more than 
140 federal contracts. The company was also awarded the premier GSA STARS I, GSA STARS II, 
and Seaport-e contracts over the last decade. Castillo Technologies public sector clients include 
United States Department of Homeland Security, United States Department of the Army, United 
States Department of Energy, United States Department of Veterans Affairs, and United States Air 
Force. Private sector clients include a number of Fortune 500 companies located throughout the 
Southwestern United States. 

In 2011, Dr. Castillo focused his firm on cloud computing in response to the increasing de-
mand for flexible elastic computing services from his clients. He has ongoing partnerships with 
Amazon Web Services, Red Hat Software, Microsoft Azure, and other industry leading cloud 
vendors. 

Dr. Castillo is also an Adjunct Assistant Professor, Cloud Computing Program, at The Gradu-
ate School at University of Maryland Global Campus teaching cloud architecture, infrastructure, 
and implementation. Dr. Castillo was recently honored by Peerlyst as one of the “50 Influential 
DevSecOps Professionals.” 

Dr. Castillo is a member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Computer 
Society, Cloud Security Alliance, National Society of Hispanic MBAs, National Defense Industrial 
Association, and the Military Police Regimental Association. He also donates time and expertise 
locally to Big Brother Big Sisters of Central Arizona. 



Compliance Issues to Consider When 
Evaluating Technologies

Keywords: Privacy, Information Security, Safety, Data, New Technologies

Description: Ms. Hammar will talk about the importance of looking at the ability to address pri-
vacy and security to be built into new technologies and collection of sensor data to ensure that 
the technology can be implemented in a safe and legally compliant manner.  She will give ex-
amples of past products that looked promising but could not get over the compliance hurdles 
and how to ensure you address these concerns early.

Biography: Patricia Hammar, Founder and CEO of PKH Enterprises, has distinguished herself as 
a renowned expert on technology policy leveraging both her technology and legal expertise to 
address complex issues.   Patricia’s extensive professional experience, spanning over 25 years 
in government and industry, helped develop her talent for analyzing current operating proce-
dures, authorities, and potential risks; for diagnosing problems; and for determining the most 
appropriate actions.  Patricia received her B.S. in Mathematics from the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology.  She received both a Juris Doctorate (JD) and Masters in Public Administration 
(MPA) from the University of Baltimore.  Professional affiliations include membership in the 
Maryland, District of Columbia, and Virginia Bars.

Patricia Hammar
Founder and CEO of PKH Enterprises



Kaneshwaran Govindsamy 
5G Technology Industry 2020 

Description: The next mobile telecommunications technology after LTE is 5G (5th generation 
mobile networks) technology. This talk begins with the overview of the evolution of cellular 
technologies and motivation for 5G followed by the discussion of key technical requirements for 
5G. The 5G standardization timeline and use cases are also presented. The talk then dives into 
the key enabling technologies for 5G, which include the air interface technologies. Air interface 
technologies cover the millimeter wave, massive MIMO, network densification & Cloud comput-
ing. This 5G presentation covers the business impact of 5G, 5G vision, and 5G initiatives around 
the world. Vertical flagships include Smart Cities, Smart Farming and Smart Manufacturing, with 
an Introduction of IoT and its applications, Concepts & definitions of The Internet of Things (IoT), 
history and applications of IoT and IoT standards. 

1. What will 5G be? 5G Global Rollout. 
2. IMT-2020 requirements according to ITU 
3. 5G standardization timeline and key milestones 
4. Usage scenarios of 5G: Enhanced Broadband, massive MTC, mission critical communication 
5. Millimeter Wave Technology 
6. Massive MIMO Technology 
7. Network Densification 
8. 5G Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) 
9. 5G Mobile Edge Computing & 5G Network Slicing 
10. 5G relation to Internet-of-Things, Big Data, Cloud, Machine Learning & Artificial Intelligence 
11. 5G Use Cases around the world

Biography: Kaneshwaran Govindasamy has 23 years’ experience in the Telecommunications 
field in Key Account Management, Business Development & Commercial Management in Ven-
dor & ICT Consulting Environment for Telco Operators in Asia, Enterprise market & Government 
agencies including MINDEF. Areas of expertise include 5G, IoT, Analytics, Cyber Security, Cloud, 
OSS/BSS, Power BI, LTE, Core Networks, Transmission & Transport Networks, Radio Microwave 
& Radio Base Stations. Kanesh forte is being in leading company, Ericsson Malaysia for 12 years 

Reporting Director, Edotco Group



in Key Account Management role. Kanesh was an apprentice to Professor Tharek Abdul Rahman 
in Wireless Microwave 28GHz Research & Development in 1998-2000. Kanesh qualifications are 
MBA (Victoria University, Melbourne, AU, 2009-2010) and BEng (Nottingham Trent University, UK, 
1996-1997). A Panel Speaker for Industry 4.0 & Digitalization Conference, 2017, organized by Ma-
laysian Institute of Management (MIM), University Technology Malaysia Young Engineers Sympo-
sium 2019 on 5G Revolution & International Project Management Day organized by PM Learning 
on Impact of 5G in Project Management. A Guest Speaker to University of Wollongong KDU on 
5G Wireless Technology, & Global Drone Conference 2020 on 5G, Drones & The Needs of Inte-
grated Platform. A Guest Speaker on 5G Technologies & Big Data to Astro Radio Lite FM & BFM 
89.9 Business Station, 2020. Also, a speaker to Technological Association Malaysia, in presenting 
online ‘5G addressing COVID19’; MAHSA University on ‘How 5G Can Help Combat COVID-19’; 
Nanyang Technological University on 5G Empowering VR, AR on Higher Learning; Also, a speak-
er to Technological Association Malaysia and Global Future Mobility Conference June 2020 on 
Autonomous Vehicle powered by 5G Sunway University on ‘How 5G Can Help Combat COVID-19’, 
Monash University & The Institution of Engineers Malaysia IEM on ‘5G Transforms the Business’. 
A speaker on Big Data & 5G in Smart City –Architecture, Interior Design & Building Conference.



RFID, Industrial Internet of Things 
(IIoT) in Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (ITS)

Keywords: Cybersecurity, Tracking, RFID, Fleet Management, 
Targets, Communication

Description: This presentation will discuss the cybersecurity challenges unique in using RFID 
technology for tracking fleet movements and communication. The discussion of the challenges 
will increase participant’s understanding how RFID technology supports this activity. RFID utili-
zation in Fleet Maintenance, Movement Tracking and Fleet management will be contrasted with 
the data management and security for each type of deployment. Discussion points will include 
targets, attack vectors, attack motives, and exposures.

Biography: Teresa Rule is President of RNT Professional Services, LLC, a cybersecurity audit firm 
in Norman, OK. Her professional certifications include the Project Management Professional 
(PMP) and the Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA).  A native of Cleveland County, Okla-
homa, Teresa Rule graduated from the University of Oklahoma with a Bachelor of Arts in Letters. 
Teresa was an officer in the U.S. Marine Corps for 20 years during which she earned a Master’s 
degree in Education for Adult and Community Education from Eastern Carolina University. She 
served as a Transportation Officer before transitioning into Joint Special Projects. She served 
tours in the United States and Okinawa.

Teresa specializes in managing security projects management for organizations seeking proac-
tive cyber secure and compliant environments.  Her projects have included FISMA Compliance 
Projects, SOX, SAS 70, Data at Rest Encryption, Multi-Factor Authentication, Server Refresh and 
Identity and Access Management projects.  Teresa has led over 100 projects in the past 24 years 
and is a recognized Subject Matter Expert in Security Project Management.  RNT specializes in 
Risk and Vulnerability Assessment for organizations with specific compliance concerns and train-
ing the next generation of cybersecurity professionals.

When she is not running her business, working with the NSBA, volunteering with PMI OKC, 
supporting organizations on cybersecurity governance, or providing cybersecurity training to 
organizations, Teresa enjoys reading and travel.  She is an active member of St. Joseph’s Catholic 
Church in Norman, OK, and likes to spend time with her family.

Teresa Rule
President of RNT Professional 
Services, LLC



Description: In global healthcare, the focus on delivering services to the patient have been built 
around centralized healthcare systems collecting and managing all patient information. This has 
led to challenges in protecting the security and privacy of patients in a centralized repository or 
institution, as well as difficulties for the patient to maintain data access and consent. This has 
been exacerbated in the period of the COVID 19 pandemic, where more patients seek telehealth 
services and may be seen at caregivers other than their primary location. 

The time has come for a decentralized, “patient-centric” approach to health data management, 
that embodies privacy and consent while orchestrating data access remotely and/or amongst mul-
tiple providers. This is coupled with a growing need for a digital identity that can be credentialled 
when vaccination and immunity becomes a prerequisite for a return to work or travel. This pre-
sentation will discuss the foundations of decentralized identity and a standards-based framework 
to develop and adopt them.

Biography: Jim is the CTO of The Dinocrates Group, a Maryland-based boutique strategy and 
advisory firm, and the founder of the Institute for Healthcare Financial Technology. As CTO, Jim 
leads the Dinocrates Transformational Technology Services to assist public and private sector 
clients understand and adopt the latest advances in Blockchain, artificial intelligence (AI), robot-
ic process automation (RPA) and cloud technologies. Given the dramatic changes in technology 
and healthcare delivery, Jim recently founded the Institute for Healthcare Financial Technolo-
gy, which upon inception will be a non-profit organization dedicated to improving the healthcare 
value chain to reduce costs and streamline access and delivery of healthcare. IHFT builds on the 
innovations of financial, insurance and healthcare technology, especially in such concepts as dis-
tributed ledgers, blockchain, Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and Artificial Intelligence (AI).

Jim is a 2019 FedHealth IT 100 winner, and is also active in the Healthcare Committee for the 
Government Blockchain Association, and co-lead of the HIMSS Healthcare Blockchain Work-
ing Group. He is an advisor to multiple healthcare Blockchain start-ups, and guest lectures on 
Blockchain and technology at Universities and Industry. Jim is a veteran and former naval officer, 
having served in both active and reserve capacity. 

Decentralizing the Patient Identity: 
The Next Generation in Privacy and 
Consent

Keywords: Healthcare, Security, Privacy, Digital Identity, Data Access

Jim St.Clair
Chief Trust Officer at LUMEDIC



RFID Solutions Help Futureproof Oil 
and Gas Operations

Keywords: Pipeline industry, lifecycle management, 
EchoRFID, Pipetalker system

Description: Over the past 50 years the pipeline industry has grown to become an asset-in-
tensive, highly regulated, technically complex business. While technology has provided the ef-
ficiencies required to effectively develop and manage the infrastructure, field-based lifecycle 
management has lagged behind other disciplines. As such, it represents a significant opportunity 
for process streamlining and cost reduction. To achieve these goals, EchoRFID™ has successfully 
developed PIPETALKER™, a system that will revolutionize how materials are tracked and traced, 
how construction documentation is retained, and how integrity management will be conducted 
in the future, all to provide significant value to pipeline owners and operators.

Biography: Layne Tucker (CEO & Founder) is a Tahltan indigenous, global RFID Board certified 
Subject Matter Expert and initiator of 14 technology patents in the US and Canada, including the 
IP behind EchoRFID. Layne has extensive experience in pipelines having worked in the US, Can-
ada, and in the Arabian Gulf and he successfully built and exited two pipeline and facility con-
struction companies in Northern British Columbia and Northern Alberta, Canada.

Layne Tucker
CEO of ECHORIFD



Description: The insurance industry must associate with increasing challenges and complexi-
ties of Smart City. Connected ecosystem of Smart City requires to look beyond the design and 
management of policies. it is now necessary to orchestrate an extended value proposition. The 
Smart Home devices’ expected growth rate for the coming years is USD 151.4 billion by 2024, 
at a CAGR of 12.0% and Connected Healthcare is anticipating CAGR of 9.5% through 2024. The 
growing competition of digital insurer phenomena and stronger pressure on offering connected 
insurance to the participants of Smart City ecosystem are imminent. 

Smart City authorities and the mobile operators are working together to advance the utiliza-
tion of IoT devices and data associated with the participants of the Smart City ecosystem. The 
Smart City is growing the data economy, and the way the insurers are intersecting with it. It is 
already influencing how insurance companies interact with sensors and other new data sourc-
es. The paradigms are shifting due to the connected city delivering new types of safety and 
monitoring technologies. It is impacting the life expectancy of the people and the characteris-
tics of insured assets (vehicles, mobility, properties, cyber, and digital assets). The new types of 
relationships are emerging to assess and manage the risks of the Smart City participants during 
pandemic. 

In this presentation, we identified established architecture framework that articulates relation-
ships of Smart City participants (people, technology, and processes) to define risk assessment 
methodologies for the insurers under the influence of COVID-19. The combined value of data 
generated by insurance companies is immensely contributing to view not only the impact of con-
nected ecosystem but also the changing characteristics of risks associated with advancements 
in Smart City. Data is defining the dynamics of risk categories. For example, the relationship 
between the heartbeat patterns, age of the person, and driving conditions of the city can assess 

Risk Management of Smart City’s 
Connected Insurance Ecosystem 
under the Influence of COVID-19

Keywords: Insurance companies, Smart Home, Healthcare, Risk Factors

Vikas S. Shah
Chief Architect at Knights of Columbus



the risk associated with the possibility of the health condition of a person as well as the individual’s 
ability to survive. When the data is brought into processes and understood in consideration of 
Smart City’s connected insurance ecosystem, it can be used to determine changing categories of 
risks and their impact to the insurers even post pandemic. The framework essentially answers 
following questions. 

How new IoT Data of connected ecosystem changes the perception of improving customer service 
for insurance providers during COVID-19? What are the factors impacting the characteristics 
of risk computation for the insurance companies in presence of pandemics (or natural disasters) 
and aftermath of these events? Categorizing these risk factors to decide upon whether they are 
temporal in nature or permanently needs to be inherited to the risk management? How the in-
surance providers can associate these factors to the risk modeling and management and analyze 
the possibilities? 

Following are the issues, challenges, and potential resolution encountered during our analysis to 
identify the risks associated with the Smart City’s Connected Insurance ecosystem. It is also the 
primary criteria to define and bond the components of architecture framework with smart city’s 
connected insurance to efficiently assess and manage dynamics of the risks during COVID-19. 
Tremendous amount of data and their interrelationships requires to be captured, understood, 
analyzed, and perceived. Technology advancements of the existing IoT devices as well as 
upcoming devices that produces new paradigms of connections, monitoring, and actionable 
events in real-time during pandemic. Failure, recovery, and liability of the numerous different 
healthcare providers participating to generate autonomous systems of Smart Cities. 

Smart City infrastructure security and its vulnerabilities. Contingency plan in terms of overall 
impact of the hacking. Responsiveness during the pandemic and their impacts to the life expec-
tancy of the people under the influence of the specific geolocation diversity. Collaboration and 
regulatory advancements between multiple government entities and private parties to formu-
late terms and conditions for insurers. Impact of economic and political conditions to the specific 
geographic region and the acceptability (or adaptability) of the new norms post pandemic.

Biography: Vikas S. Shah is a Chief Architect at Knights of Columbus. Over past 25 years, he has 
led multiple products and solutions at numerous technology and consulting companies includ-
ing Ernst & Young US LLP, Wipro Technologies, Symphony Services, Samsung India Software Op-
eration Pvt. Ltd., and Fujitsu Network Communication. He received his M.S. degree in computer 
science from Worcester Polytechnic Institute and Bachelor of Engineering in computer engineer-
ing from University of Mumbai. He has 23+ international publications and patents in Blockchain, 
Smart City, Incremental Risk Management, Data Science, IoT, Cloud computing, Mobile Edge 
Computing, and Integration Architecture. He ran multiple strategic initiative of emerging tech-
nologies and digital transformation at diversified scales including global organizations, startups, 
and consulting. He is also extensively supporting pre-sales and marketing. Vikas is the recog-
nized senior committee member, technologist, and speaker at numerous global conferences and 
events.



Advances in Micromachining and 
Nano Technology for IoT Applications

Keywords: Micromachining, Nanotechnology, MEMS Systems, 
Sensor nodes, 5G

Description: Micro and nano technology forms the basic substructure for the Internet of Things 
(IoT). This presentation will discuss how the sensing, RF communication and low power con-
sumption along with energy harvesting enables the wireless sensing nodes of the future for 
the IoT. Advances in micromachining silicon, the forming a nanostructures, new materials and 
their integration have driven the development of the IoT over the last twenty years. MEMS or 
MicroElectroMechanical Systems process integration, design and packaging for sensor nodes, 
including the incorporation of 5G critical elements and stand-alone power like thin film batteries 
and energy harvesting will be covered. New materials and fabrication methods like additive man-
ufacturing used to 3D print sensors along with packages for challenging applications will also be 
discussed.

Biography: Doug Sparks is the CTO at Hanking Electronics which operates the largest MEMS 
wafer fab in China. While at Hanking Electronics he has worked in the consumer IoT space. He 
founded a microsensor packaging company called NanoGetters, was the EVP at Integrated Sens-
ing Systems where he worked with wireless medical sensing and microfluidics. He also worked 
in automotive sensors including multi-sensor networks at Delphi. Doug holds a PhD in materials 
engineering from Purdue University has published more than 120 technical papers and has more 
than 50 issued patents. 

Doug Sparks
CTO at Hanking Electronics



Metal Additive laser Powder Bed Fusion Melt 
Pool Monitoring of Radiated Spectral Emission 
using co-axial photodetector sensors with 
applied Planck Thermometry in an IoT 
environment 

Keywords: IPQM, AI, Melt Pool Monitoring, Engineering, CTQ

Description: When part buildability and part critical to quality (CTQ) metrics such as destructive 
(DT) & nondestructive testing (NDT)b metric variance impedes build yield performance for part 
qualification and production, a decision to insert in process quality metric (IPQM)c technology 
known as TED (tm) and TEP(tm) is taken to give insight into in process signatures and anomalies 
so they can be then be related to within and post build key yield CTQ metrics, thereby enabling 
the adjustment of machine process input parameters to improve build yield performance.

Visible within build failures such as powder disturbance and non-uniform powder coating, De-
structive & Nondestructive testing includes micro CT, part dimensionality, mechanical testing 
Patent protected TED (tm) is a thermal energy density metric and TEP (tm) is a thermal emission 
metric based on Planck's radiation law.Manual after the build or automatically within build by a 
machine controller using closed loop control. Laser power and speed, scan strategy, layer thick-
ness, support structure design

The nascent state of IPQM technology develops to supply to the end user a Process and Part 
Digital Ecosystem which at its center is composed of an artificial intelligence (AI) that trains a 
series of prediction metric workers known as IPQMp, housed within a model warehouse that 
universally generates and regenerates itself using machine learning algorithms that algebraically 
register three-dimensional post process digitized defect morphologies to in process anomalies 
as fed by the additive compute continuum machine and materials IoT network. The AI collabo-
rates with a user-controlled defect atlas database which works to identify and classify in process 
anomalies using IPQMp prediction workers in conjunction with multivariate statistics that en-
ables inter and intra layer closed loop machine-controlled decisions to be taken.

Biography: CTO. Sigma Labs Inc. B. Eng. Mech. Eng. University of Limerick, Ireland '96. 20 years 
in Semiconductor Industry in Process Engineering &Technology Leadership at Intel Corp. 3 years 
in Technology Development Leadership of Melt pool Monitoring and Analytics at Sigma Labs.

Darren Beckett
CTO at Sigma Labs Inc 



The Label Revolution

Keywords: Label Innovation, Technology, Information, Speed and Accuracy

Description: Labels are essential for all kinds of interactions. From a name badge at a confer-
ence to an employee badge to a shipping label, a label facilitates connection, routing, and access.  
It states who you are, where you are from, what role or privileges you have, where you are going, 
and other information to facilitate engagement.  
It might state hobbies, or special handling instructions. 

Labels continue to evolve to enhance speed and accuracy.  Automation in package handling, 
checkout, inventory control, security access, and manufacturing have pushed innovation in label-
ing to facilitate new label technologies.  Labels continue to evolve pushing reading farther and 
faster.

But speed and distance are not the only demands pushing label innovation.  Additional infor-
mation is required for manufacturers, shippers, warehouse managers, and security managers to 
more effectively manage the items entrusted to them.  Where is it?  Is it in good condition?  An-
swers need to be readily available, especially when time is of the essence like for recalls or emer-
gency evacuations.  Did all the employees in the warehouse make it out safely?
Continued innovation increases the value, function, and effectiveness of labels in facilitating 
commerce.  We will discuss some of these innovations, the applications, and ways in which labels 
will continue to evolve to better enable us to interact more effectively.

Biography: Douglas Seitz spoke at over a half dozen international conferences in 2019.  He 
created Frigate Consulting to provide vendor neutral RFID consulting, and to provide services 
for vendors to extend their reach for projects, events, or industries.  In January, 2021, Douglas 
joined Printronix Auto ID as the Product Manager for Vision Systems.   Previously Douglas was 
Worldwide Director for Industrial/RFID Printers for Ricoh, Business Development manager for 
AIDC labels at Seagull Scientific, and Product Marketing Manager for RFID sensing at ON Semi-
conductor.  Douglas retired from IBM after managing Worldwide Technical Support, Field Techni-
cal Sales, and Marketing organizations.

Douglas Seitz
Product Manager – Vision Systems at 
Printronix Auto ID



Smart Cities in the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution Era

Keywords: Ecology, Cities, Infrastructures and Design, AI

Description: We need to reinvent the concept of the city, as an ecologically friendly shelter of 
creativity. In this Keynote I will take the audience on a journey “From Mars to the Slums”, incor-
porating the lessons from both these very different environments – one artificially created to 
isolate and protect us from the external impact of the natural factors that are worsening the 
status quo, while the other teaching us about how cities grow organically and how we can apply 
“design by emergence” to make better decisions regarding where to place the infrastructure and 
invest in better alignment with the needs of citizens.
 
The Mars habitat approach where people will isolate themselves from the nature is adopted in 
some parts of the world, such as Singapore where food is produced by “vertical farms” that don’t 
use the soil, because they have little space of soil or it is so depleted. The second approach is 
more organic; it insures the making of a smart city on organic grounds and develops a process 
of learning from the slums that develop around the cities. It insists on learning from how citizens 
live and how they maximize the so little resources they have. A few projects following this ap-
proach were first implemented in Indonesia, where demographic development reached its peak 
in over 40 years, which created an accommodation problem. The project consists of making an 
expandable house in which the roof can go up creating a story up until 3 stories depending on 
the funds the citizens have to create living spaces, business spaces, and entrepreneurial ven-
tures in these spaces.

I will refer to the World Economic Forum annual report on global risks that are interdependent 
and must be taken into account, only after they are detangled and analyzed each at a time, using 
“systemic thinking” that engages a holistic approach of thinking of the world and the smart city. 
I will suggest moving from a silo approach to a more holistic one which encompasses smart 
transportation, smart apps, smart shops and smart buildings. The goal of a holistic approach in 
this context is to bundle these applications into industries, and later smart economies and smart 
societies; the most important factors in a smart city. 

Mihaela Ulieru
Founder and President of the IMPACT 
Institute for the Digital Economy



I will introduce a paradigm shift in how we think about smart city using a multi-dimensional 
rolled into one concept called “Smart City Maturity Model” which can help us to decide in which 
stage in the development we are. This system of thinking is concocted of many layers: the su-
pra-structures (culture, politics) the core-structure (economy/digital economy) the infra-structure 
(core and heart of a smart city), resources (citizens and nature).

The ultimate goal is to create a sustainable city and overcoming the difficulty of living in an 
unsustainable environment. Technology should not be the center, instead we should focus on 
the human and social factor to unleash the “Social Network Operating System” which is un-
derutilized so far. Technology can be deployed in communities to connect through what is called 
crowd-sourcing, it is time to shift our perspective to the co creation of such smart services in 
which we engage the citizens and of course with their permission the use of data as the major 
ingredient and the engine of deploying the artificial intelligence. 

Biography: Dr. Mihaela Ulieru is a technology alchemist and is an innovator at the edge of the 
impossible. She is founder and President of the IMPACT Institute for the Digital Economy (IM-
PACT stands for ” Innovation Management and Policy Accelerated with Communication Tech-
nologies”), which she founded at the peak of her illustrious academic career as a consulting arm 
of her work aiming at policy reforms for the adoption of latest digital technologies in all areas 
of society and sectors of the economy. Along the way she kept inspiring and supporting young 
entrepreneurs – one of her first MSc students was Garret Camp, co-founder of Uber and Stum-
bleUpon – and she currently advises several startups aiming to put the “Fourth Industrial Revolu-
tion” technologies (AI, Blockchain, IoT, AR/VR) to work to make the world a better place. 

She has held and holds appointments to a plethora of advisory boards and councils, among 
which: the Science, Technology and Innovation Council of Canada (appointed by the Minister of 
Industry), the Science and Engineering Research Council of Singapore (appointed by the PM), Ex-
pert to the World Economic Forum Global Agenda Council on Data-Driven Development where 
as part of her work she proposed Blockchain to be added to the Top 10 Future and Emerging 
Technologies. 

As a thought leader Dr. Ulieru promotes the advantages of leveraging Blockchain and its po-
tential to create equality and a fairer society through the inclusion of the 99% in the economy. 
As a top high tech academic researcher she spearheaded and led major multi-stakeholder 
programs leading the scaling-up of operations through strategic partnerships and networks in 
Industrial Informatics, the Future of Medicine, Self-Organizing Security, the EnergyWeb, Global 
Manufacturing Systems, and Sustainable Personal Living Technologies. She has authored over 
200 peer-reviewed scientific articles, keynoted over 250 events, supports several non-profits and 
foundations and still has time to write poetry.
 



AI Powered Covid-19 Real-Time 
Outbreak Detection System 

Keywords: AI, Covid-19, Testing, Biosurveillance, DNN models.

Description:  The Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has left the Global economy and healthcare 
infrastructure tattered. The most effective way to get the economy back on track is an effective 
national mitigation effort, and delivering the testing resources and technological capability to 
test the entire population of nation-states for COVID-19 viral infection, in the hands of front-line 
healthcare workers. This research initiative is to create customized and optimized outbreak de-
tection DNN models, to be deployed on wearable/desktop embedded systems, for the real-time 
detection of the COVID-19 virus, which will lead a more robust and effective global response to 
the virus, through biosurveillance and outbreak detection. 

Biography: The applicant Lemniscate Labs, Inc. (LL), is a newly formed Colorado-based Corpora-
tion specializing in Accelerated Computing. LL is a wholly owned subsidiary of Infinite 8 Institute, 
L3C (I8I), an R & D firm specializing in bleeding-edge technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence, 
the Internet of Things, Autonomous Vehicles, and Cyber-security. I8I was most recently named 
the “Most Innovative Boutique Technology Company” by UK-based Corporate Livewire. The Team 
leading this effort, include Ean Mikale, J.D., Darshika Perera, Ph.D., and Sharon Waters, Ph.D. Ean 
Mikale is the Chief A.I. Architect and sole Founder of LL and I8I. Mr. Mikale is a five-time author, 
international speaker, and engineer. Ean has taken I8I from $15k in annual revenue to over $1M 
in 3-years. I8I specializes in bleeding-edge technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence, Internet of 
Things, Autonomous Vehicles and Self-Driving Cars, Cyber-security, Accelerated Computing, and 
Commercial Drone Technology. 

Subsidiaries of Infinite 8 Institute, include: Infinite 8 A.I., Infinite IoT, Infinite Commerce, and 
Infinite 8 Aeronautics, and Lemniscate Labs, Inc. Mr. Mikale is the creator of the Worlds First 
Apprenticeships for Commercial Drone Pilots and Commercial Drone Software Developers. 
Additionally, he is the one of the foremost experts in the world, concerning Emotional Artificial 
Intelligence, and the lead A.I.  Architect behind Providence, the worlds most advanced Human 
Assistant, able to recognize dozens of human emotions, and physical/biological states. 

Ean Chukwuemeka Mikale
Chief A.I. Architect and sole 
Founder of LL and I8I



Mr. Mikale has led his company from a single desk in an incubator, by creating partnerships 
with IBM's Global Entrepreneur Program for Cloud-based Start-ups, where Mr. Mikale was the 
first to teach IBM's Watson Supercomputer how to recognize human emotion. Mr. Mikale has 
also led partnerships with Nvidia's Inception Program for A.I. Startup's, where the company has 
excelled in Accelerated Computing, Embedded Systems, Deep Learning, and Autonomous Vehi-
cle Technology. Mr. Mikale is currently leading a partnership with Oracle for Startups, as well as 
the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs. Mr. Mikale currently sits on the National Small Busi-
ness Association's Board of Directors, and the IEEE's Working Group for Autonomous Vehicles, 
which is currently deciding global standards for self-driving cars. Mr. Mikale is also the Board Chair 
for the International Drone Association, an association of drone pilots and engineers for Global 
Disaster Relief. 

Mr. Mikale has partnered with and consulted organizations such as, IBM, Nvidia, Intelligent Ener-
gy, Mouser Electronics, Tech Data, Ingram Micro, Walmart.com, Ebay.com, Amazon.com, Readyto-
Sky, Henry Doorly Zoo, Newport News University, Norfolk State University, the U.S. Department 
of Education's Investing in Innovation (i3) Fund, Georgetown University, the City of Omaha, 
Chicago State University, Home Depot, Metro Area Planning Agency, Creighton University, Luther-
an Family Services, Nebraska Children’s and Families Foundation, Hillside High School in Durham, 
NC, as well as the Mathews-Dickey Boys and Girls Club of St. Louis, and the Boys and Girls Club of 
Greater Charlotte. He continues to be a mentor, mentee, and advocate for technology that bene-
fits all of society.



Private LTE for IoT Deployment

Keywords: LTE, IoT, Renting or Owning, Multifire, Wi-Fi

Description: Mr. Burk will discuss and present the latest information on Private LTE and select-
ing the best technology. Topic will cover current market status of CBRS, MultiFire, Wi-Fi6 and 
more. FCC standings on CBRS licensing, Band 8 rollout. Things to consider when implementing 
private LTE. Is better to rent or own? IoT use for municipalities, and smart city uses.

Biography: Mr. Burk has an extensive industry career. Having first started with the United States 
Air Force, as a telecommunication system specialist working with Satellite, Microwave and the 
military phone network for both voice and data.  Since then he has carried the tool bag installing 
equipment at both commercial telephone companies and fortune 100 enterprises. Moving into 
system engineering, and then into sales and business development in the industrial markets. 
Today, Mr. Burk is a founding member of the Utility Broadband Alliance focused on champing 
private LTE use by the North America Utilities.

Scott Burk 
Founding member of the Utility 
Broadband Alliance



Why Marketing is Essential for 
Growing a Business

Keywords: Marketing, Social Media, Events, Websites, Webinars

Description: Marketing is essential to growing a business for many reasons. Creating brand 
awareness, customer engagement, boosting sales, and constructing a client base are just some 
of the building blocks to a business having a lasting impact. In this presentation, we will review 
the following marketing components recommended for a successful brand: 

• Social Media Marketing 
• Promotional Marketing 
• Email Marketing 
• Webinars 
• Events 
• Websites

Biography: Tiffanie is an experienced Marketing Professional located in Atlanta Georgia! After 
graduating from Georgia State University with a B.A. in Journalism and a minor in Marketing, she 
went on to fulfill her dreams of being successful in the corporate industry. 

With 5 years’ experience working in the mortgage industry, gaining extensive knowledge in mar-
keting, and working with some of the best companies, she decided to create a virtual one stop 
shop independent marketing service. Tiffanie Mishelle & Co. LLC was established July 20th, 2020. 

Tiffanie is very passionate about the work she does and takes pride in every marketing project 
completed in a timely manner. With a fully driven mindset, she is excited about working with 
clients all over the US and providing excellent service to those she serves.

Tiffanie Smith
Founder of Tiffanie Mishelle & Co. LLC



CEO/President HollisGroup LLC Cyber/IT/
Business Management Consulting

Keywords: Wireless connectivity, 5G, improvement, IoT

Description: There are approximately 50 billion digitally connected devices in today’s global 
cyberspace. However, in 2025 expect another 25 billion devices to connected. Interestingly, with 
the reliant of connected devices and the desire to be connected now, society has become de-
pendent on a plethora of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connected devices. Moreover, there are vehicles, 
home security, doorbells, keychains, and numerous other devices that are being added daily as 
a connect device to the internet. In the same vein, all of this is taking place with the current 4G 
wireless connectivity; however, with 5G currently being employed, this will further enhance and 
improve bandwidth and connectivity. Research has shown that 5G will be 10 times faster than 
4G and will lead to a further increase in connected devices.

Biography: Dr. Hollis is the CEO/President HollisGroup LLC Cyber/IT/Business Management 
Consulting. A Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB). A writer and an excep-
tionally experienced Cyber/Information Technology/ leader, with authentic global leadership and 
vision. Dr. Hollis is also an Adjunct professor for University of The Cumberlands (UC) and Uni-
versity Maryland University College (UMUC) teaching Cybersecurity and Information Technology 
courses. IT & Cybersecurity: Strategist, Thought Leader, and C-Suite Consultant. He was awarded 
the following degrees: Ph.D. in Organization and Management: specialization, Information Tech-
nology Management from Capella University; Master of Business Administration (MBA), and a 
Bachelor’s in Criminology from Saint Leo University. He also certifications in IoT and Blockchain 
(BTA); Executive Cybersecurity Certificate, Managing Risk in the Information Age (Harvard Univer-
sity); Certified Data Privacy Solutions Engineer ( CDPSE) ( ISACA).

Dr. Eric Todd Hollis
IoT and 5G



The Intersection of AI and IoT – Driving 
Transformation Through Disruptive 
Technologies 

Keywords: AI, emerging technologies, IoT, changes

Description: Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things are two rapidly advancing technol-
ogies currently mired at the intersection of hype versus potential. Businesses are leveraging IoT 
to create new products and services. In addition, AI, while likely the most disruptive technology 
of the next decade, needs a connection to the physical world. By combining the two, the poten-
tial impact increases exponentially. Brent Leland will attempt to demystify the hype and discuss 
how combining AI with other emerging technologies such as IoT can deliver innovative solutions, 
transform businesses, and create competitive differentiations.

Biography: Brent Leland is the former CIO of Trek Bicycle and founder of High G Solutions, a 
boutique consulting firm focused on innovative and technology-enabled growth strategies. He 
is a thought leader and consultant who has spent the last 25 years driving transformation in 
fast growing, complex manufacturing, retail, and consumer products companies. Earlier in his 
career, Brent held various finance, supply chain, engineering, and IT roles for Spectrum Brands, 
Hewlett-Packard, Loral, and General Dynamics. Brent holds an MBA from Stanford and a BS in 
Aerospace Engineering from the University of Florida. He serves on the advisory board of Insight 
Brewing in Minneapolis and was the first advisory board chair of Advancing AI Wisconsin.

Brent Leland
Founder of High G



Shared Mobility in Megacities: 
How connected car IoT will bring 
transportation to 6 billion people

Keywords: Shared Mobility, vehicles, car sharing, global trends

Description: 6 out of 7 people on the planet do not have access to a personal vehicle. Transpor-
tation is intrinsically linked to job opportunities, healthcare access, and education opportunities. 
Vehicles are now rolling IoT devices. Connected Car IoT is producing and gathering data that has 
the power to make equitable access to transportation a reality. For decades, cities have shouted 
about their growing transportation problems. Traffic, aging transit fleets, and the rise of the sin-
gle occupancy vehicle are exponential problems in Megacities. These megacities are already fac-
ing massive commute times and transportation inequity. How will megacities like Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania handle 10X population growth over the next 80 years? The answer is at the intersection 
of connected car data and sharing.  

In this presentation, I will unpack the global trends of mobility and the opportunity for cities to 
leverage IoT data to solve their transportation problem. I will reveal the IoT data sets that we use 
at SHARE Mobility to solve transportation problems for cities. Sharing will increase vehicle utiliza-
tion from 5% to 30%+. This increase in utilization creates enough capacity for the 1 billion people 
that have a car to share it with the 6 billion people that need it.

Biography: Ryan McManus is the Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer of SHARE Mobility. 
Ryan leads the vision and strategy at SHARE Mobility, working towards building a company that 
is the most trusted and efficient transportation option for jobs, education, and healthcare. Over 
the last ten years, he has launched over 45 new products and companies that have been at the 
leading edge of technology, including enterprise cloud, native mobile apps, internet of things, 
and now, microtransit. Focused on emerging industries and disruptive technologies, Ryan is 
passionate about pursuing innovation that changes the way we live and creates a world that is 
ready for the next generation. Ryan is a graduate of Ohio Dominican University with an MBA 
from The Ohio State University.

Ryan McManus 
Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer 
of SHARE Mobility



Scaleup IoT Initiatives to 
Enterprise Level

Keywords: IoT, EnterpriseIoT, EnterpriseArchitecture, Frameworks, Data

Description: Enterprises have implemented the IoT prototype or specific use case and now are 
looking to scale up at enterprise level, this presentation is about how to scale up your IoT at 
enterprise level. The data generated from the IoT devices can be used beyond the specific use 
case where the device was deployed. Data is new cash, and you will need to get value. We will be 
using Healthcare industry as the vertical to discuss enterprise transition, although the tools can 
be used in any verticals.

Targeted Audience: Executive Leadership, IT Leadership, Enterprise Architects, IoT Senior Man-
agement.

Biography: Masters in Business Administration (MBA) at the Carnegie Mellon University
Bachelors in Engineering (Honors) at the University of Mumbai (former Bombay)
Expert and visionary leader with over 20 years of extensive experience in helping data transfor-
mation using Advance Analytics. Helped organization create value for data.

Last 8 years experience with Healthcare space in Provider (Hospital and Physician Network sys-
tems), Payer (Insurance) and Pharma. Drive strategy with emerging technologies like IoT, Ma-
chine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)and Robotics. Lead coach for community based 
FIRST Robotics team. Loves to travel, is a foodie and spend time with wife and two boys.

Navin Parmar
Vice President, Interlink Analytics, Inc.



Home Automation for the Family 
Caregiver

Keywords: Automation, Healthcare, Caregivers, IoT, Market Niche

Description: Family caregivers, as we know, are some of the most time consumed people on the 
planet. With advances in home automation technology, caregivers now have options for assis-
tance with daily activities.

I will share how we currently are using this technology in our home and from that we will discuss 
what home automation looks like and really consists of, how to sort through all the information 
available to you, understanding how elements can assist the family caregiver aligning with their 
technical savviness, and demonstrate common care giving scenarios and how technology may 
be applied to assist.

At the conclusion you will understand the human element of you IoT development and focusing 
on niche needs like caregivers as part of your customer base.

Biography: Mark Servais' professional life has been about creating technical solutions for 
companies around content, branding, and their marketing efforts. As a technology leader and 
a 5-time Sitecore Technical MVP, Mark has created solutions exceeding customer needs and 
improving their abilities. Currently Mark is leading a group at a major US insurance company 
helping them reach their digital transformation objectives. Mark also keeps busy helping others 
with developing projects for others around home automation, caregiving advisement, and media 
production.

Mark's non-professional life consists of being a full-time co-caregiver to his son with Duchenne 
Muscular Dystrophy. For the past 16 years, Mark and his family have learned to adapt and find 
ways to solve challenges as Mark's son's condition has progressed.
Mark's technical background along with his caregiver role has spawned effective solutions to 
challenges with daily activities using elements of home automation with his family needs to help 
assist in those daily activities of care giving activities.

Mark Servais
Senior Applications Architect at Humana



Connecting Smart Cities

Description: The future of humanity belongs to cities. By mid-century over 70% of us will live in 
an urban environment and it will only increase in the years after that. But our cities are ill-pre-
pared for this urban future. There are challenges and needs in areas such as providing abundant 
clean energy, with the consequences of climate change, and with better options for transpor-
tation. If we're going to build great cities in the 21st century, we will need high-quality digital 
infrastructure. This presentation will discuss the future of our cities and the role of telecommu-
nications in enabling the next generation of digital infrastructure. It will help the audience to 
understand the possibilities and challenges ahead and may even inspire some to pursue careers 
or business opportunities in this field.

Biography: Dr. Jonathan Reichental is the CEO of Human Future, a global business and technol-
ogy education, advisory, and investment firm. He is the former Chief Information Officer (CIO) 
for the City of Palo Alto, and a multiple award-winning technology leader whose 30-year career 
has spanned both the private and public sectors. In 2017, he was named one of the top 100 CIOs 
in the world and in 2016 he was named a top influential CIO in the United States. Dr. Reichental 
is also recognized as a global thought leader on a number of emerging trends including urban 
innovation and blockchain technology. In 2013 he was recognized as one of the 25 doers, dream-
ers, and drivers in government in America. He also won a best CIO in Silicon Valley award and a 
national IT leadership prize. His innovative work in government has also been recognized by the 
White House. Dr. Reichental is an adjunct professor at several universities including UC Berkeley 
and the University of San Francisco. He is a popular writer and online host, producing several 
highly successful online courses with LinkedIn Learning. He co-authored The Apps Challenge 
Playbook and he is a frequent public speaker on a wide range of technology and business-relat-
ed topics. He co-hosts the popular podcast, Drinking Wine Talking Tech. His current book, Smart 
Cities for Dummies, is available in most bookstores and online.

Dr. Jonathan Reichental
CEO Of Human Future



The Future of Investing in RFID

keywords: Investments, RFID, Growth Potential

Description: Radio frequency identification system (RFID) is an enabling set of technologies, not 
just a single product; aids machines or computers to identify information, record data about 
data (metadata), or identify, locate or track using radio frequency or waves. An established tech-
nology in some sectors, $11.1 billion market in 2017, with huge growth potential. The power and 
capacity of RFID is even more evident when looking at emerging opportunities for RFID in the 
Internet of Things (IoT) landscape. The history of RFID can be traced back to World War II, when 
it was used by the British to identify friendly aircraft.

RFID was often seen as a prerequisite for the IoT. Introducing the technologies of RFID and IoT, 
I provide clarity on emerging technologies, RFID—wireless technology, that connects billions of 
things—enabling existence, promising huge growth.

Biography: For several years, Curtis Christopher Wragg has been a notable leader in the (Fin)
tech space. You may know him for his work as the Founder and Head of Sincere Headway, Inc., 
but Curtis Christopher can also be credited with contributions to entrepreneurs and small busi-
nesses across the United States, in various verticals.

Curtis Christopher has been honored with recognition for his work as a Representative at Faster-
Capital and is currently a Regional Partner there, representing the United States in the areas of 
software, internet and application startups, on a global scale. He holds a degree from Benedict 
College where he concluded his studies as the Top GPA in his field of study/class and currently 
resides in the state of Florida, U.S.A.

Curtis Christopher Wragg
Founder and Head of Sincere Headway, Inc



Design Thinking for Innovation

Description: The Workshop is an immersive program that teaches teams how to create an 
“innovation light switch” within their organization. One that can be turned on at any moment to 
access creative problem solving and innovative new ideas. Specifically designed to address the 5 
biggest obstacles to innovation and creativity in the workplace, workshop participants aren’t just 
told what needs to be done… they are given the chance to actually do. People learn by doing not 
by listening! Participants take on a challenge using core Design Thinking principles to help them 
Think Different, and they then deliver innovative ideas that are embedded in core consumer 
truths, resulting in significant business results. 

Do you ever wonder why most of your best ideas come to you in the shower, on the commute, 
while falling asleep, or some other such place? Have you ever pitched a new idea, only to watch 
it get diluted or killed as it moves through the processes?  Have you ever wondered how Walt 
Disney came up with the idea for Disneyland or how Netflix completely revolutionized the movie 
industry? 

Throughout the Innovation Workshop, Duncan will give each participant a unique set of Innova-
tion Tools and Techniques – one’s honed during his tenure at Disney as Head of Innovation and 
Creativity.  The same tool kit he uses today to teach innovation at companies like Apple, Amazon, 
and universities like Yale and UNC. After this immersive course from Duncan, your organization’s 
ability to mine for creativity and innovation will be drastically improved.  Each participant will 
leave with an actionable set of Creative Behaviors and Innovation Tools that will immediately 
foster a culture of innovation and creativity in your company.  

Keywords: Innovation, Creativity, Ideas, Design Thinking.

Duncan Wardle
Head of Innovation & Creativity at Disney



Biography: As Head of Innovation & Creativity at Disney, Duncan helped teams at Disney Parks, 
Lucasfilm, Marvel, Pixar, Imagineering and Animation to innovate, creating magical new sto-
rylines and amazing experiences for consumers around the globe. He now brings his Disney 
experience to audiences around the world, delivering a series of keynotes, masterclasses, and 
ideation forums, that help people capture unlikely connections, leading to both disruptive think-
ing and revolutionary ideas.  

He is a multiple TEDx speaker and has been featured in many publications including Fast Com-
pany, Forbes, INC., and more. He teaches Innovation and Creativity Masterclasses at Yale Univer-
sity, UNC and U.F. He also holds the American Citizen Award presented at the White House, an 
Hons. MBA and Hons. Doctorate from Edinburgh University and the Duke of Edinburgh Award, 
presented by her majesty, Queen Elizabeth.



Independent International Consultant

Smart City 3.0 - A New Way 
of Governing

Description: This presentation offers a comprehensive look at Smart Cities and what it takes to 
implement a Smart City project successfully. It traces the development and evolution of Smart 
Cities, the components of a Smart City technology platform, and business models for projects. 
It also looks at the impacts of Smart City solutions and the methods for evaluating projects, and 
several case studies are presented. Finally, a taxonomy organizes and categorizes the concepts. 

The authors rely on their extensive experience in consulting on Smart City and e-government 
programs and projects around the world, as well as a great deal of research. This presentation 
can help municipal public administration grad and undergrad students in their learning path and 
guide authorities and government officials in developing solutions to improve their performance 
and enhance the quality of life for their citizens. It can also help technology providers and others 
who participate in this development.

Biography: Independent international consultant, working on strategic planning and implemen-
tation of ICT solutions for governments, in areas such as eGOV and Smart Cities. He has worked 
for more than 30 years in the industry, including eleven years at Microsoft, as a WW senior exec-
utive involved in ICT projects in 53 countries. More recently, he managed projects such as Istan-
bul Smarter City, Rio de Janeiro’s Commerce House, and Cape Towns’ Intelligent Transportation 
System. 

With strong ties with academia, he has received two invitations to develop a research project as 
an “industry fellow,” one at the Center for Technology in Government (State University of New 
York) and the other at the United Nations University in Guimarães, Portugal. He has written sev-
eral books and articles on Smart Cities, Government Transformation, and how ICT investments 
impact socioeconomic development.  

Lorenzo Madrid



Succeeding in the Real World - 
Approaching Transformation in 
the Age of Disruption

Keywords: Digital transformation, technology, data, changes

Description: We are entering an unprecedented era of disruption driven by emerging technol-
ogies and rapidly changing business models. Many companies have a "digital transformation 
imperative" but have a hard time agreeing on what that means...or on how to prioritize the 
necessary steps to move forward. In this session, we will cover the primary dimensions of digital 
transformation: Integrated customer experience, the role of technology, data & analytics, smart 
connected products, intelligent automation, and innovative business models. We will wrap-up 
with a framework on how to approach the transformational journey.

Biography: Brent Leland is the former CIO of Trek Bicycle and founder of High G Solutions, a 
boutique consulting firm focused on innovative and technology-enabled growth strategies. He 
is a thought leader and consultant who has spent the last 25 years driving transformation in 
fast growing, complex manufacturing, retail, and consumer products companies. Earlier in his 
career, Brent held various finance, supply chain, engineering, and IT roles for Spectrum Brands, 
Hewlett-Packard, Loral, and General Dynamics. Brent holds an MBA from Stanford and a BS in 
Aerospace Engineering from the University of Florida. He serves on the advisory board of Insight 
Brewing in Minneapolis and was the first advisory board chair of Advancing AI Wisconsin.

Brent Leland 
Founder of High G



Connecting Smart Cities

CEO of Human Future

Keywords: Future cities, Urban areas, Digital Infrastructure, 
Telecommunications

Description: The future of humanity belongs to cities. By mid-century over 70% of us will live in 
an urban environment and it will only increase in the years after that. But our cities are ill-pre-
pared for this urban future. There are challenges and needs in areas such as providing abundant 
clean energy, with the consequences of climate change, and with better options for transpor-
tation. If we're going to build great cities in the 21st century, we will need high-quality digital 
infrastructure. This presentation will discuss the future of our cities and the role of telecommu-
nications in enabling the next generation of digital infrastructure. It will help the audience to 
understand the possibilities and challenges ahead and may even inspire some to pursue careers 
or business opportunities in this field.

Biography: Dr. Jonathan Reichental is the CEO of Human Future, a global business and technol-
ogy education, advisory, and investment firm. He is the former Chief Information Officer (CIO) 
for the City of Palo Alto, and a multiple award-winning technology leader whose 30-year career 
has spanned both the private and public sectors. In 2017, he was named one of the top 100 CIOs 
in the world and in 2016 he was named a top influential CIO in the United States. Dr. Reichental 
is also recognized as a global thought leader on a number of emerging trends including urban 
innovation and blockchain technology. In 2013 he was recognized as one of the 25 doers, dream-
ers, and drivers in government in America. He also won a best CIO in Silicon Valley award and a 
national IT leadership prize. His innovative work in government has also been recognized by the 
White House. Dr. Reichental is an adjunct professor at several universities including UC Berkeley 
and the University of San Francisco. He is a popular writer and online host, producing several 
highly successful online courses with LinkedIn Learning. He co-authored The Apps Challenge 
Playbook and he is a frequent public speaker on a wide range of technology and business-re-
lated topics. He co-hosts the popular podcast, Drinking Wine Talking Tech. His current book, 
Smart Cities for Dummies, is available in most bookstores and online.

Dr. Jonathan Reichental



Are Robots Taking Over Your Job?

Keywords: RPA, IA, Robotics, Work Redistribution

Description: Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is transforming how businesses operate. Come 
learn and dispel the rumors about RPA - the fastest-growing enterprise software category by 
businesses that are reducing the most universal business risk of all: human error. Learn the dif-
ferences between AI and RPA.

Who will come out on top in this new redistribution of work? How you can prepare for automa-
tion everywhere. How to achieve efficient collaboration between digital workers and human talent.

Biography: As the VP of Digital Innovation for Solugenix Corporation, Stephen Booze leverag-
es his 20 years of experience as an executive in building and scaling technology-based firms to 
support client enterprise initiatives in digital transformations. Stephen brings an engaging and 
collaborative style that is highly prized by the Solugenix team. This approach also guides his ex-
ecutive and project strategies in working and guiding organizations in using digital technologies 
to create new or modified business processes and customer experiences. These attributes and 
skills enable him to support the Solugenix goal of helping clients meet changing business and 
market requirements while minimizing complications and detractions. A unique ability to sup-
port the client and internal multi-disciplined Solugenix project teams also drives his approach to 
work throughout the life cycle of each enterprise client engagement. This ability is grounded in 
Stephen's extensive experience in business process improvement, innovative technologies, and 
situational leadership focused on solving complex business challenges.

Stephen is known for gaining and maintaining the trust and support of commercial investors, 
boards, and C-level teams by producing data-driven results through revenue and product strat-
egy. These skills are further enhanced by his executive leadership experience and successful 
track record of establishing, staffing, and managing U.S-based and international organizations 
and award-winning operational units from the ground up. This makes him an invaluable part 
of Solugenix's ability to meet the evolving technology needs of an expanding global enterprise 
client base.

Stephen brings both a B.S. in Quantitative History from Arizona State University and an M.B.A. 
from Villanova University. His family focus on raising two incredible children is further brought 
to bear through his volunteering and support of a children's home in Haiti.

Stephen Booze
VP of Digital Innovation for 
Solugenix Corporation



Keywords: Construction, Mining, Digital Transformation, Costs

Description: Today many are the benefits that digital technologies offer to construction proj-
ects. Not only to improve safety, but there are also solutions that help obtain better production 
results, reducing costs. In this presentation, different systems for communications on sites are 
explained. The advantages and limitations of each one will be discussed, along with the neces-
sary steps to make a correct evaluation when deciding for one system or another. 
Some of the most common systems are based on Wi-Fi or Mesh networks. In addition to com-
munications, these systems provide tracking of people and vehicles, data transfer, access control 
to sites etc.
 
Environmental monitoring, dust and fire suppression, emergency alert systems, data, fan control 
and pump station monitoring are systems that can be integrated in the network infrastructure 
for communications. This presentation concludes with recommendations for underground voice 
communication systems and data networks.

Biography: Guido Perez is a trusted advisor with a reputation for working with owners, engi-
neers and consultants to develop both standard and specialty solutions. He helps companies to 
become future-focused by analyzing the investment in modern technology. He has an innova-
tive, creative and growth mindset, with the primary goal to pursue the most cost-effective reso-
lution to the challenge at hand. He gained vast experience in construction and project manage-
ment, leading teams of up to 120 people on underground international projects. His educational 
background includes a Master of Business Administration, a M.S. in Industrial Engineering and a 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering.

Guido Perez 
Enabling Digital Transformation 
in Mining/Construction

Mining Technology and Innovation Executive - 
SaaS - International Speaker, Regional Manager USA 
& LATAM at Micromine



Mining Technology and Innovation Executive - 
SaaS - International Speaker, Regional Manager USA 
& LATAM at Micromine

Keywords: Construction, Digitization, Communications, Tracking Technology, 
Power Distribution

Description: Modern technology (Wi-Fi, IoT, Digitization…) reduce costs and project risk. Besides, 
they increase productivity and help to improve mine safety. Yet, they mean an upfront cost that 
not every organization is willing to take. That is why, when considering investing in modern tech-
nologies, identifying all benefits and challenges thereof, is essential to obtain a realistic return 
on investment. It is the true value of the technology, what you need to decide whether to invest 
or not.

Biography: Guido Perez is a trusted advisor with a reputation for working with owners, engi-
neers and consultants to develop both standard and specialty solutions. He helps companies to 
become future-focused by analyzing the investment in modern technology. He has an innova-
tive, creative and growth mindset, with the primary goal to pursue the most cost-effective reso-
lution to the challenge at hand. He gained vast experience in construction and project manage-
ment, leading teams of up to 120 people on underground international projects. His educational 
background includes a Master of Business Administration, a M.S. in Industrial Engineering and a 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering.

Guido Perez 
Benefits of Investing in Modern 
Technology



Hacking Consciousness to Improve 
Our Mental Health

Description: The Problem – How do we prevent stress, depression, anxiety, and general burn-
out from interfering with our personal and professional lives?

My Story – I suffered major clinical depressive disorder and anxiety for the better part of four 
decades with no significant relief from medications and counseling.  About six years ago, I had 
a stroke, went into a coma, and had an out of body experience.  As part of my stroke recovery, I 
began meditation and affirmations to increase the neuroplasticity of my brain.  A very pleasant 
“side effect” was that my depression and anxiety practically disappeared.  I no longer suffered 
from stress.

The Journey – The out of body experience with the subsequent improvement of my mental 
health led me on a quest to answer the following question, “How can we leverage an under-
standing of consciousness to alleviate depression, anxiety, and stress?”  To take it one step 
further, can we actually learn techniques that will prevent depression and anxiety during an 
adverse situation such as a global pandemic?

Understanding Consciousness – This is a basic “primer” for the audience to explain how the con-
scious and subconscious minds work, and the theory behind re-training the brain.

Understanding Depression/Anxiety – This part of the presentation discusses some (not all) of the 
underlying causes of depression and anxiety.

Architecting the Solution – Having a basic understanding of both consciousness and mental 
health issues, I plan to teach the audience how to implement a few basic brain training tech-
niques that they can “take away” to improve both their health and productivity.

Keywords: Stress, Depression, Consciousness, Health, Anxiety

Ann Wagner
Founder / Speaker Ann Wagner, LLC



Summary and End – I plan to get these people excited about understanding the possibilities of 
human consciousness and re-training the brain.

Biography: Ann Wagner is a speaker and coach with 30+ years of firsthand experience in the 
areas of depression and anxiety. After a brain injury and subsequent out of body experience 
(OBE), Ann has focused her study on the relationship between our thoughts, our consciousness, 
and the direct impact on our mental health.

She speaks to audiences about "re-training the brain" by slowing the mind (meditation) and 
changing the "programming."  With practice and over a period of time, Ann shows how we can 
radically change our consciousness and the outcomes in our lives.



Being Agile - Re-Thinking Culture in 
the Digital Age

Description: As digital transformation rapidly expands - companies in every industry across the 
globe, must undertake fundamental changes - or face extinction. 70% of digital transformation 
efforts still fail to take hold, in spite of billions invested. This is primarily due to the clash of out-
dated cultural habits versus modern expectations about work.

Navigating your organizational culture to one that can succeed in the Digital Age goes beyond 
simple "process changes." Leaders must fundamentally re-examine every aspect of the work 
environment.  In this 45 minute (timing flexible) presentation, learn: Why innovation of products 
and services is not enough to stay competitive, What the workforce of the future looks like, and 
what it will take to attract and retain the talent you need, 4 habits for building Cultural Agility.

Join this enlightening discussion on the most essential endeavor of our time: Fostering 
change-friendly, resilient organizations who lead positive advancements in the world of work. 

Biography: Lisa Jackson is President of Corporate Culture Pros, author of two books on culture 
change, speaker on disruptive change, and consultant helping companies build agile workplaces 
that move with the speed of change. 

Ms. Jackson has worked since 1998 as a culture change / transformation specialist, building a 
boutique firm with her partner to support executive teams to restore performance, productivity 
and profitable growth following big change – rapid growth, merger, digital transformation. 

Ms. Jackson has deep expertise in advising organizations during one of the most disruptive and 
important changes they will go through: Merger / Acquisition – an environment in which chaos 
and confusion often derail performance, and unique (often competing) needs must be priori-
tized.   She has international experience in culture work and performs culture alignment work 
both virtually and on-site.

Keywords: Millenials, Gen Z, work culture, leadership

Lisa Jackson 
President of Corporate Culture Pros 



How To Create A YouTube Ads Sales 
Funnel For E-commerce

Description: Have you ever wondered how you can automate an eCommerce sales funnel with 
YouTube? YouTube ads are a great solution in 2020 for businesses because there are almost 
3 billion people on YouTube that is searching to solve their problems with tutorials or product 
demonstrations. YouTube ads allow you to fully automate your product sales conversion fun-
nel for e-commerce and gain thousands of video views quickly for cheap to reach these people 
who have high buyer intent to solve their problems with your product or services. Join Benjamin 
Kepner, CEO of Global Social Media Marketing, as he walks you through how to build a convert-
ing YouTube ads sales funnel. You won't want to miss his insights from his experience of 10 
years on YouTube. Finally, Benjamin will provide his FREE YouTube Marketing Course at the end 
of the presentation so you have all the YouTube Ads video tutorials you need to succeed on You-
Tube!

Biography: Benjamin Kepner, CEO of Global Social Media Marketing, has a decade of experience 
growing millions in global sales with technology, partnership marketing, YouTube, and Spanish 
for 80 brands and 80 events in 30 industries. As a multilingual marketer, he is focused on col-
laborating with globally-minded entrepreneurs and innovative schools to achieve social media 
marketing, education technology training, and international business expansion goals. He was 
accepted as one of 5,000 Google for Education Certified Trainers worldwide, The Communica-
tions Chair for Mile High Young Professional, Event Manager for Network After Work in Denver, 
and co-authored the ebook "How To Become A YouTuber: A Channel Growth Guide" on Amazon 
in 2020. Subscribe to his GSMM YouTube Channel here that has 200 social media marketing You-
Tube training videos on how to grow your business with social media.

Keywords: Advertising, Sales, E-Commerce, Automation, YouTube

Benjamin Kepner 
CEO of Global Social Media Marketing



Understanding 5G Applications

Description: 5G is revolutionary in many aspects. From antennas to frequencies, from networks 
to roll-outs; it is a major overhaul which was long-awaited and needed. 

Business and technology news are being overwhelmed with stories about 5G. Some CEOs and 
analysts have called it the on ramp to the 4th industrial revolution. You may be wondering -- 
what exactly is 5G and why is it getting so much attention? Or, you may want to know how you 
can use 5G technology to develop new products or services, make money, or improve the deliv-
ery of public services. 

All that you hear about self-driving cars and self-driving trucks, autonomous drones, the Internet 
of Things, Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality --- they all need a fast, reliable, high-capacity 
wireless network. That is the promise and the potential of 5G. 

But what exactly is 5G?
This question is simple on the surface but gets more and more interesting as you dig deeper.
5G is the fastest wireless mobile internet ever. It will serve ~10 times more devices than 4G and 
it will also empower Millions (let us say it again, Millions) of jobs! That is not all. 5G is like an en-
try pass for some of the following technologies to comfortably take over the commercial market.
• Internet of Things
• Industrial Automation
• Mixed Reality
• Self-Driving vehicles
• Unmanned locomotives and drones
• Cloud Services
• More progressive web and so on.

Keywords: 5G, wireless, communications, connectivity, virtual and 
augmented reality, technology

Gaurav Goyal
Product Manager at InfoVista



5G, the 5th Generation of Wireless Mobile Communication has taken 2019 by storm! Some 
people are making optimistic expectations, some are making ridiculous theories while others 
are awaiting any and every update about 5G. If we look at a few decades in the past... 1G, 2G, 3G 
and 4G have changed our social, professional, and personal lives drastically. Yet 5G is expected 
to be the biggest game-changer of all which is amazing but not surprising!

5G promises connectivity benefits that will transform the way we live and work. I have hands-
on experience in pioneering this technology which will helps the audience appreciate the pros 
and cons of 5G technology and gain an in-depth knowledge of its capabilities. Plus, learn how to 
identify exciting use cases for which 5G truly matters.

In this presentation, 5G Applications, I will look at what it means to you as a consumer, a busi-
ness owner or entrepreneur, a property owner or building manager, and as a citizen. In this I will 
Explore 5G, the fifth generation of wireless technology for digital cellular networks. In addition to 
that viewers will discover some of the advances enabled by 5G technology that can inform busi-
ness strategy as 5G becomes available. 

To understand 5G Application we must look at the motivation behind 5G, evolution from 1G to 
5G and performance requirements for each scenario.

Please look at the PPT for more details. I will reduce the number of slides according to time con-
straint. Also, I will clean these slides before actual presentation.

Biography: At this moment one word that can define me is 5G Enthusiast.

I am Gaurav Goyal. At present I am working as Product Manager(5G) at InfoVista (the leader in 
modern network performance.). I have done MTech in Electronics and Communication.

I have been in the telecommunications industry for over 15 years and have worked, in one ca-
pacity or another, for all the largest US communications service providers like AT&T, T mobile, 
Verizon and Sprint. I have also worked with major telecom equipment vendors like Nokia, Erics-
son, and Samsung. Much of that time has been spent in wireless networks. In my career, I have 
seen technology leap forward and evolve at a faster and faster pace but never with such vigor as 
5G. I have rich experience on 5G, VoLTE, LTE, UMTS technologies, along with experience in Data 
Science, Business Intelligence and Machine Learning.



Terrestrial Micropositioning: For US 
Office of Science & Technology Policy 
(OSTP)

Description: On February 12, 2020, President Trump signed Executive Order (EO) 13905, 
“Strengthening National Resilience Through Responsible Use of Positioning, Navigation, and 
Timing Services,” with the goal of ensuring that the Nation’s critical infrastructure can withstand 
disruption or manipulation of PNT services. EO 13905 directs the development of a national plan 
for the R&D and pilot testing of additional, robust, and secure PNT services that are not depen-
dent on GNSS. These additional services may consist of multiple systems with varying func-
tional specifications to satisfy one or more applications with differing requirements. To further 
enhance infrastructure resilience, the plan will also consider approaches to integrate and use 
multiple PNT services including GNSS services.

Biography: Visionary, results-focused senior executive recognized for enterprise level technol-
ogy utilization and exceptional strategy leadership. Resourceful big-picture thinker and thought 
leader; confidently champion business objectives and public-private partnerships through 
outstanding technical direction and cost-saving transformation initiatives. Saved billions of dol-
lars for public sector clients with innovative applications of technology. Leverages Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS) and Smart Cities experience in national settings to deliver best-in-
class systems geared towards end users. Intuitive leader; anticipates client needs and executes 
change accordingly.

Keywords: positioning, tracking, PNT, GNSS, infrastructure

Robert James
Chief Technology Officer with Parkway 
Autonomous.



Optical Access Networks for Fixed 
and Mobile Services: Deploying 5G 
and Triple Play Services over GPON 
Technologies

Description: Gigabit Passive Optical Network has been evolved in recent years, with the right 
equipment and outside plant fiber is possible to deploy 5G services and triple play services.

Fiber passive optical networks does not require active devices in the transport, optical line termi-
nals can manage up to 128 terminals per port.

GPON technology is simple to use, does not require routing protocols and complex addressing 
to work, you can easily extend from 20 to 40 kilometers your access network.

Terminal devices can be configured 100% remotely, Field Operations Engineers does not require 
to achieve complex tasks on site, just power on the terminal and connections, whole configura-
tion and services can be deployed remote.

Optical Line terminal solutions are inexpensive compare to IP Backhaul technologies, is possible 
now at days to deliver symmetrical 10 gigabits per second services which can be used to deploy 
5g networks.

Biography: An experience engineer is fiber networks services, Jorge has worked across multiple 
support area in global service provider companies, got his master’s degree in Microelectronics 
from Tokyo Electro Communications University, he has been working since 2012 in GPON net-
works, successfully deploy a fiber backhaul for two largest telecom companies in Mexico City.

Jorge has changed the way providers communicate with costumers creating innovate methods 
to exchange technical information and solution reports to customers.

Keywords: 5G, communications, fiber optic

Jorge Martinez
Access Network Supervisor at AT&T



Telco Evolution: The New Utility and 
the “Beyond-Internet” Approach

Description: Although the telecommunications industry is worth $1.8 trillion in 2020, there are 
still markets and innovations to drive environmental and economic sustainability that telecom-
munication providers are not taking advantage of due to steep challenges such as regulations. 
With internet access becoming a utility of today’s society and more than $20.4 billion invest-
ed into expanding rural broadband access, telco service and infrastructure providers have the 
biggest opportunities in the era of global digital transformation. But more than ever, telco ex-
ecutives need a tool that can visually guide and foster unified communication about the digital 
transformation journey for customers, employees, and partners. In this presentation, attendees 
will be introduced to a trending topic called DUaaS (digital Utility-as-a-Service) with focus on how 
a “beyond-internet” and “people- enterprise” market approach enables providers to: 

• Efficiently contend with a growing portfolio of decentralized broadband sources 
• Transition to a customer and workforce edge utility and data service-based architecture 
• Accurately identify what “Industry 4.0” technologies are aligned with key business objectives 

Attendees also receive access to a direct download of the tool called the People Enterprise Blue-
printTM along with a template and guide for presenting a use-case to build stakeholder buy-in 
for the “beyond- internet” market approach across an organization. 

Biography: Todd lives to architect the imagination of the enterprise and has been at the fore-
front of IT management and emerging cloud technologies since 2004. Working in the utility and 
industrial sector, his key roles were focused on system analysis, compliance and architecture in 
initiatives to support M&A for companies like Presidium, GRDA and Swisscom. As CEO of Island 
Way Technology providing services to clients such as Spectrum and HawaiianTel, he aims to sup-
port a Hawaii bill to become a 100% clean energy state by 2045. He believes that telcos possess 
the DNA for digital transformation to drive global sustainability. 

Keywords: communications, cloud

Todd Alexander
CEO of Island Way Technology



How 5G leveraging Cybersecurity for 
the Industrial IoT

Description: The Internet of Things (IoT) is set to benefit society through a range of smart plat-
forms and has been undergoing huge expansion; estimates vary but it is in the order of tens of 
billions of devices and growing rapidly. The focus of this presentation is the Industrial IoT (IIoT). 
IoT-enabled industrial control systems (ICS) are becoming a significant proportion of current and 
future critical infrastructures using 5G wireless networks for hyper connectivity, with high uptake 
in areas like energy, transport, the built environment and manufacturing facilities. 

5G technology will enable more data to travel more quickly and reliably, allow more devices to 
join the network and will enable organisations to segment and oversee their communications 
network in new ways. 5G is an important underpinning technology for the IoT.

The consequences of failure can be high in these environments and so it is essential to under-
stand how to deliver secure and resilient infrastructures. The IIoT exacerbates security challeng-
es that already exist and poses new ones of its own. It is essential to prioritise action by identify-
ing key emerging risks and gaps in capability.  
As we know 5G is driven by the increasing need for higher data speeds and new services.

In this context voice services also evolve, in order to follow the 5G smartphone transforma-
tion. Voice services have followed the Fixed-to-Mobile Substitution and Smartphone Revolution 
alongside the introduction of packet data services with GPRS, 2G, 3G and 4G where we have run 
through a next step in the voice evolution, leveraging on the capabilities of IP Multimedia Ser-
vices and VoLTE and developing new services such as Smart watches, Smart Speakers, Multi SIM, 
Multi-Devices, E-SIMs etc. What’s the next step with 5G?

With 5G, operators may get 5 times more bandwidth so new services are enabled or improved 
by the increased bandwidth and reduced latency. We are moving from real time services to 

Keywords: 5G, smart city, wireless, communications, security

Julia Urbina-Pineda
CEO of CyberIIoT



interactive services where we can add to hear, talk and see experience also the touch and feel 
experience. In parallel, this new interaction capabilities, introduce new distribution channels to 
be explored, particularly in industries, health industry, building and construction, automotive, 
robotics, by enhancing the use of technologies such as VR/AR and machine control and introduc-
ing hundreds of new use cases to get revenues from.

Biography: Julia, begins her career in Information Security from her research work: Intrusion 
Detection Systems in Computer Networks, she implemented the practical part in the Diario del 
Istmo de Coatzacoalcos Veracruz, this to obtain the degree in Engineering in Electronics and 
Communications at UDLAP. She continued her training at the Electronics and Telecommuni-
cations Center (CETEC) at the TEC Monterrey campus, as a Research Assistant and pursuing a 
Master of Science with a Specialty in Electronics-Telecommunications. He participated in various 
projects for Nortel, AT&T and SCT.

She obtains the degree with the research work: Predictive algorithm of Handover trigger for 
Wimax Mobile IEEE 802.16e. She also completed a doctorate where he specializes in analysis 
of interferences produced by the doppler effect in 4G, 4.5G-LTE pro advanced and 5G cellular 
networks with the leverage of information security, cybersecurity and privacy. In 2013 she was 
recognized as a member of Honor Eta Kappa Nu by the IEEE (Institute of Electronic and Electrical 
Engineering).

Julia Founded in  2017, the company called Mobile and Wireless Cybersecurity, with the regis-
tered brand of CyberIIoT, whose objective is to attend, analyze, audit, diagnose, help to remedy 
and / or mitigate for the management of cyber risks in the manufacturing industry, chemical, oil, 
energy, and any organization that uses ICS / SCADA and Industrial IoT. Also banking, financial, 
educational and health institutions.

So far in 2020, She establish the chapter of the IoT Security Institute (IoTSI) Mexico,  where she 
was accompanied by different sectors of the government such as IFT, SCT, Unidad Cientifica de 
la Guardia Nacional, ANUIES and AT&T.

As a stakeholder within the Roadmap group Security 5G of IEEE Future Networks, I published 
the first edition of the cybersecurity recommendations and advances for the 3GPP standard in 
release 16 and 17. She was appointed Executive Director 5G security an Industry 4.0 for IoTSI 
LATAM and Cybersecurity Policy Expert by the Global Foundation for Cybersecurity Studies and 
Research. She Obtains SCCISP (Smart Cities and Critical Infrastructure Security Professional) cer-
tification.

Creates the cybersecurity training school, a division of CyberIIoT to teach human resources in 
organizations, academic staff and researchers the concepts and issues related to Cybersecurity 
under the think tank model. That is why it is named the authorized center in Mexico and Latin 
America for the hybrid training of the SCCISP certification.

She was trained again at the Cybersecurity Boot Camp Incibe 2020 and at the recent Cyberwom-
en Challenge 2020 by OAS. She has participated in various virtual forums such as talent women, 
weekly seminars at ANUIES, Conference on cybersecurity conferences by Infosecurity México, 
among others.



Cloud & Digital Transformations, 
Technology Strategy and Adopting 
New Technologies

Keywords: wireless, cloud

Description: What do a herd of wildebeest have in common with IT security? Everything! Would 
you traverse a dangerous or unknown area, on foot, alone and in the dark? Of course not! But 
that is what many companies do today, blithely assuming that their internal IT security or con-
tractor will keep their data safe. The wildebeest travel in herds – large herds numbering 100,000 
– for their mutual safety. They face dangers together. Now, would you traverse that same area 
with a group of 100, 1000 or 10,000? Probably. You would certainly feel safer about it. This is the 
same in cloud technology.     In this presentation we will examine the key principles that make 
cloud security so much stronger than on-premises technology. And we will discuss the cultural 
and attitudinal changes that have to happen to ensure that security thinking permeates the or-
ganization in its people, processes and technology.

Biography: Paul has 30 years of experience in the technology industry. He founded Cloud Way 
Partners in 2018. As the CTO of The Warranty Group (now part of Assurant), he led the imple-
mentation of a global Salesforce org to replace 30 legacy systems, and now has a single global 
platform that is used in 10 countries in multiple languages and currencies. The platform pushed 
the technology boundary out to the business, right to the edge where they interact with con-
sumers, allowing faster response to customer needs and market conditions. This was a com-
plete digital transformation of the technology stack, and along with it a wholesale change in 
corporate culture. Prior to his pioneering work at TWG, Paul was the CIO of AXA Assistance, USA, 
where he also implemented an innovate Salesforce org. Paul holds a Master’s degree in Engi-
neering with a thesis Artificial Intelligence from the University of Cincinnati, as well as an MBA. 
He has worked in the consulting industry for Ernst & Young and Deloitte and counts numerous 
Fortune 500 corporations as former clients.  He speaks frequently on IT topics at events around 
the country, including Gartner, SIM, PMI, IIA, Salesforce, and is also a co-author of The PMOSIG 
Program Management Office Handbook.

Paul Risk
Founder & CEO, Cloudway Partners



Educational Healthcare Management

Description: As we see the information age evolve further, we are finding a gap between what 
healthcare providers expect of AI and what AI can actually accomplish. Not only is this a prob-
lem, but a bigger problem is that the typical healthcare manager beyond the IT department has 
barely been exposed to the potential benefits and theory behind AI despite its consistent use 
since 2008. 

Most healthcare managers are aware of the existence of AI, but they are unaware of their own 
potential role in solving some of healthcare’s toughest challenges using machine learning and 
AI as it becomes available. They see AI as bringing them incremental improvements in how their 
cellphone suggests the fastest route home, or how their word-processor spell-checks, or how 
their physician dictation capture their medical terminology. They tend to look at AI as “someone 
else will do this for us and hand us a better solution”, or “we might lose our jobs because of it”.  
They don’t appreciate the improvements they can make in each department of the organization, 
and how they can personally have a role.

AI is undoubtedly the single greatest Quality Enhancement tool available to healthcare to-date, 
and yet its progress in healthcare is painfully slow. This presentation is designed to educate 
learners to the potential clinical, business, and home health advances we can make through the 
assertive application of AI technology.

Biography:
Born and raised in Toledo, Ohio, Jeff is a healthcare executive with a Bachelor’s in the Science of 
Nursing from the University of Toledo and has an MBA from Cardinal Stritch University in Mil-
waukee, WI.  Jeff has worked as CEO of large multi-specialty medical groups, hospitals, and has 
owned and operated his own healthcare consulting firm, Analytics, LLC. As a Fellow of the Amer-
ican College of Healthcare Executives, Jeff has a broad knowledge base about Health IT and a 
specific interest in the application of AI in healthcare.

Keywords: smart city, wireless
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Software and Doing 
IoT Integration

Description: Practical Guide to Microservices, DevOps, and their use in the real world.

This session provides a “Real World” look at how Microservices are changing the way we build a 
high availability backend data system. These new solutions that can be used by multiple differ-
ent consumers such as Web Applications, Mobile Applications, and 3rd Party integrators. We will 
review some high-end Microservices developed at leading companies such as Netflix, Uber, and 
Amazon and you will get a glimpse at some solution configurations. The session will end with an 
intro to DevOps and how this new concept in the industry is crucial to a successful microservices 
solution. 

Biography: Dave Ward has worked in the software industry for 22+ years, starting out in the 
robotic and manufacturing industry in 1998. Focusing on thick client desktop applications in 
a client/server architecture. Later on, in his career, migrated into various enterprise systems, 
developing in an SOA environment, and finally architecting/leading large-scale projects using 
Microservices and DevOps. Dave is a University of MN Gopher thru and thru with a bachelor’s 
degree in Mechanical Engineering (2000) and a master’s degree in Software Engineering (2013). 
He currently is the CEO and Principal Architect of a premier software consulting company where 
he puts his Microservices/DevOps experience to good use.

Over 5+ years speaking at various events from the University of MN MSSE Industries conference, 
MDC (Minnesota Developer Conference), to local user groups such as the “.NET User Group”.

Keywords: Amazon, security

Dave Ward
CEO/Principal Consultant at Capmation Inc.



Healthcare ICT

Description: ICT in healthcare has developed rapidly over the last ten years and has accelerated 
during the COVID-19. Internationally, healthcare organizations are facing a significant adoption 
in telehealth services, remote patient monitoring, and the new path toz virtual care. 

At the same time, healthcare faces the ongoing transformation in technology with cloud ser-
vices, analytics, 5G adoption, mobile apps and increasing need for security, privacy, consent 
management, and data sovereignty. 

This panel presents an opportunity to discuss and explore both cutting edge technology issues 
in health ICT, as well as understand the latest trends and adoption in the industry in providing 
virtual care. 

Biography: Jim is an active technology strategist helping customers in government, healthcare 
and other industries consider, evaluate and implement technology in Blockchain, artificial intelli-
gence (AI), robotic process automation (RPA) and cloud technologies. Jim is also active in several 
industry associations, is a founding contributor member of the Trust over IP Foundation, where 
he leads the Patient Identity Task Force. Jim is also contributing to several ISO and IEEE Working 
Groups to develop new standards sovereign identity and distributed ledger systems.

Keywords: 5G, cloud, security
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Scott Jones
Product & Data Science / ML / AI 
- Lessons from 10 Years in the Game

Cloud Platform Senior Product Manager 
at Lenovo

Description: Drawing from 10 years of product strategy and innovation in tech companies, 
spanning small startups to global enterprises, Scott Jones will share lessons from working in the 
domain of Data Science, Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence.  This is geared towards the 
perspective of product managers but will be useful food for thought for a variety of business 
roles and leaders interested in how to drive innovation faster and smarter.
 
Topics we will cover include:
Innovation Lifecycle -- how to structure a team, triage ideas and manage the path from idea to 
prototype to production.
Agile Best Practices for Data Science, ML and AI
Common Data Science personas
How much data science does a Product Manager need to know?

Biography: Scott Jones is a product leader in his 10th year of driving innovation and speed 
to market in technology companies. In one particular instance Scott led the path from idea to 
market launch in four months for an adtech geospatial foot traffic measurement product, re-
sulting in a new revenue stream and three patents pending as a co-inventor. Scott has operated 
in a variety of domains including digital marketing, adtech and martech, IoT, mobile, and bring-
ing cloud-based -aaS businesses to market to solve problems in hybrid-cloud, multi-cloud and 
cloud-native constructs. Scott is also a consultant and advisor to entrepreneurs and tech start-
ups around the world.



Gregory Simon

Modernizing Electromagnetic Energy 
Emissions Compliance Reports: A Brief 
History and Analysis of the FCC Rules 
Governing RF emissions In the Era of 
Small Cells and 5G

Co-Founder at GenTech LLC

Description: A growing number of jurisdictions across the United States require EME Compli-
ance Reports that evaluate levels of human exposure to RF emissions from fixed transmitting 
antennas. EME reports use maximum human exposure limits prescribed by the FCC to ensure 
the safety of the general public and anyone working near wireless antennas. In 1996, the FCC 
adopted a set of updated regulations for evaluating the effects of human exposure to RF emis-
sions from wireless antennas, and the FCC still reviews and updates these regulations from time 
to time. With the proliferation of small cells over the past five years, many cities and wireless 
deployment vendors struggle to find the right balance of volume, value, and content for these 
reports. My presentation will summarize the history of the FCC rules governing human exposure 
to RF emissions. Then I will make recommendations about how these reports should evolve and 
what cities and deployment vendors should focus on to ensure compliance standards are met.

Biography: Gregory Simon holds a J.D. and is co-founder and principal at GenTech LLC—a 
fast-emerging wireless site acquisition and consulting firm based in Orange County, CA, found-
ed in 2019. Before starting GenTech, Greg consulted cities to prepare for small cell densification 
and 5G technology. His primary responsibilities were to work with City staff and carrier contacts 
to develop small cell deployment requirements, application processing, and permitting stan-
dards for cities and municipalities across the United States. He proudly co-authored and edited 
wireless ordinances, modernizing cities’ rules to create predictable design standards and admin-
istrative review processes for small cell deployments. In this capacity, I interfaced on behalf of 
cities directly with small cell deployment vendors.



Jasper Julian
Space Mining Industry; 
A Technical Review

Founder/CEO of SpaceGold Corporation

Description: There was a plenty of news for the Space Mining industry in 2020. From the Execu-
tive Order supporting the Space Mining to the NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) find-
ings on the moon and NASA’s announcement to buy regolith from private companies by a bid 
starting higher than price of the gold on the moon. Many space programs are already shaped 
aiming to mine the moon or other celestials in the 2020s. Probably the boldest statement so far 
has been made by ESA, scheduling their mining operation as early as 2025. The winner is the 
one who designs an efficient mining operation in space. For the past 200,000 years ago, we as a 
human have lived on a planet with a medium called "air", surrounded by many assisting forces 
like gravity, and we got used to its unique physics. Now that we arebreaking the shells and com-
ing out of the plant’s atmosphere to do some routines like mining in the outside, understanding 
the new environment is a necessity to develop the best technique to serve our goal. It is also 
worth mentioning that running a space operation on an industrial scale is totally a different chal-
lenge compared to a scientific mission. This never has been done in the past and hence it should 
be planned carefully. In this presentation, we will review the latest technical findings that help 
usmove the mining operation up in space. This will be the first step to build the industry in the 
space. Everything will happen unbelievably quick after the space mining takes place.

Biography: The inventor of the material processing method based on Inductively Coupled Plas-
ma Mass Classifier (ICP-MC) in space, with more than 4 years of leadership experience in mining 
and Aerospace industry, holds two Master’s degrees in Mining and Metallurgy Eng. Today, Jasper 
is offering an innovative way to process materials in the space. He thinks using a non-chemi-
cal, non-mechanical method helps us to achieve more robust and realistic mining operation in 
space. His method is based on the ionization of materials and ionic separation. The system is 
fully automated and can be operated with a lightweight spacecraft. Jasper is very passionate and 
optimistic about the future of Space Mining on Planet Earth. He believes this is a game-changing 
opportunity for the mining industry and in general for human civilization.

Keywords: Resource AI, Energy AI, Resource drone, RFID



Donald Thompson

Say This, Not That: Using Inclusive 
Language to Improve Workplace 
Culture

Founder and CEO of The Diversity 
Movement

Keywords: Communication, Language, Workplace, Inclusivity, Diversity

Description: As professionals, we know that what you say carries weight and the words you 
choose matter. Navigating communicating with people of different backgrounds, experiences, 
ethnicities, and other attributes can be one of the most challenging parts of the job. Providing 
exceptional care means being inclusive of the experiences, cultures, and identities of your col-
leagues and patients. Diversity & Inclusion expert Donald Thompson is here to help. 

In this session we'll discuss:
•     The importance of inclusive language to your workplace culture and patients' experiences
•     How inclusivity can improve profitability
•     The six rules of inclusive language
•     How to handle missteps or misunderstandings
•     Specific examples of how to improve your language

Biography: With two decades of experience leading firms, Donald Thompson is a thought leader 
on goal achievement, influencing company culture and driving exponential growth. He has suc-
cessfully grown and sold several technology and marketing firms to international corporations. 
Since becoming CEO, Walk West has been recognized by Inc 5000 as the fastest growing market-
ing firm in North Carolina in 2018 and 2019.

As a Certified Diversity Executive (CDE), he conducts workshops with C-suite executives who are 
looking to develop, expand or optimize their diversity, equity and inclusion practice. Donald is a 
keynote speaker, a weekly contributor for WRAL TechWire and the author of several books.



Tina Paulus-Krause
Leading from the Inside Out

Keywords: Leadership, Pausing, Stress, Life Balance

Description: Being a great leader of self and others takes discipline and hard, focused work. Yet, 
life is busy and we pack loads into busting schedules. The high stress in our lives makes it typical 
in today’s times to have reactions we might regret. Leading from the inside out suggests we take 
a pause before we react. Pause so we can choose more thoughtfully how we show up. Leading 
from the inside out challenges how we’ve always thought and begins to re-program how we re-
act in stressful times.

Leading from the inside out takes an inside look at how, in a world that keeps moving faster and 
faster, we can hit the pause button and show up as a leader of self and others that understands 
how to balance the crazy in life. Find out how to gain confidence and clarity in how you show up 
as your best possible self by understanding how to harness your reactions and gain confidence 
with the power of pause. This session takes a look at how you can learn to manage life’s whirl-
wind and still show up as the best possible leader for yourself and for others. Learn how to gain 
clarity and confidence around your brand by understanding how to harness your choices and 
reactions with the power of pause. Join this session and take away tools you can immediately 
begin to use to lead from the inside out.

Biography: Tina started her career with American Family Insurance in 1996 as an Agency Busi-
ness Owner. After 7 years, she moved into internal NHQ into the Marketing Division. In 2009, 
Tina was named District Manager in Madison, WI. In 2015, Tina returned to NHQ, to be on the 
leadership team, that would stand up a new division called Agency Strategy, a team dedicated to 
creating the future agency business model for the Fortune 300 company.  In 2017, Tina decided 
to switch it up, left sales and joined the Talent Development Division as a Leadership Develop-
ment Consultant to align closer to her passion. 

CEO True You Teams, LLC



Today, Tina runs her own leadership development company and is dedicated to helping leaders 
become stronger, healthier leaders. Tina believes deeply that everything we need to be the best 
version of ourselves is right inside each of us and with the right tools, we can learn to reprogram 
long held beliefs and habits.

Her mission is to help leaders dig deep and learn to empower themselves to reach their fullest 
potential by creating safe space and community to open up the conversation. Tina is a Speaker, 
a Huffington Post blogger, the Co-Host of a local access TV show called Our Focus is You, and 
offers workshops, retreats and online coaching programs, along with individual and executive 
coaching and corporate consulting. She is committed to self-development, leadership develop-
ment and continues to grow herself and others, as well as expand her leadership development 
programs.



Elia Gourgouris Ph.D.

Keywords: Crisis, Covid-19, Mental Health, Self-care, Awareness

Founder and President of The Happiness Centre
Author of #1 Best-Selling book: 7 Paths to Lasting 
Happiness

7 Keys to Navigating a Crisis: 
A Practical Guide to Emotionally 
Dealing with Covid-19 and Other 
Mental Health Crises

Description: During these uncertain times, of the pandemic known as Covid-19, anxiety, stress, 
and depression (according to the United Nations) are affecting over one billion people across the 
globe. According to recent studies, the top four workforce challenges facing organizations are 
the following:       
      
1) Ensuring the mental and physical well-being of employees           
2) Maintaining employee engagement, productivity, and effectiveness            
3) Creating an eco-system around working from home            
4) Adapting to the new normal: facilitating change and shaping culture

Based upon my book: 7 Keys to Navigating a Crisis , I will address these issues, focusing on busi-
ness leaders and their employees.  I will provide both principles and “take action exercises” to 
learn from, and apply, in order to successfully navigate any crisis.

1.     Self-care is the ability to become aware of our physical, mental, emotional and spiritual 
needs.  It is a critical starting point in order to thrive during a crisis.  Personal Health Assessment.
2.     Awareness, self-reflection and listening to our intuition or inner wisdom are practices that 
gives us advance notice of what's around the corner. In times of crisis, that information can be-
come a matter of life or death.
3.     Flexibility allows us to adapt, pivot when needed, and avoid unnecessary pain. Life will never 
be the same again and the "new normal" will become the actual norm. If we stick to business as 
usual, we'll be left behind.
4.     Preparation is key to our survival. Preparation is no longer the exclusive domain for a fringe 
movement of doomsayers but a necessity for all of us, and the time to begin is now.



5.     Initiative is required to help us move into action, and we need to consciously choose which 
type of response we want to take. Let us not be victims, critics or bystanders. Let us become nav-
igators in the journey of our lives!

6.     Positive Attitude, choosing to be filled with hope and positivity can help us overcome any 
situation and obstacle we face. It also helps elevate those around us, as they look for leadership, 
comfort and a clear vision of how to get through the crisis.
7.     Kindness is the humanity we show to others, and the greatest blessing in the pandemic has 
been the countless acts of sacrifice, service, and love shown by ordinary folks doing extraordi-
nary acts of kindness around the world.

Biography: Dr. Elia Gourgouris is the Founder & President of The Happiness Center, an organi-
zation of world leading experts in the field of Positive Psychology. Together they help organiza-
tions go from just surviving to thriving even when facing multiple crises. 

He is the author of #1 Best-selling book 7 Paths to Lasting Happiness and the co-author of the 
recent 7 Keys to Navigating a Crisis: A Practical Guide to Emotionally Dealing with Pandemics & 
Other Disasters.  

Dr. Elia is an Executive Coach and an International Keynote speaker focusing on his expertise of 
Happiness and Corporate Wellness. He’s a UCLA graduate and holds a PhD in Clinical Psycholo-
gy.



Raziq Yaqub
IOT for Electric Aerial-Vehicle

Associate Professor, Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science, Alabama 
A&M University

Keywords: Aerial Mobility, EAV, Communication Systems, Cybersecutiry

Description: Recently the demand for Aerial Mobility has increased. It envisions, connected, 
Electric Aerial Vehicles (EAV) that will operate in city centers and suburban regions to enhance 
passenger as well as cargo transportation.

EAV will employ distributed control systems to optimize the vehicles’ weight. Communication 
systems will play a key role as they will not only provide the connectivity among the components 
of distribution control systems. Thus EAV demand a high level of cybersecurity for the communi-
cation channels. This talk focuses on the safe operation EAV.

The talk is divided into four sections. Section 1 sets the stage by defining EAV system and its evo-
lution, section 2 provides insight into Cyber-security landscape, including how security evolved 
into cybersecurity, and why security is such a big concern for EAV, section 3 provides cyberattack 
vectors, and section 4 possible types of attacks.

The talk will provide food for thought on how to explore innovative techniques and conduct Cy-
ber Security related research. As such, it will be beneficial for the government policy makers, in-
dustry leaders, decision makers, corporate and academic researchers, professors, and students.

Biography: Dr. Raziq Yaqub an Associate Professor in the EE&CS Department, Alabama A&M 
University, USA, earned a Ph.D. in Wireless Communication from Keio University, Japan, and an 
MBA in Marketing from Fairleigh Dickenson University, New Jersey, USA. He is an inventor of 
technologies in Cybersecurity of Financial Technologies, Wireless Communications, Smart Grid, 
and Connected Electric Vehicles. He has 34 issued patents, and is a recipient of “Inventor of the 
Year Award-2014” from the Inventors Hall of Fame, New Jersey.



He received an award of “Excellence in Scholarship and Research 2019” from the President of his 
university, an award of “Innovator Young Faculty” and an award of “Outstanding Engineering Ed-
ucator” from the Dean of his college, and “Outstanding Engineer 2020” award from IEEE region-3.

He remained an Executive Director of Toshiba America Research, New Jersey, to lead 4G/LTE, 
Department head of NIKSUN University, Princeton, New Jersey, to lead Cybersecurity, and Di-
rector of Global R&D of Tecvox, Huntsville, AL, USA, to lead wireless charger and media hubs for 
the automotive industry. He also remained Sr. Consultant to the State of New Jersey to secure 
$87M grant, a spokesperson of Department of Homeland Security in 3GPP”, an invited Research-
er in NASA Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, and an inventor for Wells Fargo, USA.He also re-
mained Chairman, and contributor in standards organizations such as 3GPP, IEEE, WiMAX, MWIF, 
OMA, Lead Member for ABET accreditation, Chairman Academic Standards Committee, Chair 
IEEE Membership Development, Evaluator for technical papers, Ph.D. theses, patents and grant 
proposals, Vice Chairman of IEEE Southeast Conference 2019, organizer of numerous interna-
tional conferences, Invited/Keynote speaker, Panel Moderator/Resource Person in international 
events. He is a Senior Member of IEEE. He communicate in English, Japanese, Hindi, and Urdu, 
and has 25 years of experience in industry, government, and academia



Mark D. Gelhardt

How to Manage your own Destiny:   
Do you have a plan for your future?  
Why not?

Colonel Mark D. Gelhardt, Sr., C|CIO, CISM, 
PMP, PCIP, ITIL, DTM
Former White House CIO

Keywords: Management, Planning, Leadership, Future

Description: You are the leader of your own destiny.  You need to look at where you are, where 
you want to go, and have a plan to get there.  I made it to The White House to become the Chief 
Information Officer to President Clinton. We will talk about how I developed a plan, what I did 
to get to The White House, and how to put one foot in front of the other to get to your end goal 
like I did.  If I can do it so can you.  If I can make it to The White House so can you make whatever 
goals you have for yourself, just follow the steps that I will give you in this speech.

Biography: Over 40 years of experience in providing Executive Level management in the Infor-
mation Technology and Cyber Security fields as a PMO, CTO, CSO, CIO, and CISO. 

Mark started his career in the Army, where at the pinnacle of Colonel Gelhardt’s military career 
he was nominated and selection to work at the White House as the CIO/CISO, supporting Pres-
ident Clinton, the VP, the White House Staff, and the U.S. Secret Service managing all the classi-
fied automation and telecommunications. Mark is a combat veteran.

Since retiring from the service Mark has held multiple executive leadership positions in Infor-
mation Technology and Information Security.  CIO/CSO for World Airways – the largest US wide 
body long-hall charter airline.  CTO and CISO for InterCall - the world’s largest conferencing com-
pany.  Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) for TravelClick - a Software as a Service (SaaS) 
company in the hospitality/hotel space.  Consulted as the Acting/Interim CISO for the Georgia 
Lottery and NCR.  Currently Mark is the SVP, Global Technology Governance for US Bank/Elavon.

Mark is the author of “My Time at The Clinton White House” and a well-known speaker.  Mark’s 
Honors include awarded CISO of the year finalist 2013, Global CISO of the year finalist 2014, and 
a National InfoSec Project award winner in 2013 and a finalist InfoSec Project award winner in 
2015.  His military honors include being promotion to Brigadier General, and awarded the Presi-
dential Service Badge, the Legion of Merit, the Soldiers Medal (highest peace time valor award in 
the army), the airborne & air assault badges.  BG Gelhardt is a combat veteran.



Charlie Key
Creating Indoor Smart 
Environments using IoT

Co-founder and CEO of Losant

Keywords: IoT, Smart Environments, Resources, Tracing, Smart Lighting

Description: Learn how you can improve your spaces using innovative IoT approaches to en-
hance environments, understand resource utilization, and create safer places for everyone. In 
this presentation, I'll talk about the practical solutions that leading enterprises have implement-
ed to make their environments intelligent.

These applications include:
Tracking valuable indoor assets across facilities.
Utilizing smart lighting for real-time notifications.Understanding resource utilization of edge 
computers. Contract tracing for individuals.
Curious what's possible and how to get started, then this is the talk for you.

Biography: Charlie Key is co-founder and CEO of Losant. He focuses his day-to-day responsibili-
ties on working with Losant’s enterprise partners and customers. Charlie has spent more than a 
dozen years in the software and technology space. He has worked with a variety of Fortune 500 
companies to build business-changing software and applications. 

Charlie is able to demonstrate the value of IoT by connecting the properties of technology to 
critical business outcomes. His unique background as a CEO and engineer enables him to elo-
quently communicate how IoT can serve as a viable solution to common business challenges, 
including how to survive and compete in an ever-changing landscape.

In addition to starting Losant, his team and he has founded Modulus and Switch on the Code 
(SOTC). Modulus was a robust general platform for running software at scale anywhere around 
the world. Modulus was acquired by Progress Software ($PRGS) in 2014, where Charlie stayed 
on as Senior Director of Business Development. SOTC was primarily a content site for tutorials 
on how to create software with a variety of technologies. In 2012 SOTC was acquired by Tech.pro 
for the content library and site traffic.



Edward Lamar Thomas
5G and Mass Transit

Description: In the US, the Race for 5G is being fueled by several government developments 
and by increasing demand for 24/7 ultra HD and high-fidelity information and by several govern-
ment developments.  However, the deployment of 5G in the government sector is facing envi-
ronmental and other community challenges (radiation, aesthetic, service quality and financial 
impacts of 5G) and challenges in partnerships between the public and private sectors, e.g. asset 
ownership, project management, risk mitigation, ongoing O&M, and revenue sharing.  The pur-
pose of this presentation is to put forth a “New Planning Paradigm for 5G”, an approach that will 
ensure successful and accelerated delivery of 5G networks in the mass transit sector.  The prem-
ise is that over the past 50 years, the US successfully built 4,500 miles of Interstate Highways and 
expanded transit fixed guideway infrastructure serving 5,000 stations.  With that experience, 
then we can surely build a world class 5G network together by learning from lessons of the past 
and taking advantage of best practices of today.   

This presentation has four parts.  The first will review both the challenges and opportunities 
associated with the deployment of 5G networks.  The second part will compare the scope of 5G 
systems planning and engineering efforts as called for by wireless professionals and that used 
by transit infrastructure professionals. Then it will lay out a combined process to specifically 
address the most challenging areas of community impacts and business arrangements.  Those 
most challenging areas are: 1) stakeholder outreach (a community word cloud of who can say 
no), 2) understanding where customers live, work, school, pray and play and where to place 
small cells and base station equipment, 3) selection of network options , 4) compliance with 
technical requirements and standards to meet the needs of mission critical applications -- train 
arrival prediction information, 24/7 video surveillance, digital advertising, communication based 
train control, positive train control, prediction location of buses, emergency management, park-
ing management, and asset management with monitoring, control and reporting systems.  Some 
of these applications will be highlighted, 5) joint project management with riskmitigations and 
6) the need for independent quality assurance and control.  The presentation will end with a call 
for action to build the necessary partnerships with fixed guideway transit agencies who encour-
age innovation and invite public private partnerships.

Sr. Consultant and Principal Owner at 
Thomas Consulting



Biography: Principal Senior Consultant, 200consult, offered capture management services to 
private companies pursuing public transit solicitations for energy efficiency, open fare collection, 
asset management and wireless applications. For public clients, conducted asset management 
planning, capital program development, project management oversight and organizational 
development activities like strategic planning, change management, business process improve-
ments, and performance management.

Ass’t GM for Planning, IT and Real Estate at WMATA, conducted asset management planning, 
developed the capital program and provided oversight on capital projects. Produced a State of 
Repair Program called the Infrastructure Renewal Program. Developed, marketed and secured 
approval for an innovative $4.5 billion, ten-year, funding program called Metro Matters; devel-
oped and implemented a $56 million Information Technology Renewal Program; and operated 
and managed IT.

FTA Associate Administrator for Research and Technology and New Starts Planning Director: 
As Planning Director, managed New Starts project development, prepared the annual report to 
Congress. As Associate Administrator for Research and Innovation led transit industry toward 
use of innovations in bus rapid transit, design-build project delivery, clean fuel technology, wire-
less communication systems, innovations in finance and public private partnerships.



Mousami Pandey
Importance of Soft Skills in the 
Workplace

Description: As for the presentation, I plan to speak on 'Importance of Soft Skills in the work-
place'. Considering how this audience is highly-academic andhighly-trained in their field, I'm con-
fident that this topic will offera lot of value for better interpersonal relationships & better work
environment. For your reference, I have written a few articles on this
topic in LinkedIn as well. I just have a rough outline so far:
Soft Skills (Communication Skills & Emotional Intelligence)
What it is?
Why it is important?
How does it help in workplace?
Tips to improve these skills.

Biography: I am a Professional Life Coach & Consultant and my mission is to empower 
High-Achieving & Hard-Working professionals to Power Up to their Next Level in life/career/fi-
nances. Aside from my training in life coaching, I have earned an MBA and accumulated almost a 
decade of professional experience in the wealth management industry (investment research &
financial planning). I am also passionate about self-awareness & personal development having 
gone through an existential crisis when I hit 30. By combining my personal life experience & my 
professional expertise, I support professionals with their personal, professional & financial de-
velopment.

Professional Life Coach & Consultant

Keywords: Emotional Intelligence; Awareness; Self-Awareness; Self-Regulation; 
Motivation; Social Awareness; Relationships; Relationship Management; 

Emotions; Conflict Management; Negotiation Skills; Active Listening; Listening 
Skills; Leadership; Leadership Development



Lies, Deception and Manipulation: 
Let's talk about Deepfakes            

Ransomware Attacks Are Making Me 
WannaCry

Erich Kron

Description: Topic 1 for the Global ICT Virtual Summit:Lies, Deception and Manipulation: Let's 
talk about Deepfakes Digital image and video manipulation have reached a new level of sophis-
tication. From the simple "Photoshop" to the modern equivalent in video, fakes are becoming 
more and more difficult to spot. This makes them a great candidate for abuse. For years we have 
been telling people that what they post on the internet will be there to stay and can have huge 
ramifications later in life, but what if they don't actually do what is portrayed? Modern technolo-
gy can use Machine Learning and AI to dissect videos, extract faces and build virtual models that 
are used to automatically replace the faces, all while retaining eye blinks andfacial expressions. 
For millions of people, realistic fakes can ruin a career, destroy families and possibly even influ-
ence elections. Even if proven fake later, the damage can be irreversible and in this digital age, 
can last a lifetime. This session will look at the technology behind creating these fakes, potential 
attacks using the technology and what is being done to combat this trend and protect us from 
what even appears to beourselves.

Topic 2 For the 2020 Global IoT & RFID Summit:Ransomware Attacks Are Making Me WannaCry 
Ransomware continues to batter businesses, state, and local governments and even people at 
home. While it looked like it might be subsiding for a little while, it is back with a vengeance. The 
beauty of ransomware is that organizations may not protect data they do not feel has value to 
anyone, but quickly find out it does have a great deal of value to them.With an average cost of 
$133,000 and a week without your data, these attacks can be brutal. Defending against ransom-
ware takes some planning, some thought and some work, but is far better than recovering from 
an attack. This session will cover some of the newer trends in ransomware, recent attack vectors 
and what you can do to prepare before an attack and how to recover after an attack.

Biography: Erich Kron, Security Awareness Advocate at KnowBe4, is a veteran information se-
curity professional with over 20 years’ experience in the medical, aerospace manufacturing and 
defense fields. He is the former security manager for the US Army’s 2nd Regional Cyber Cen-
ter-Western Hemisphere and holds CISSP, CISSP-ISSAP, MCITP and ITIL v3 certifications, among 
others. Erich has worked with information security professionals around the world to provide 
the tools, training, and educational opportunities to succeed in Information Security.

Security Awareness Advocate at KnowBe4.
Former security manager for the US Army’s 2nd 
Regional Cyber Center-Western Hemisphere



Tom Funk
Strategic Director Architecture at Trace3

SmartCities and Beyond: 
Metrics for Governance

Keywords: Smartcity, Metrics, Governance, Data Models

Description: The promise of IoT lies not solely within the functions of automating physical space 
through mechanics. But the often overlooked data models which we have only just begun col-
lecting and assembling truly promise an unbiased window whereby we can improve the very 
foundations of humanities: government, academia, business and more. Let us challenge our-
selves with nothing less than heretical views on long held social assumptions!

Biography: Tom Funk started his technology career over 25 years ago becoming the youngest 
Bell Labs Tier 3 engineer UNIX-based voice mail systems. Since then, he has made an indelible 
impact on the industry including leading development work on the IoT Shell among several 
other patents. Tom sees this pivotal era in technology as the enablement of new and exciting 
enhancement of the human experience. His excitement in discussing all things technological 
becomes apparent in any conversation to which he can be a party.



Description: How to move dinosaur like legacy/on-prem infrastructure into Tardigrade (most 
adaptable animal) like cloud infrastructure. Tardigrade can live in Ice, dessert, harshest climate 
and outer space. They have such a strong DNA it can withstand X-rays and radiation. Every en-
terprise that is in existence today has technical debt, they started building apps to serve busi-
ness and it is on legacy infrastructure. Now the IT moved from enabler to existential. Recent 
pandemic saw the technology adoption of 2 years with every 2 months. How to convert existing 
apps of dinosaur in IT age to Tardigrade of cloud age. We will discuss about the strategies to 
move to cloud age without existing technical debt. How to make enterprise not only cloud ready 
but cloud first. At the same time how not to get locked in with a single cloud vendor. What strat-
egies enterprises should adapt to be nimbler, customer centric and future proof. We will discuss 
about skill set, toolset and mindset shift needed for the journey.

Biography: Surya Jayanti is a thought leader in IT with more than 16 years of experience. A tech-
nology, Data, Cloud Engineering and product management leader with experience in Managing 
Analytics, Cloud engineering programs for fortune 100 Companies like Wal-Mart, AETNA Health-
care and BP. Proven track record of delivering value to customers through complex Data man-
agement and Leading engineering teams through cloud migrations.

Surya Jayanti
Sr Cloud Engineering Manager 
for Fortune 1 company

Cloud Transformation for Enterprises. 
How to convert your enterprise from 
dinosaur (maintenance heavy) to 
Tardigrade (most adaptable animal)

Keywords: Digital Transformation, Cloud, Enterprise, Ecommerce



Miri Rodriguez
Empathy: Rise Against the Machines

Description: A distinctive brand story helps define and successfully communicate unique per-
sonal and business attributes. Storytelling has become a powerful business tool in today's digital 
age because it begins and ends with empathy, driving an immersive and emotional experience 
for stakeholders and audiences that inspires them to action.

In this dynamic and interactive session, Miri shares practical tools to help you become a skilled 
storyteller in a looming robopocalypse so that you can successfully keep relevant in the market-
place, drive engaging relationships and win in business and in life.

Key takeaways:
• What is storytelling...and what is not
• Ways to tell a story
• Crafting your story with empathy and Design Thinking Principles

Biography: Miri Rodriguez is a globally recognized Storyteller, Head of Global Internship Pro-
gram at Microsoft and author of Brand Storytelling. She is a creative journalist and content 
strategist, evangelizing brand narrative and showcasing how thought leaders can leverage story-
telling techniques for culture activation and influence in the digital age. Miri has earned several 
awards in digital marketing and customer experience and is ranked as top in-demand speaker 
at leading industry conferences around the world. Miri brings 15+ years of expertise, valuable 
industry and consulting insights matched with a lighthearted and connected delivery approach. 
Her social advocacy and philanthropic work include volunteering to train social enterprise lead-
ers in Africa, coaching students at Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship in the U.S., and men-
toring men and women to build their personal brand with empathy, passion and purpose. Her 
biggest accomplishment to date is being a mother of 2 boys and an American Bulldog. She can 
also run in heels. Ice cream is her superfood.

Author: Brand Storytelling | Storyteller + 
Global Head of Internships at Microsoft



Carmen Fontana  

Chris Martínez 

Modern Software Delivery 
Service Offering Lead

Principal Architect | National 
Technology Services

Turning IoT Obstacles Into Opportunities

Keywords: IoT, Obstacles, Secutiry, Machine Learning, Smart Design

Description:  The Internet of Things empowers organizations to gather, analyze, and employ 
information in ways previously unattainable. But this newfound capability is not without its chal-
lenges:
• Overwhelming Size - IoT generates tremendous volume and velocity of information, easily 

swamping most homegrown data collection systems
• Security Worries – The proliferation of sensors and devices in our homes and workplaces 

makes IoT a juicy target for nefarious entities
• Death by Data - Organizations often find it difficult to sift through IoT data to find actionable 

insights in a way that is both scalable and forward-looking
• But these challenges also present opportunities. With mindful design and implementation, 

your IoT investment can not only overcome, but thrive. In this presentation, we will discuss:
• Architecting for Scale – With smart design, your IoT platform can shrink and grow based on 

need, saving you money in the process
• Empowered Customers – Securing your system requires thinking about both the bad guys 

(hackers) and the good guys (your customers). Your system can be secure while still giving 
your users flexibility in access and privacy

• Intelligent Data -  Machine learning thrives on information, making it a natural pairing for 
voluminous IoT data. Machine learning pushes IoT to transition from reactive to predictive 
analytics, forecasting future outcomes and cutting through the fog of data.



Biography: Carmen Fontana: leads Centric Consulting's Modern Software Delivery practice, 
focusing on Cloud & Emerging Tech. With more than twenty years of experience, her zen is when 
innovation meets data-driven decision making. She frequently talks to groups on Artificial In-
telligence, Internet of Things, and other emerging technology topics. She has been featured in 
numerous publications including InformationWeek, IEEE Transmitter, Security Magazine, EdTech 
Magazine and IoT Agenda. Also: Cancer Survivor, Soccer Mom, and Donut Mile Champion Past 
speaking experience: https://carmenfontana.net/speaking/

Chris Martínez: I am responsible for providing the technical vision and architectural oversight 
for the National Tech Service Line for Centric. I have more than 25 years of experience in soft-
ware development, spanning multiple platforms and generations of computing, including Unix, 
Linux, Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Embedded, Mobile, and Cloud. My experience spans to mul-
tiple industries including healthcare, manufacturing, financial services, and professional services. 
I currently hold 8 patents, covering topics such as mobile apps, internet, biometric security, and 
driver safety technology.



Maximize your business outcomes by 
migrating your Hadoop/Spark clusters 
to Google Cloud

Rahul Garg
Principal Lead, AI & Analytics, Solutions 
Engineering, Google

 Keywords: Cloud, AI

Description: Large Enterprises are trying to reduce the operational complexity of running Ha-
doop on-prem.  Google Cloud can massively lower customers' TCO, derisk their on-prem data 
lake investments, and help them modernize their data analytics platform. In this session, we will 
share some of those best practices and discuss how some of the top industry leaders are lever-
aging the massive benefits of migrating their on-premise Hadoop/Spark clusters to GCP.

Biography: Rahul is the Principal Lead for Smart Analytics & AI at Google since Jan 2020, working 
in their Solutions Engineering group, responsible for creation, adoption & growth of Data Ana-
lytics solutions. Prior to joining Google, since 2006, he worked in lead positions in various Engi-
neering & Business Groups at Microsoft and was responsible for the growth of the Azure IoT, 
Power BI, Azure Data Platform & Integration businesses for Microsoft in their Redmond (2010-
2020) & Sydney (2006-2010) offices. In the past, he has also worked in senior positions at SingTel 
Optus, Macquarie Telecom, Vitria Technology (Asia-Pacific) & Integrated Business Technologies 
(IBT) where he founded & led the e-Commerce Division of the company. Rahul did his Masters in 
Computer Science from QUT (Australia) and in his spare time, he enjoys books, cricket, photogra-
phy & travelling.



Yousuf Jiwani

Description: We’ve all been using Unified Communications in some shape and form, and the 
technology, tools and the way we communicate and use these tools are changing drastically. 
It’s a challenge for organizations and tech experts to stay on top of this and make the right choic-
es as it suits their needs. The topic will show where we come from, and where we are headed 
and how it all comes together to grasp the overall state of affairs.The knowledge could be help-
ful for anyone looking to enter the field or get to know it better.

Biography: A seasoned consultant who has worked in North America for over 14 years for a 
number of organizations and holding a variety of different positions gaining hands on experi-
ence and knowledge. I have a Bachelors of Engineering Degree in Computer and Informations 
Systems and the prestigious CCIE certification in Collaboration vertical among many other indus-
try and vendor certifications. Currently working as a Solution Architect for a global organization 
NTT based out of Tokyo, Japan.

Changing landscape of Unified 
Communications. 

Solution Architect for a global 
organization NTT



Ben Kaplan

Description: Life might be on pause for millions of people and companies worldwide, but that 
doesn’t mean your marketing and sales should be.  This too shall pass, and for that reason now 
is the time to pivot not pause. 

What if you could turn the ongoing global pandemic into a net positive for your brand, your busi-
ness, and most importantly, your audience, clients, and customers?

What if you could ensure that your brand and business were able to navigate these challenging 
times and are well-positioned to hit the ground running when we return to normal?

By pivoting not pausing, you won’t miss out on all of the one-of-a-kind marketing opportunities 
that exist during what has become the world’s greatest behavior-change experiment. 

During this talk, some of the core topics we’ll cover include: 

Pivot #1:  Targeting customers + verticals who have an incentive to do business now
Pivot #2:  Leveraging timely + relevant themes in your marketing
Pivot #3:  Staying top of mind with your leads to become their first back-to-business phone call

We’ll even draw upon examples from the 2008 Great Recession to discuss lessons learned and 
how those insights can power more effective marketing and the growth of your business.

Pivot Don’t Pause

Founder and CEO of NationalToday.com
Founder and CEO of TOP [topagency.com]
Bestselling author of 12 books



Biography: Ben Kaplan is among the world's leading experts on viral marketing, content market-
ing, and sales. He is the founder and CEO of NationalToday.com — the world's leading holiday 
and calendar-based marketing site.  Kaplan grew NationalToday.com from 0 to 5 million unique 
visitors per month by leveraging the power of SEO-driven viral link building.

Kaplan is also the founder and CEO of TOP [topagency.com] — a global agency network com-
prised of nine data-driven agencies working in 20+ countries.  TOP's unique methodology — 
Test, Optimize, and Perform — has revolutionized marketing communications for some of the 
world's fastest growing startups and brands like Budweiser, Mercedes-Benz, Citi, Smuckers, and 
Milk-Bone.

Kaplan is the bestselling author of 12 books (including the viral hit 'How to Go to College Almost 
for Free') and an acclaimed public speaker on four continents. He has appeared on more than 
5,000 TV and radio programs, including interviews on 'Oprah,' 'Good Morning America,' NBC, 
CBS, CNN, Fox News, and the BBC.



Farhad Mehraban
Coronavirus (Covid-19) Pandemic: 
Challenges & Opportunities

Description: Accessibility and availability of the E-Learning platforms during this pandemic will 
play a vital role in the success of the current educational practices both nationally and interna-
tionally. E-Learning is no longer exclusive to special circumstances and/or individuals with spe-
cial needs and, it is utilized in a large percentage of the school systems.

Along with accessibility and availability; Data ownership, privacy, security and utilization is also 
of a great concern to individuals and end users. The nature of this digital transformation will 
require a shift in content delivery approaches and execution to ensure reliability, accessibility 
and availability of the given platform on a much broader scale. The current circumstances have 
resulted in a rapid digital transformation of the educational systems, presenting many challeng-
es throughout the design, implementation, execution and maintenance of the given E-Learning 
Platforms.

With the increased e-learning practices for all ages, also with many adults currently working 
from home during this pandemic, the amount of data transmitted has tremendously increased 
presenting a security concern. The Security of this sensitive and on some cases private & person-
al data remains a great deal of distress as cybercriminal activities have ominously increased.
August 2020-INTERPOL report shows alarming rate of cyberattacks. In one four- month period 
(January to April) some 907,000 spam messages, 737 incidents related to malware and 48,000 
malicious URLs – all related to COVID-19 – were detected by one of INTERPOL’s private sector 
partners.

“Cybercriminals are developing and boosting their attacks at an alarming pace, exploiting the fear and uncer-
tainty caused by the unstable social and economic situation created by COVID-19.”

Jürgen Stock, INTERPOL Secretary General

CEO & Founder of Mehraban Advisory Group, LLC

Keywords: RFID, 5G, Fiber Optic, Cloud, Drone, 3D Printing, Ecommerce, 
Security, AI, Smart City, Supply Chain.



Proper Data Structure, automation along with the ethical responsibility of the organizations in 
leveraging technologies such as AI & ML will foster a secure, accessible and available E-Learning 
Platform Topology utmost required for innovation and growth. Data infrastructure and scalabili-
ty should be in line with individual data Protection as a top priority. This will be evident in design, 
governance, maintenance, resilience, availability and accessibility of the given E-Learning Plat-
form.

Biography: Farhad Mehraban is a leading digital economy, information technology, cloud and 
data center expert who consistently delivers latest and most credible solutions to the industry at 
large and across vast geographical and vertical coverage terrains.
An innovative business acquisition & development leader with notable success in managing and 
executing strategic, enterprise-wide growth initiatives across various industries globally. Logical 
thinker and communicator recognized for transforming organizations through process improve-
ments and development of technical roadmaps. Well versed in the use of current information 
technology to integrate existing systems onto various platforms or initiate new enterprise 
through the use of network technology.

His business skills blended with his technical experiences, accreditation and project manage-
ment expertise has provided him the value-added edge to easily comprehend the needs, advise 
on the optimum solution and work through perfect completion of mass-scale business advance-
ment projects while realizing business development goals.

Systematically implements strategic direction for policies, processes and technology solutions 
through innovation. Farhad, continues to lead professionals within the data center, cloud, AI, big 
data and information technology by consistently pursuing and delivering the most credible and 
reliable solutions.

Farhad is a demanding business expert in the field of information technology, AI, IoT, data center 
& cloud. As an executive coach, he has devoted his career in training, development and em-
powerment of teams in achievement of successful business, operational and personal goals in 
a variety of business sectors. Contribution of his enterprise in Digital Economy, IT, IoT, Big Data, 
AI, ML, Data Centers and Cloud and his involvement in such, has established him as an accom-
plished business leader and well-thought-out and recognized keynote speaker in addressing 
corporate and public audiences as a subject matter expert in Information Technology, Data Man-
agement, Data Center & Cloud infrastructure.



Jim Shaffer

Description: Poor leadership is expensive, eclipsing $1 Trillion a year in the US alone to recruit 
and retrain new employees. In addition to these direct costs, poor attitudes and performance 
actively cost untold fortunes in lost sales and declining productivity. This leadership has become 
a modern-day plague in the workplace and has fueled a trillion-dollar labor market that nobody 
wants to fund yet so many do unwittingly. But there is a cure. With a single good leader, hope 
will provide the team with the tools they need for a workplace transformation. Join Jim Shaffer as 
he walks you through the science that takes you from the destruction caused by a bully boss to 
true workforce transformation from his upcoming book: Bad Bosses: Big Business.

Biography: Jim Shaffer is an author and leadership expert. In addition to writing books about 
leadership, Jim is the founder and CEO of Western Sky Resources, a leadership and manage-
ment consulting firm in Oklahoma City, OK. He is a husband to his wife, Sharon, and dad to their 
blended family of five children. Jim attends Life.Church in Oklahoma City where he has served in 
several leadership capacities. Leadership became a passion of his over a decade ago after suffer-
ing under poor leadership and realizing that there is more to work than being “bossed around.” 
It is his goal to eradicate “leadership poverty” around the globe.

Founder and CEO of Western Sky Resources

Bad Bosses Big Business

Keywords: Mental health pandemic, Mental health technology, Mental health technol-
ogies, Mental health tech, Mental Health Leadership, Leadership, Bad Bosses, Bully 

Bosses, Pain, Hope, Transformation



Description: I will talk about large-scale IoT Implementation, the best practices and pitfalls to 
avoid.  As IoT is a three-layer cake consisting of Devices, Networks and Software applications, IoT 
is not a single technology but an integration of multiple technologies.  This mean any large-scale 
IoT implementation in 11 industrial verticals such as Transportation, Retail, Health Care etc.  will 
need multiple partners to collaborate.  The larger the IoT implementation is, the more risky it is.  
What are the best practices to ensure all the partners work cohesively to achieve the business 
goal an?  What kind of challenges will you face.  I will share my experience implementing large-
scale IoT initiatives at T-Mobile partnering with four Fortune 500 companies in Canada, Europe 
and the U.S.

Biography: Dan Mo currently is an executive director of customer programs at Syniverse Tech-
nologies, a global telecom company and former Verizon subsidiary, that is specialized in IoT, 5G, 
AI, inter-carrier Roaming and Messaging.  Previously, he served as the Chair of the IoT Group at 
T-Mobile USA and led a large-scale, global IoT Program for the transportation industry.  He also 
worked at Starbucks and Microsoft spearheading large-scale, global technology initiatives. In his 
early career, he held management and technical roles at AT&T and three software startup com-
panies.  He holds a M.Sc. degree in Computer Science and an MBA.

Keywords: 5G, Cloud, Drone, AI, Smart City

Dan Mo
Large-scale IoT Implementation

Executive Director of Customer 
Programs at Syniverse Technologies



Ross Caplan

Description: 5G will be a major evolution in wireless communications, a paradigm shift in 
what is possible, and will play a critical role in future communication and defense capabilities. 
It will move us away from closed, monolithic, and dedicated appliance architectures, which are 
expensive and inflexible. We will soon have open, modular distributed networks that are soft-
ware-defined, virtualized and cloud-based. Today, 5G is focused on supporting 3 main services 
with vastly diverse requirements:  enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine-type 
communications (mMTC), and ultra-reliable low-latency communications (URLLC).  As part of this 
evolution from legacy “monolithic” connectivity-based networks, 5G will support the partitioning 
on a physical and virtualized network infrastructure to many logical end-to-end virtual network 
instances, in which each slice allocates resources to provide specific performance requirements. 
However, in order to fully enhance communications during a range of scenarios, this requires 
the creation of On-Demand (Disposable) slices over multiple Radio Access technologies. This pre-
sentation outlines the case for investing in the development of disposable slices and their neces-
sity in supporting dynamic capabilities and mission requirements with speed, customization, and 
flexibility future connectivity will demand. 

Biography: Ross brings broad experience having spent his entire career in the Wireless industry.  
I started out in a defense company focusing on these technologies and other defense-related 
products.  The past 20 years I joined organizations that created early-stage business units de-
veloping new wireless technologies.  In the last 16 years, I focused on driving the development 
and growth of the M2M/IoT space focusing on emerging connectivity technologies, developing 
product ecosystems, driving Go-to-Market initiatives, and creating successful revenue generating 
plans for 3 leading US carriers.  

Most recently, I was responsible for managing the development of key enablement technologies 
for Verizon Wireless.  At Verizon, I helped lead the development of emerging technologies and 

5G Disposable Network Slices
Dynamic On-Demand Services to 
Drive Enhanced Connectivity & 
Customer Success

Advisor to the Wireless and Internet of 
Things Industry



new products, managed a range of global partnerships, provided risk assessment for investment 
opportunities, and drove IoT initiatives in global standard organizations. The projects I was fortu-
nate to work on, where Verizon deployed new IoT technologies, included the rollout of LTE (Cat-
egory 1, Cat. 3, Cat. M & VoLTE, and Narrow Band).  We also led the development of 5G.  These 
LTE efforts resulted in first chipset, module, device certifications and network deployments in 
the world.  

Currently, I am providing Advisory services to the wireless and IoT market.  I am a proud alum-
nus of the University of Maryland (BS, Political Science) and earned my Master’s in International 
Studies (Business) from the University of Miami, FL.



Chuck Byers
Edge computing: its architectures and 
applications

Description: Edge computing moves the computation, networking and storage capabilities of 
the cloud closer to IoT devices and network endpoints.  This can create many advantages in la-
tency, trustworthiness, efficiency and the capabilities of networks.  This talk will start with some 
motivations for moving portions of computing from the cloud to the edge, including round-trip 
latency, network bandwidth cost, security, privacy, safety, reliability and resilience.  It will then 
survey several edge computing use cases from industry verticals such as connected transporta-
tion, smart cities/buildings, medical, smart grids and agriculture.  Then, it will describe several 
architecture alternatives for edge computing, including ETSI MEC, and the recently-announced 
edge computing framework from the Industrial Internet Consortium.  The configuration, man-
agement, orchestration and ongoing operation of edge networks will be addressed.  Finally, we 
will discuss some practicalities in the design, installation, operation and lifecycle cost optimiza-
tion of edge computing.  Along the way, we will look at software and hardware design patterns, 
and some of the suppliers and partnerships that are shaping the edge computing market.  We 
will conclude with Q&A, and an open discussion of where edge is heading.

Biography: CHARLES C. BYERS is Associate Chief Technology Officer of the Industrial Internet 
Consortium.  He works on the architecture and implementation of edge computing systems, 
common platforms, media processing systems, and the Internet of Things.  Previously, he was 
a Principal Engineer and Platform Architect with Cisco, and a Bell Labs Fellow at Alcatel-Lucent.  
During his three decades in the telecommunications networking industry, he has made signif-
icant contributions in areas including voice switching, broadband access, converged networks, 
VoIP, multimedia, video, modular platforms, edge-fog computing and IoT.  He has also been a 
leader in several standards bodies, including serving as CTO for the Industrial Internet Consor-
tium and OpenFog Consortium, and was a founding member of PICMG's AdvancedTCA,
AdvancedMC, and MicroTCA subcommittees.

Mr. Byers received his B.S. in Electrical and Computer Engineering and an M.S. in Electrical En-
gineering from the University of Wisconsin, Madison. In his spare time, he likes travel, cooking, 
bicycling, and tinkering in his workshop.  He holds over 105 US patents.

Associate Chief Technology Officer of the 
Industrial Internet Consortium



Brian Rosenbloom
Patent Attorney with Expertise in Internet 
Technology, 4G/5G Telecom, AI, Computer 
Software and Hardware, Shareholder Rothwell 
Figg IP Professionals

Developing a Patent Portfolio to 
Protect Your Valuable Intellectual 
Property

Description: Your company has invested a great amount of time and money developing inno-
vative solutions, and you should consider developing a patent portfolio to protect these valu-
able innovations. Why? Because protecting your innovations through patents provides several 
benefits, including: (1) Potential new revenue streams through licensing; (2) Creating barriers to 
entry by having the right to stop competitors from using your innovative ideas; and (3) Defensive 
use (a competitor may think twice about suing for patent infringement if you have the ability to 
shoot back). This talk will give an introduction to patents provide guidance for developing and 
managing a robust patent portfolio.   

Biography: Mr. Rosenbloom has over 20 years of experience in the intellectual property (IP) field 
and has been selected by his peers for inclusion in the “Super Lawyers” list in Washington, DC 
for the past six years. He is a Shareholder with the law firm of Rothwell, Figg, Ernst, and Man-
beck, P.C., a highly esteemed IP boutique law firm located in Washington, DC.  Mr. Rosenbloom 
advises a wide range of clients (including Fortune 100 companies, independent inventors, en-
trepreneurs, and emerging businesses) in all aspects of patent and related intellectual property 
matters.

Mr. Rosenbloom received his bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering from Columbia Uni-
versity’s School of Engineering and Applied Science, where he was inducted into the Electrical 
Engineering Honor Society (Eta Kappa Nu) and the Engineering Honor Society (Tau Beta Pi).  He 
received his law degree with honors (Cum Laude) from Georgetown University Law Center.  After 
receiving his EE degree from Columbia and before starting law school, Mr. Rosenbloom worked 
as a software and computer networking engineer for General Electric Information Services (GEIS) 
where he gained valuable expertise in Internet related technologies, including TCP/IP and client/
server (“cloud computing”) architectures.



Arthur Bailey
Emerging trends in distributed 
workplace technologies

Description: The Future of Work Starts at the Edge Businesses today are facing some of the 
most rapidly changing economic and social conditions to hit the market in decades. The unprec-
edented speed in which market conditions have changed have left many companies struggling 
to adapt to the new normal. One of the primary challenges business executives face is bringing 
together seamless productivity experiences across applications, services, and devices without 
sacrificing the security of their business information. In the new normal accepting the need for 
diversity in IT environments has become a fact of life as one-size-fits-all models no longer suffice. 
As the Cloud becomes more and more ubiquitous, business leaders are embracing solutions 
that give their organizations greater flexibility and easier access to applications and tools that 
support a highly distributed workplace.

Join CompuCom Director Arthur Bailey as he shares his perspective on emerging trends in dis-
tributed workplace technologies and best practices for replacing abandon inflexible and com-
plex on-premise based solutions with more cloud friendly solutions for improved business effi-
ciency and employee productivity.

Biography: Arthur Bailey joined CompuCom, an Office Depot subsidiary in April 2020 and ser-
vices as Sr. Director for External Communications. Bailey manages CompuCom's Corporate 
reputation for audiences including customers, partners, analysts and the media Prior to join-
ing CompuCom, Bailey served as Enterprise Communications Director for Samsung Electronics 
North America leading the multi-billion-dollar Enterprise's communication program its Mobile, 
Networks and Display businesses.

Bailey has over 25 years of experience in enterprise corporate affairs and communications with 
previous roles at Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Microsoft and a variety of technology start-ups in 
Denmark, Sweden and Norway. Bailey has also served as a public affairs officer for the U.S. gov-
ernment agencies including the Departments of Defense, Labor and Health.

Sr. Director of Communications 
at CompuCom

Keywords: Zero-Trust security; IT-as-a-service, Cloud Computing, 
Network-as-a-service, Managed Workplace Services, IT Automation, AI Chatbots



Les David
Entrepreneurial Time Crunch

Chapter Owner & Franchise Owner 
of Network Lead Exchange 

Description: They say that in business, “Timing is Everything.” This is true, especially for en-
trepreneurs.  We are constantly taking time based calculated risks to pursue our passion and 
vision. Using our time effectively enables us to gain a step up on our competition. Many of us 
often find ourselves in a Time Crunch when it comes to meeting the expectations of our clients/
customers. We usually start out the project with a defined goal and a specific methodology on 
how to achieve the goal.  However, somewhere down the line the various issues that unexpect-
edly arise during the project carry us away. While trying to resolve these issues, we often lose 
sight of the goal. But being the risk takers that we are, we resolve the issues, meet the headlines, 
and live up to the original customer expectations. How do we pull this off?  Through Trial and 
Error and the passion for our goal, Entrepreneurs have learnt many valuable lessons. Some of 
them are listed below:

•You get ahead in life by Working Smarter, not Harder
Entrepreneurs realize that they only have a limited time to make an impact on the client before 
the client considers other options.  Entrepreneurs thus maximize their face time with the client, 
use technology that quadruples their efforts (Skype calls, Zoom meetings, send marketing email, 
engage direct mail campaigns, submit news releases), and engage the clients in activity that pro-
motes their overall goal and future business relationships.  

•Get to know your Clients business just a well as they do, if not better 
Entrepreneurs often “Wow” their customers to gain their trust and buy into their vision. This is 
how they make them customers for life.  By gaining an in-depth understanding of the client’s 
business and products and eliminating product research time, Entrepreneurs gain favor with 
their clients and increase their bottom line. Clients often refer to them as being part of the team 
since they enjoy working with them daily. 



 
•Offer Guarantees on your services and stand behind your Products 
Entrepreneurs have learnt the hard way that you cannot safely guarantee or predict that what 
you yourselves have not done before.  Business aficionados know that their success totally de-
pends on them and their ability to practice what they have learned. To do the most effective job, 
we need to know the outcome and the time needed to achieve it.  We thus maximize our time 
accordingly to come out on top for the customer.  

•Know that Knowledge is Power
Entrepreneurs use time effectively in getting the necessary training and education to success-
fully achieve their vision, and goals set for their customers.  This is one of the best investments 
anyone can make in life.  Entrepreneurs use their wisdom to create a business relationship with 
their customers that maximizes the returns and experience for both parties. Entrepreneurs are 
effective communicators who wisely set Real Goals, send out the Right Messages, highlight their 
companies and Vision, and Earn Goodwill in their community. They successfully enhance the 
business experience by delivering upon the promises they make in a timely manner.

Biography: Here is my profile expertise for your review: proven ability to successfully Direct 
Information Solutions, Project Management, Quality Assurance Testing, and Support Services 
Operations as an ERP Director, IT Senior Manager, and an Agile Scrum Master. A talented and ac-
complished business technology leader specializing in Creating Vision, Identifying Opportunities, 
and Building Successful Organizations. 

Over the years, I have built close relationships with all my direct clients, through one on one 
consulting, and networking activities. I go above and beyond for my customers by listening and 
understanding their requirements, being prompt, diligent, and getting the work done right the 
first time around. Please kindly review my information and let me know if you have any ques-
tions. I am extremely excited about this article submission opportunity. 



Thrauma®

Sandra D. Smith

Description: Our world has never had a greater need for trauma-responsive compassionate 
healing as it relates to addressing Mental Health Challenges. 

What is Thrauma®?
Thrauma is the before, during, and after-effects of trauma that culminates in one event;such as, 
incarceration. Other events include: The Thrauma of incarceration, The Thrauma of being a vet-
eran, The Thrauma of a being in a mental health facility. 

Thrauma was conceptualized and trademarked as a result of Dr. Sandra D. Smith speaking at a 
Peer Summit in Fort Worth Texas introducing a newly developed Reentry Peer Specialist certifi-
cation training. During the speech Dr. Smith described her personal experience with Incarcera-
tion as having three distinct phases; before, during, and after. She literally said, “I suppose you 
could consider those three things thrauma.” 
 
While Thrauma is part of the Reentry Peer Specialist 8-day certification training co-authored 
by Dr. Smith, she has also developed a two day Thrauma curriculum. The Thrauma curriculum 
explores the impact of trauma and the possibilities of healing through the before, during and 
after trauma effects (Thrauma model). In Dr. Smith’s opinion the most effective trauma trainings 
are those that successfully navigate the healing journey. It’s also important to be kind to your-
self through the process of healing from trauma.  As survivors of trauma, it is a journey and like 
any other life altering event it takes time to heal. Knowing that you are not alone and areexperi-
encing authentic dialogue assist in creating environments for healing. Dr. Smith has written this 
curriculum to provide a safe space to begin or continue a healing journey. 

Trauma conversations, in many cultures are socially forbidden but trauma has no racial or polit-
ical identity. It is a deep hurt that effects a very large percentage of the population. Engaging in 
dialogue allows for the burden of hurt, anger, and shame to begin to dissipate. Thrauma can be 
looked at as a layered method of addressing trauma; therefore, a layered approach to healing. 

PhD, RPS, PRSS, LCDI-I
Strategist|Author|Reentry Advocate| 
Thrauma® Authority



Biography: Dr. Sandra D. Smith is quite possibly the most unique and best kept secret and 
example of “Recovery” in today’s society. Dr. Smith has an earned Ph.D. with a dissertation focus 
on support services which was dually published with UMI and the German Scholars Press. She 
is also a Certified Peer Recovery Support Specialist, Certified Reentry Peer Specialist (which she 
developed), and Licensed Chemical Dependency Counselor Intern.

Dr. Smith’s non-traditional recovery includes overcoming thoughts of abandonment as a child, 
process addiction, and surviving incarceration at the “World’s Boldest” Rikers Island in New York 
City. She has worked as a Peer Programs Manager, an Associate Director of a Recovery Commu-
nity Center in Dallas, TX, she has been a University Dean and Associate Regional Dean. In 2014 
she became a published author of her true life story “Choices”. Choices has since been published 
as a Criminal Justice Workbook and used in jail and prisons around the country as a mechanism 
to spark recovery conversations. 

Her most recent endeavor was the creation and co-author of the curriculum for the first Reentry 
Peer Specialist certification and training in the state of Texas. She trademarked the term Thrau-
ma® which is used in the curriculum. She just happens to be an African American and you have 
to know the full story to grasp the magnitude of the irony of her story.





Andrew J. Peden
CEO, L5L Solutions
“We solve level five leaders’ problems.”
Risk Management Leadership Partner for 
the C-Suite

Keywords: Strategy, Culture, Leadership, Future of Risk Management, 
Business & Digital Transformation Leadership, Business, Technology, 

and Humanity

Future of Risk Management – Achieve 
Organizational Homeostasis through a 
Physical, Mental, and Spiritual 
Paradigm Shift.

Description: This presentation will discuss the Convergence of the four (4) pillars of Security/
Risk; Physical, Technology, People, and Process, and how Enterprises need to address all four pil-
lars to gain a competitive advantage and build resiliency. The current global COVID-19 pandemic 
has only accelerated and amplified this call to action.

There is no one “black box” solution that can be integrated to solve all of our clients, custom-
ers, and/or partners problems. Streamlining Organizational Strategy and Mitigating Risk begins 
with a proactive Security/Risk mindset, fully integrated Holistically, 360 degrees Enterprise wide 
through Education, Training, and Culture. It should not be looked upon as a stand-alone silo/divi-
sion.

Biography: Andrew is the CEO of L5L Solutions, where he is responsible for the organization's 
overall strategic growth, partnerships, and innovation roadmap.

L5L Solutions is a project management agency that provides Education, Training, and Risk Miti-
gation Solutions to Fortune 500 Companies, agencies, organizations, individuals, and nonprofits 
of all sizes.

Andrew is a Risk Management Leadership Partner to the C-Suite. A Trusted Advisor, Speaker, 
Board Member, and Business & Digital Transformation Leader. Creating value for clients by 



keeping them up to date on the latest trends regarding Business, Technology, & Humanity, and 
the Future of Risk Management, and helping to make that knowledge actionable.

Andrew helps organizations achieve organizational Homeostasis through Holistically Integrated 
360 degree Enterprise-wide Risk Management programs, leverage Intelligence analysis, build 
Public/Private Partnerships, Cyber Risk Management, Business Continuity and Incident Response 
Planning, Optimize Supply Chain Resilience through Supply Chain Risk Management Intelligence 
(SCRM/I), and train for Workplace Violence/Active Shooter response.

Andrew has greater than two decades of Corporate, Healthcare, and Risk Management leader-
ship Experience.

Andrew is an active member in multiple risk and management Consulting organizations includ-
ing ASIS International, Lamba Alpha International, OSAC, and RIMS; and has been trained on Risk 
management "Best Practices" through DHS, the FBI, and other public and private sector agencies 
and organizations.

Andrew has personally worked on, planned, and lead high profile engagements for some of the 
World’s most affluent and influential organizations and individuals, including running site securi-
ty for the 2014 New York City Marathon, and the largest IPO in history.



Esra Karagoz
Founder of onE.GLobe. Architect.

Description:  WorkOut is a worldwide network and an outdoor pop-up workspace with en-
hanced filtration and air cleaning systems for remote workers and students. It can also be used 
for leisure activities such as reading and writing. It remediates the effects of isolation on individ-
uals as providing human-nature and random human interactions as well as global co-working, 
and networking opportunities for its members. It gives people the chance to step outside, so-
cialize, and exercise while accomplishing their daily work-related goals. The biophilic design of 
WorkOut and exercise opportunities in nature reduces stress levels, boost positive feelings, and 
support the nervous system.

WorkOut has various sustainability and wellness features.

• It is designed with sustainable materials such as FSC-certified wood.
• It supports biodiversity with green walls, which is drip-irrigated with harvested rainwater.
• It has an autonomous energy harvesting with transparent thin-film photovoltaic cells applied 

to shades and glass to produce electricity for modules.
• It has a waterless toilet and a coffee shop module with bio-digesters converting waste to en-

ergy and fertilizer.
• It has variable opacity glazing with electrochromic glass to reduce transmissivity by a mini-

mum of 90%.
• It has re-configurable modules to provide adaptability to different locations taken into ac-

count various space and daylight access restrictions.
• It has sensor-operated lighting responsive to daylight and occupancy to dim and switch off 

lights automatically.
• It has external automated shading with manual override to prevent glare and optimize the 

view.

WorkOut: Worldwide network and 
outdoor pop-up workspaces with 
enhanced filtration and air cleaning 
systems for remote workers and 
students.

Smart City, Construction, 3D printing.



• It has robotic architectural solutions to automate sliding and folding desks, doors, and par-
titions to minimize the footprint and provide a flexible environment to serve multiple uses, 
contactless access, and temperature assessment devices at entry points.

• It has enhanced filtration and air-cleaning systems, natural ventilation, automated surface 
cleaning, and disinfection systems with spraying.

Biography: Esra is the founder of onE.GLobe.

She is a creative design professional, licensed & registered architect in New York State and Tur-
key.

She studied architecture and interior architecture. She has expert knowledge of smart cities & 
buildings, sustainable building design & construction, wellness-driven design, and building infor-
mation modeling. She lived and worked in various parts of the world, including New York, San 
Francisco, Istanbul, and Stuttgart, over fifteen years. She developed a unique design approach 
with her worldly experience.

Having experience in various markets from aviation, corporate office, luxury retail, hospitality, 
mixed-use residential, and commercial, Esra provides artistic, innovative, evidence-based, and 
data-driven design solutions for a broad range of building types of different scales.  



David Kellar
Founder of Kellar Consulting LLC

Fishing for Blockchain

Description: Blockchain has gained a lot of attention in the popular press over the past few 
years, with its value climbing and dropping -- sometimes even within the same day. With every-
one jumping on the Blockchain bandwagon, it’s important to better understand the actual use 
case to truly know whether or not Blockchain can be effective. The effectiveness for Blockchain 
to secure virtual items (such as crypto currency), and to track movement & ownership of prod-
ucts is clear. However, it’s effectiveness in ensuring the AUTHENTICITY of physical items or cur-
rency is a question that still needs to be fully explored.

Details: 
1) Blockchain has proven that it can be used to track the distribution of virtual currency or track 
the various transactions of physical products through a supply chain. Requiring each party at 
every step along the supply chain to be willing to record these transactions.
2) However, Blockchain does not appear to be well suited for ensuring the authenticity of a phys-
ical products or currency. There is nothing in the Blockchain process to ensure product packag-
ing or printed currency has not been tampered with or counterfeited. A creative counterfeiter 
could easily find innovative ways to work around the Blockchain process resulting in, Blockchain 
simply and unknowingly tracking the movement of the fake product or currency.

Summary: 
Similar to virtual data such a bitcoin, many physical items do have a unique serial number which 
can be recorded into Blockchain for tracking. However, the process of capturing this unique 
serial number has proven to be difficult and time consuming for distribution networks due to 
the large volume of physical products. In addition, there is nothing in Blockchain that prohibits 
counterfeit or tampering. Therefore, tracking these serial numbers in Blockchain is of little bene-
fit to from a counterfeit protection perspective. 

Keywords: Blockchain; Brand Protection; Track and Trace; Packaging; 
Tamper Evidence; Counterfeit



Biography: David Kellar is the Founder and Owner of Kellar Consulting LLC where he focuses on 
helping organizations with Brand Protection through Packaging Engineering and Traceability.
He earned a BS in Packaging from Michigan State University and has over 20 years of industry 
experience.  David started his career working in the prepared food industry where he designed 
and implemented FDA approved flexible and corrugated packaging concepts.  This included both 
the tooling and materials used for modified atmosphere packaging in commercial food appli-
cations.  David continued his work on flexible film packaging as a member of James River Cor-
poration’s Nestlé Value Managed Relationship team.  In this role, he completed approximately 
150 packaging material qualifications and line troubleshooting in 20 Nestle production facilities 
nationwide.

David then leveraged his experience with flexible packaging to join HP Inc. where he earned 9 
patents for innovative packaging designs and held a Master Technologist role in packaging and 
Brand protection. David has a Proven track record for tackling broad and complex packaging 
related business challenges and uses metrics and business data to create clear and actionable 
program roadmaps.

In addition, he has demonstrated expertise in the use of Blockchain technology, Smart Packag-
ing, IOT and RFID for security and enhanced tracking. He has an established reputation for tech-
nical innovations to solve business critical issues.



Peter Varhol

Correlation Does Not Imply Causation:  
Insights into DataOps, Big Data 
Analytics, and AI

Description: While we refer to deep learning, genetic algorithms, and other modern AI tech-
niques as intelligent, they really only represent advanced statistical techniques that simply cor-
relate one set of independent variables to one or more dependent variables.  That which we call 
intelligence is often only statistical correlation.  If we want to get beyond simple correlation, we 
have to connect cause with effect.
 
Determining causal relationships requires tried-and true scientific methods, that is, empirical 
and measurable evidence subject to testable explanations and predictions.  To successfully test 
intelligent systems, we need to formally incorporate the language of hypotheses with objective 
evidence either supporting or rejecting those hypotheses.
 
This presentation incorporates work by MIT Media Lab Professor Alex Pentland, Bayes Theory 
researcher Judea Pearl, and others to determine the difference between correlation and cause 
and effect, and how we can incorporate testing of AI applications to go beyond simple correct-
ness of the algorithms to determining whether cause and effect exists.

Biography: Peter Varhol is a well-known writer and speaker on software and technology topics, 
having authored dozens of articles and spoken at a number of industry conferences and web-
casts. He has advanced degrees in computer science, applied mathematics, and psychology. Cur-
rently he has his own consulting company, Technology Strategy Research, specializing in AI, Big 
Data, and analytics, and is also a blogger and blog editor for Toptal, LLC.  His past roles include 
technology journalist, software product manager, software developer, and university professor.

Managing Director, Technology 
Strategy Research

Keywords: Data, big data, artificial intelligence, analytics, trends, application 
monitoring, application health



Peter Varhol
Microservices 101

Managing Director, Technology 
Strategy Research

Description: Everything You Wanted To Know About Microservices & APIs But Were Afraid to 
Ask. Traditional monolithic applications consist of large executable programs that are complex 
and can be difficult to deploy and update. Find out how microservice applications, composed of 
many small independent services, enable organizations to deploy and update granular microser-
vices individually via APIs without impacting the entire application.

In this session you’ll learn:
• What’s so important about APIs
• How microservices transform application development
• Skills developers need to succeed as business requirements change

Biography: Peter Varhol is a well-known writer and speaker on software and technology topics, 
having authored dozens of articles and spoken at a number of industry conferences and web-
casts. He has advanced degrees in computer science, applied mathematics, and psychology. Cur-
rently he has his own consulting company, Technology Strategy Research, specializing in AI, Big 
Data, and analytics, and is also a blogger and blog editor for Toptal, LLC.  His past roles include 
technology journalist, software product manager, software developer, and university professor.

Keywords: Cloud, Cloud Computing, Distributed Cloud, AWS



Peter Varhol
Managing Director, Technology 
Strategy Research

Talking to People: Changing Patterns 
in a Shelter-in-Place World

Description: 
Main Message:  Today we have many ways of communicating with distributed team members, 
but a worldwide pandemic means we still have to fight our biases in order to be effective and 
keep our projects on track.
 
Abstract:  Communicating honestly and effectively with team members and stakeholders is dif-
ficult enough when we are face to face.  We have the tendency to not express disagreement or 
bad news, ultimately putting off potentially unpleasant conversations.  Due to an ability to put 
off such discussions in a fully distributed setting, disagreements or software problems can rapid-
ly escalate out of control in a rapid-paced development and testing team.  The result can be poor 
code quality, missed deadlines, and team friction, imperiling the success of the project.
 
Today's virus pandemic makes it especially challenging for distributed communications.  We may 
have team members temporarily incapacitated, or preoccupied with family members.  Working 
from home also involves dealing with daily family issues, often making it difficult to focus.
 
This presentation discusses the biases we encounter when we never physically work together, 
how to recognize those biases, and how to overcome them in ourselves and others, and make 
sure that project status and issues are addressed collaboratively.  It draws on work from re-
searchers such as Sherry Turkle, Carol Dweck, and Daniel Kahneman to present a picture of how 
distributed conversations can go badly wrong, and how to get communications back on track.

Biography: Peter Varhol is a well-known writer and speaker on software and technology topics, 
having authored dozens of articles and spoken at a number of industry conferences and web-
casts. He has advanced degrees in computer science, applied mathematics, and psychology. Cur-
rently he has his own consulting company, Technology Strategy Research, specializing in AI, Big 
Data, and analytics, and is also a blogger and blog editor for Toptal, LLC.  His past roles include 
technology journalist, software product manager, software developer, and university professor.

keywords: Pandemic, mental health, communications, distributed teams



Wendy Covey

Reaching the Technical Buyer in 2021: 
Research Findings for Executives & 
Marketers

Description: Learn how engineers and technical buyers find and consume information to make 
purchase decisions, and ways their behavior has changed due to COVID-19. You will hear what 
types of content are most valued and which channels are used most heavily -- including a deeper 
dive on video, podcasts, social media, and email. You'll also find out where technical buyers have 
turned since industry events have canceled, and what they plan to do in 2021 if/when travel re-
strictions are lifted. This research data can help inform your 2021 marketing spend and provide 
datapoints to understand the importance of content marketing. 
 
Biography: Wendy Covey is CEO and Co-Founder of a successful technical marketing agency, 
author, and podcast host. Over the last 20+ years, Wendy has helped hundreds of technical 
companies build trust and fill their pipelines through content marketing. Wendy's book, Content 
Marketing, Engineered (and her podcast of the same name), helps technical marketers looking 
to adopt or improve their content marketing programs. She gained national recognition when 
she was named one of Wall Street Journal's 10 Most Innovative Entrepreneurs in America. Her 
company, TREW Marketing, is a leading inbound agency serving companies targeting technical 
audiences.

CEO and Co-Founder, TREW Marketing
Author & Podcast Host
Content Marketing, Engineered

Keywords: Marketing to engineers; b2b marketing; content marketing; 
techwriting; smart marketing for engineers; inbound marketing, 

content marketing engineered



John Caton
IoT 101: Smart Device Security for the 
Non-Technical Audience

Keywords: IoT & Security

Description: As the internet adage goes, the “S” in IoT stands for “Security.” In a world full of 
computer science buzzwords and near-unintelligible acronyms, it can be difficult to know where 
to start when it comes to the world of smart devices and cybersecurity. Developed with the 
non-technical audience in mind, John Caton will present a portion of his peer-reviewed research, 
“Dancing on the Razor’s Edge: A Foundational Review of IoT Exploitation and Defense through 
the Lens of TECHINT Collection,” from the academic publication, The International Journal of 
Intelligence and Counterintelligence. His presentation will serve as a primer for those who lack a 
background in computer science but are interested in learning more about IoT and its numerous 
impacts in the global security arena. Primary topics in this presentation will include: 
• A historical overview of IoT development, 
• A non-technical synopsis of IoT’s impact in the modern cybersecurity arena, and 
• A review of IoT device exploits that have enabled bad actors to use smart devices to nefari-

ous ends.

Biography: John Caton is an emergency manager with extensive experience in the study of 
emerging technologies in the national security arena and disaster supply chain planning. His 
prior academic publications include original research on cryptocurrency operations by non-state 
actors as well as the nefarious use of small unmanned aircraft systems in the maritime environ-
ment. John previously consulted for both the Department of Homeland Security’s Science and 
Technology Directorate and FEMA’s Office of Response and Recovery. He holds a Bachelor of 
Science in Policy, Planning, and Development as well as a Masters of Public Administration from 
the University of Southern California.

Emergency Manager



Sean A. Ahrens CPP

Keywords: 5G, Drone, 3D printing, Security

The good and ugly of Drones–
Where we have come, and where 
we are going.

Description: The presentation will address drone technologies, and both the positive and nega-
tive effects of their use. The presentation will personally and historically review my interest and 
entry into drones. I will discuss the revelations I made and how 3D printing is a force multiplier 
for drone advancement, which will lead to both legitimate and illegitimate use. The presentation 
will additionally discuss land based autonomous vehicles, and the effects of 5G communications 
and describe an ever closing timeline for adaptation of these systems and how to be proactive 
about their illegitimate use.

Biography: Mr. Ahrens is a well-known security/resilience leader; whose achievements span the 
globe. He has facilitated threat, risk, vulnerability, loss, and shrinkage audit/analysis. Mr. Ahrens 
is known for the physical, technological and operation security controls that he has developed 
for some of the most iconic projects, both domestically and internationally. He continues his 
thought leadership with resilience, master planning, risk/threat/vulnerability assessment, and 
security technology design. His experience includes surveillance, control enter design, conver-
gence, PSIM, access control, door hardware, intrusion detection, and he has professional com-
petence in higher threats/vulnerabilities involving chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear 
threats, force protection, and related pedestrian and vehicle screening technologies.

Security Market Group Leader at 
Affiliated Engineers, Inc.



Beyond Emerging Technologies Are 
You Ready for the Disruption of the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution?

Keywords: Emerging Technology, AI, Blockchain, IoT, Smart City, Automation, 
Fourth Industrial Revolution

Description: Emerging technologies grab the headlines and capture our imagination, yet they 
are only part of the change and disruption we are only beginning to see. Business, politics, and 
social systems will all be impacted. The changes are revolutionary, not evolutionary, creating 
both untold opportunity and adversity. 
It’s being called the Fourth Industrial Revolution. But what exactly does that mean? What can we 
expect as business leaders, employees, and consumers?   
In this presentation we’ll explore:
• The nature of industrial revolutions
• The role of emerging technologies
• Exponential change and how it leads to disruption
• Lessons from the past
• What you can do to position your business and yourself for success

Biography: Larry Boyer is the author of The Robot In the Next Cubicle: What You Need to Know 
to Adapt and Succeed in the Automation Age. As a business leader and advisor he connects tech-
nology, analytics and economics to business operations & strategy and personal growth to lead 
digital transformation and increased sales and profitability. Larry is expert at working across dis-
ciplines and organizational boundaries to bring together information and people to foster inno-
vation. He has worked as such notable companies as PricewaterhouseCoopers, Freddie Mac, IHS 
Markit and Aetna. Larry holds degrees in physics, economics, and public administration. Larry is 
both Certified Business Economist® and certified coach. He has been on the board of advisors 
for the Rutgers Big Data program, TECH Pakistan, and OPEN BDA  and is a member of the Forbes 
Coaches Council. Connect with Larry to position yourself or your business for success through 
disruption. 

Larry Boyer
Author of The Robot In the Next Cubicle: What 
You Need to Know to Adapt and Succeed in the 
Automation Age



Jeff Kortes

Give Your Employees C.R.A.P...
the Success Formula for Building 
Employee Loyalty

Description: Have you ever wondered why some bosses and organizations have people who are 
incredibly loyal to them and who will do anything for them while others have a revolving door of 
employee turnover?  Those bosses and organizations people want to follow give their employees 
lots of C.R.A.P.!  (Caring, Respect, Appreciation and Praise).  Jeff provides a “headhunter’s” insight 
into why some employees are loyal and others work only to get a paycheck.  Through real-life 
stories and interactive participation, Jeff has created a program which helps participants under-
stand how to demonstrate Caring, Respect, Appreciation, and Praise, so that they can systemati-
cally build employee loyalty in their organization.  

Because Jeff is a “headhunter,” in addition to having 25 years in human resources leadership 
roles prior to starting his own company, he hears first-hand from candidates why bosses and or-
ganizations who give their people lots of C.R.A.P. have people who will go the extra mile for them 
when things get tough and others will leave at 5 o’clock on the dot. 

Jeff’s unique insight will enable participants to leave the session with actionable steps to begin 
building employee loyalty and drive retention in their department or organization while partici-
pating in a program with realistic takeaways that will resonate with attendees.

(Note:  If you have already heard Jeff’s program, “Give Your Employees C.R.A.P…and 7 Other 
Secrets to Employee Retention” this is a deep dive into C.R.A.P.!  We will specifically look at what 
makes up Caring, Respect Appreciation and Praise and how organizations must use it to build 
loyalty on their team)

founder of Human Asset Management LLC

Keywords: Caring, Respect, Appreciation and Praise



Biography: Jeff has more than 25 years experience in human resources.  He has worked at com-
panies that specialize in manufacturing, construction, and software development.  During his 
career he has worked to recruit, retain and develop employees, at companies including ConAgra 
Foods, SPX, Midas International and American Crystal Sugar. 

Jeff is the founder of Human Asset Management LLC, which helps organizations to recruit, en-
gage, develop and retain talent.  He is a member of the National Speakers Association (NSA) and 
a frequent speaker on the topic of loyalty, employee retention, recruitment and culture building.  
He is an avid high school wrestling fan, CrossFit participant and US Army veteran.  Jeff is the au-
thor of Give Your Employees C.R.A.P...and 7 Other Secrets to Employee Retention and HR Horror 
Stories…True Tales from the Trenches. 



David K. Bain

Description: David will discuss emerging TIA standards for ICT Lifecycle Management which ad-
dress the lack of overarching ICT lifecycle management standards in commercial industries and 
government. The lack of standardized best practices has led to intractable tech management 
and disaster recovery problems that have become especially acute amid the pandemic that has 
trimmed budgets while limiting travel and increasing reliance on ICT infrastructure.

Biography: David K. Bain is Vice President of Standards for the Telecommunications Industry 
Association (TIA), leading TIA's team of standards development professionals with responsibility 
for more than 2,400 technical specialists maintaining approximately 3,600 technology standards 
(including the 942 datacenter standard and the 222 macro-tower standard) used in over 100 
countries. David serves as a member of the ANSI US National Committee of the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and the CXO Forum of the International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU). David's team also oversees standards committees for satellite communications, 
emergency responder land mobile radio (LMR), and 6 of the US Secretariats of IEC Committees, 
and Subcommittee 25 of JTC1, the ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee for information technology. 
Mr. Bain is TIA's convener of the 23rd Global Standards Collaboration (GSC-23), a meeting of the 
world's leading ICT standard developing organizations in 2021. 
 
 
Prior to leading standards at TIA, David was CEO of TM Technologies, a wireless communications 
research company which was acquired by ComSovereign. During his 25+ years as an entrepre-
neur in the telecom industry he supported and partnered with organizations including AT&T, 
Intelsat, Iridium, Motorola, Nokia, Telenor, Sprint, the US State Department and FCC, and the 
World Bank. Author of two telecom industry investment market surveys, industry patents, and 
hundreds of articles, he is a frequent speaker at universities and tech conferences on standards 
and emerging technologies and their impact on society. David volunteers teaching technology 
ethics, integrity, and safety through the Technology Safety Council. 

TIA standards for ICT 
Lifecycle Management

Vice President of Standards for the 
Telecommunications Industry 
Association (TIA)



Ms. Denishea Williams

Breaking the Stigma: Tech in 
Mental Healthcare

Description: New technologies are emerging all the time in healthcare. And yet one remaining 
taboo, mental health, is still negatively stigmatized and misunderstood in underserved commu-
nities. How can technology be used to change the narrative from mental illness to mental well-
ness? Virtual Reality. Articial Intelligence. Mobile Apps. The challenge is how to address and over-
come the negative stigma of mental health within minority communities. In this session, learn 
from a veteran IT Support Specialist - and Mental Health Advocate - how we can use technology 
to break the negative perception of mental healthcare.

Goals /Learning Objectives: 
By the end of the presentation, participants will: • Will improve their knowledge and awareness 
of mental health.•  Learn how the minority communities are impacted with the negative con-
notations of mental healthcare and how to change the narrative. •  Learn how technology can 
provide access to resources and increase awareness of mental healthcare methods in under-
served communities. •  Learn the benets that properly trained healthcare professionals provide 
to ensure proper treatment for their patients. •  Learn how technology can reduce or eliminate 
wait times for care and services.

Biography: Denisha Williams is a Mental Health Advocate, Speaker and Certified Mindfulness 
Coach. A servant leader at heart, she seeks to help by teaching techniques to heal the mind,body 
and soul. She is passionate about helping women find their inner and higher self while healing 
past and present trauma.

Through hr own personal and professional journey, she realized life was more than the 40+ hour 
rat race, so shee sought her path to greater health and happiness. Denishea has spent the ma-

Keywords: mental wellness, mental health stigma, mental health awareness, 
mental health services, tech in mental healthcare, mental health care, mental 

illness, healthcare, minority communities

Mental Health Advocate, Speaker and 
Certified Mindfulness Coach



jority of her life serving others and finds the greatest joy in educating and empowering individu-
als and families to ensure they live their best lives possible. She has a heart for women of color 
who are looking for a new way to live their best lives.

She earned her Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies from the University of Texas at 
Arlington. An avid learner , she is focused on new techniques ,training and studies on mental 
health.She is a mother to a special needs child on the spectrum ,loving partner and sister.

Signature Talk : Healing Inside Out
The American Psychiatric Association recent study revealed that only 1/3 of Black Americans 
who need mental health care receive it. She recognized that the stigma of mental health in black 
community has caused black women to bury their pain and live in guilt,fear and shame.By in-
troducing mindfulness techniques, women women will learn how to clear the mental chatter 
,reconnect with themselves listen to their hearts and clear the pathway toward healing their past 
and present their wounds.



Tom Waggoner 
Director (Manufacturing & Operations) 
of Natural Fiber Welding

Description: Thomas (Tom) Waggoner will present the dangers inherent in the application of 
technology without defining a problem, very real risks to be managed within today’s techno-ad-
dicted consumer market place, and a future state vision leveraging 3 primary technology plat-
forms for optimal acceptance and value realization.

Biography: With over 25 years of progressive leadership, Tom Waggoner has played pivotal 
executive roles in the establishment and management of multiple complex global operations 
for leading Textile, Automotive, Food, Energy and Transportation companies in addition to the 
Department of Defense.  Having daily responsibility for operating businesses, Mr. Waggoner is 
a noted expert within strategic application of technology, Quality Systems, LEAN Manufacturing 
and Change Management.

As a certified Project Manager, Mr. Waggoner has managed large, multi-site programs encom-
passing multiple concentric projects within centralized and matrixed organizations.  Providing 
strategic guidance for Fortune 500 CIO’s and the Department of Defense, Tom has a proven 
track record of leadership across global enterprises resulting in successful leadership of the 6 
largest full scale, full life-cycle implementations of SAP, 7 international manufacturing opera-
tions, and more than 10 global distribution centers.   Mr. Waggoner is noted for his ability to 
quickly analyze and establish situational awareness to make decisions that have an immediate 
impact upon operations and strategic achievement. 

Mr. Waggoner’s focus has always been on governance, operational excellence, and business 
transformation; positioning him to lead operational and technology integration of multi-bil-
lion-dollar partners and mergers within multiple industries, benchmark delivery of technology 
solutions, and C-suite guidance.

Keywords: IOT, RFID, BigData, SupplyChain   

Turning Technology Chaos into 
Business Solutions



Mr. Glen Garner

RFID, Security, Supply Chain, Inventor

Description: 
• Present the new solution for fashion retailers with RFID and EAS
• Reusable Sustainable Blister Packaging. I invented this idea too but it is only a concept. The 

idea here is to minimise disposal of plastic but include intelligence (RFID), Security (Reduce 
shrink) etc.

• New Virtual Assistance: Where the customer experience is improved even though they may 
not be in the same store, place or location. From fashion to electronics to cars.

• For Machinery, Fire Arms (Rifles) we can record when an item has been sold or when the tag 
is removed from the machinery etc. This is for inventory control.

• Blister packaging reusable concept. Idea only.
• Machinery inventory control when item was issued eg Rifles issued in the military etc.

Biography: I am the inventor of the double locking EAS/RFID Security Tag upgrading all single 
lock tags made in the last 60 years. Ease of upgrade of the Sensormatic Supertag range as our 
detachers open the single lock plus new double lock detachers.

My accomplishments:
New Patented Upgrade to any other Security Tags on the market. The STPLUS1
• Invented the NEW RFID and EAS STPLUS1 with Hook & Magnet release mechanism
• Invented the NEW RFID and EAS a3tag with double lock mechanism.
• Invented the smart detacher patented technology
• Invented reusable intelligent packaging
• Invented the safety pin for security tags
• Invented the shoe tag to ensure pairs remain together
• Invented the first microwave tag sold to Checkpoint in 1994
• Invented the first alternative 915 Microwave tag in 1993
• Manufactured many frequency tags in house from 2Mhz to 2.45 Ghz
• Manufactured many styles of locks 

Inventor of the Double Locking EAS/RFID 
Security Tag

Topic Fashion Retailers Need for 
Intelligence and Theft Control



Grigoryeva Anastasia
SAW Components (Electronics)
Guest Researcher
Fellow of Chancellor Fellowship for 
Prospective Leaders (Humboldt Foundation)

Description: A few words about how RFID market changed during last 6 years. As some experts 
told, market increased twice, and the current volume of the Russian market of RFID solutions is 
estimated at approximately $250 -300 million.

The time for pilot projects is over. At the moment, large-scale projects are being implemented, I 
am talking about introducing RFID to ensure traceability of the full life cycle of a product. 
So, in the last 6 years the situation has changed, first of all price of the tag (inlay) decreased from 
20 Cents to 4-5 cents, if we speak about ten million volumes.

Secondly, we can observe some changes in market players, especially, if we speak about SAW 
markets. In semiconductor RFID market we can only see a couple of new companies.
The percentage of frequency bands are used in the market has not changed a lot. Currently, 
approximately 60% of the used labels are UHF, 25%   - HF and 15% - LF. Near 98% of tags are 

The Overview of Russian RFID Market: Situa-
tion, Main Players, Projects and Perspectives

Maxim Selivanov
Director of the Department of Preservation Technologies 
for Siltech Group of Companies

Alexander Grebennik
CEO of RST-Invent



passive.

The number of requests, on average, has remained at the same level as 6 years ago. But the 
quality of requests has changed a lot. 
With Russian experts – CEO’s of two main Russian companies in the sphere of producing RFID: 
RST-Invent and Siltech, we will discuss some questions.

• What is the current situation on the Russian RFID market?
• Why RFID on the Russian market develops not so active as in Europe and America?
• In which areas is RFID most actively implemented in Russia?
• What are the most interesting projects that have been implemented over the past 2 
years?
• What is government support and in which directions?
• How Russian companies cooperate with foreign?
• and other questions about development of the Russian RFID market.

Now RFID technologies in Russia start to develop faster than 5 years ago. And all of the players 
wait an active market growth in the next 2-3 years.

Biography: Maxim Selivanov: Since 1998 Mr. Selivanov has been working in the field of au-
tomatic identification systems. From 2010 to 2014 he worked for JSC Angstrem and JSC Angs-
trem-T as Deputy Director for Projects, Head of Electronic Identification Department. Maxim 
was responsible for development and production of microcircuits for electronic identification 
documents, RFID microcircuits and RFID systems for the automation of management processes 
in industry, logistics and trade. Implemented the required for the projects processes: design in 
Europe, production in China and testing in Russia.
Carries out the development and implementation of RFID systems for retail, logistics and indus-
try spheres. Joined the Siltech company in 2019.

Alexander Grebennik: Alexander Grebennik, CEO of RST-Invent, started working with RFID tech-
nology in 2008, at Systematica, as a project manager of the RFID Department.
With the increase in the number of projects and with the aim of opening the production of RFID 
tags and equipment, in 2010 it was decided to separate the department into an independent 
company “RST-Invent”, in which Alexander took the position of head of the department of proj-
ects and production.
In 2013, Alexander was appointed CEO of RST-Invent.
RST-Invent is a Russian manufacturer of RFID tags, hardware and software, a joint venture be-
tween JSC Rusnano and GKS (JSC Systematika Group).
The company specializes in the implementation of integrated RFID solutions for medium and 
large businesses using equipment and RFID tags of its own production.



Brandon Williams 
Owner of DreamLab Industries LLC 

Description: Advancements in Industry 4.0 technology have made it easier than ever for small 
businesses to contribute to an ongoing manufacturing boom. In particular, because of these 
advancements, our small 3D printing business in Northern Michigan, DreamLab Industries, can 
print and design prototypes for manufacturers around the world. Though Industry 4.0 makes 
small businesses like ours possible, it also acts as a double-edged word. This current speed of 
advancement in technology presents a unique challenge for small business owners involved in 
this disruption of the manufacturing sector. While struggling to build their business, these small 
business owners also must keep up to date with the rapid cycle of technological trends brought 
on by this disruption and keep pace with larger companies that have the resources and the hu-
man capital to integrate these trends into their businesses just as rapidly. 

Additive manufacturing markets are largely dominated by a few big, well-financed printing com-
panies. Their customers are usually big manufacturers that tend to be in line with Industry 4.0 
and are very comfortable working with organizations that supply these technologies. For smaller 
manufacturers, the need to find small accounts and other niche markets to build their business 
involves the added need to explain to customers the importance of these technologies. Integrat-
ing such things as IIOT, automation, AI, big data, and robotics into our business is an additional 
challenge, because this requires resources that our small business must carefully manage to 
maintain financial solvency. Though striving to keep up with the advancements and technologi-
cal advantages of Industry 4.0 has been difficult, ironically, these advancements have also been 
the solution to many of our challenges. Use of these technologies has helped free up time to 
find new niche markets in which we can thrive. Quickly adapting to these niches is key and is one 
area where small manufacturing businesses might have a slight advantage over their larger com-
petitors. Long-established, well-financed businesses sometimes grow stale and less adaptable. 
They can maintain the status quo because survival is no longer paramount. Our commitment 

SMART TECH AND BIG WINS: THE 
CHALLENGES OF APPLYING INDUSTRY 
4.0 TO THE SMALL BUSINESS

Keywords: 3D Printing, Ecommerce, Big Data, Supply Chain



and ability to rapidly evolve into markets that are yet untapped has been one of our greatest 
strengths. In addition to short-run manufacturing and prototyping, we have developed numer-
ous micro-markets that have served as a second-tier form of financing for our operation. One of 
these micro-markets has been in the realm of obsolescent parts. Finding centralized suppliers 
and industry leaders that serve niche customers who are looking for these parts instead of mar-
keting to individual customers has proved an effective strategy. Working with businesses who 
already work with these customers, building relationships and educating these businesses about 
what our 3D printers can do is much easier than educating each individual customer. While 
adaptation is important on the business side, because of our limited resources and, therefore, 
our careful and limited selection of machines and equipment, our ability to adapt and evolve has 
been just as important on the technology side. We source smaller, less expensive machines and 
adapt these machines to serve up some of the larger or more complex print jobs that customers 
demand. Sometimes combining these machines with other 3D printers that we have in our man-
ufacturing facility leads to innovative engineering solutions and allows us to think outside the 
box and push the technology into places it otherwise wouldn’t go. Reverse engineering, trying 
to match the progress of big 3D printer manufacturers, and trying to improve on this progress 
allows us to know the strengths and weaknesses of each of our machines and helps us further 
assess what is possible. Through the use of hacks and repurposed equipment, we are now 
implementing closed loop network monitoring, robotics, and software solutions to increase the 
speed and efficiency of our prints. We’ve also ramped up our use of technologies like 3D scan-
ning in order to increase efficiency and offer more diverse design solutions to our customers. 
To keep up with the changing knowledge of our industry, we try to learn the important informa-
tion and techniques that larger companies are focused on using and implementing. Cold calling 
engineers at these larger companies and asking them questions about their research in upcom-
ing technological advancements has been invaluable to streamlining our knowledge so that we 
remain at the forefront of our industry. 
   
No doubt these technological strategies that we’ve employed have freed up more time for our 
staff to take advantage of market opportunities that we otherwise wouldn’t have time to pursue.  
Even our marketing strategy involves using automation as much as possible. The strategic use 
of our website along with automated surveys, marketing campaigns, and email responses not 
only frees up our employees to work on other aspects of the business, but it also gives them the 
time to interact with customers in a more meaningful way when human interaction is necessary. 
Long-term we expect more growth as we continue to bring all components of our business to-
gether using automation, IIOT, robotics and other Industry 4.0 solutions. Freeing up production, 
marketing, design, and other business aspects to these technologies, we hope will enable us to 
pursue more valuable interactions with existing customers, help us build relationships with new 
customers, and allow us to explore new markets where we can use 3D printing and its associa-
tive technology in new and exciting ways.   

For small businesses, knowledge and the willingness to learn this knowledge, even a DIY mind-
set, can help integrate industry 4.0 technology, but a lack of resources and finances can also 
hinder progress. Businesses like DreamLab Industries centered around disruptive technologies, 
such as additive manufacturing with 3D printing, might take more time to grow than those using 
older tech. But using automation and IIOT solutions to integrate all the pieces of the business 
can pay off over time and free employees to focus on finding new markets, to innovate new 
ways to use their promising technology, and to do what humans still do best--serve customers, 



relate to them, and help them find new solutions to some of their most difficult problems. 

Biography: Brandon studied Mechanical Engineering/Business Management, received his bach-
elor’s degree in 2006 from Northern Michigan University, and is currently the Owner/CEO here 
at DreamLab Industries LLC. A strong advocate for the common inventor, Brandon believes 
that a great idea has the right to be seen by the masses and not owned by the few. A Jackson, 
MI native, Brandon joined the Navy and left the day of high school graduation. He served four 
honorable years onboard the USS Kitty Hawk CV-63 aircraft carrier as a yellow shirt flight deck 
aircraft director. Brandon started DreamLab Industries in his garage in 2015 with the vision to 
become the number one contract manufacturer in the United States while hiring as many veter-
ans as possible. DLI has grown to include such capabilities as 3D scanning, reverse engineering, 
short run manufacturing and obsolete parts reproduction. DreamLab was recently honored to 
be nominated for the prestigious Hagerty Small business of the year 2018 for our outstanding 
customer service and community contributions.



Mr. Leigh Christie
Using IoT and ML on the edge 
to fight Covid19

AI, IoT, Hardware, health, Covid19

Description: With the rise of Covid19, we are seeing 10 years of digital transformations com-
pressed into 2 years. For this massive transformation to happen, sensors and wireless hardware 
is needs to become ubiquitous. For this to happen, wireless ranges need to increase, devices 
need to use less power for the same or better performance, lower latencies are needed, high-
er security, better privacy, and everything needs to be cheaper. The combination of emerging 
“machine learning on the edge” and IoT technologies will make all of this possible. Come join us 
to learn about some amazing case studies that will help exemplify why digital transformations 
need custom hardware and software more than ever before.

Biography: Leigh Christie is a co-founder of MistyWest Engineering based in Vancouver, BC. 
Leigh is an entrepreneur, an engineer and a community builder. Carrying a Bachelor’s in En-
gineering Physics from UBC and a Master’s in Art, Culture and Technology from MIT, he finds 
himself inventing things in his sleep and jotting down his ideas on paper when he awakes. Some 
of his achievements include a 100% electric 8-legged walking machine that you can “drive” called 
the Mondo Spider. When Leigh isn’t inventing new technologies he loves throwing dinner par-
ties, meditating, snowboarding, and analyzing Tesla Motors.

Co-founder of MistyWest Engineering



5G Forum -> 5G Deployment Track

Description: New 5G deployments are highly dependent on abundant and highly resilient infra-
structure that supports antennas and radios at each cell site.

The tower business is significantly different from the wireless service provider business.
While wireless service providers typically own and operate the active networking gear, the tow-
er companies build and manage the physical structures which support the RF equipment that 
enables modern wireless communications. More important, the tower companies operate with 
completely different business models with different metrics to measure their financial perfor-
mance than those used by the wireless service providers.

Moreover, the tower business is global. In many countries, the service providers build and op-
erate their own towers. Increasingly, independent tower companies supply and maintain the 
towers for the service providers, often acquiring the tower portfolio from the carriers then leas-
ing tower space back to them. This presentation examines the tower business from its functional 
and financial aspects and shows relative similarities and differences among tower companies in 
key growth markets around the world.

The presentation also highlights the trends that are moving the tower companies from simply 
renting space on towers to becoming full-service infrastructure companies that also provide 
fiber backhaul, backup power and edge computing.
[35 slides, 45-50 minutes]

Biography: John Celentano is Business Editor at Inside Towers, a daily eNewsletter covering the 
wireless infrastructure business. A highly regarded analyst and consultant with years of telecom-
munications engineering and business experience, John regularly writes and speaks on issues 
and trends in wireless and wireline infrastructure markets and advises investors on telecom 
mergers and acquisitions. He has worked with telecom service providers and equipment suppli-
ers on strategic product launches and customer-focused marketing campaigns.

John holds a B.Eng. degree in Electrical Engineering from McMaster University and has studied 
Marketing at the University of California-Santa Barbara. A Canadian-American, he resides in Bal-
timore, Maryland.

Business Editor at Inside Towers

John Celentano



Dr. John Rares Almasan
AVP, Executive Leaderof Advanced 
Analytics Organization

Journey to Scalable AI: Lesson Learned 
with Examples

Biography: The entire digital universe is expected to reach 44 zettabytes this year. Each day we 
generate 40 times more data bytes than there are stars in the observable universe. Data is seen 
as the new gold, but without analytics (descriptive, predictive & prescriptive), data does not have 
much value. Most companies should be able to gain a competitive advantage with their use of 
data and analytics. Advanced analytics can enable faster and larger-scale evidence-based deci-
sion-making, insight generation, and process optimization. Scalable AI is the tip of the pyramid 
milestone most companies are eager to reach as it empowers companies to make most deci-
sions with the use of Advanced Analytics, blends various domain knowledge areas, and drives 
innovation. Most of the time, companies develop advanced analytics in a sequential approach in 
which silo teams (Product Team, Tech Team, Analytics Team, Support Team, Compliance Team, 
etc.) are responsible for delivering their own tasks while managing their goals and priorities. 
Therefore, the time-to-market is slow and, many times, at the end of the process, the product 
does not entirely meet the product owner’s requirements and more iterations are required. 
Such unpleasant situations can significantly delay product delivery and increase costs. Scalable 
AI through an agile methodology is among the very few (if not the only) reliable solutions to help 
companies accelerate the adoption and delivery of AI solutions at scale.Scalable AI requires two 
fundamental changes – technological and cultural: from silo team goals to product team goals, 
with a blend of skills, knowledge, and end-user empowerment, by shifting the AI delivery to the 
end-users with the business domain knowledge. This presentation focuses on the pros and cons 
and lesson learned from the journey to deliver scalable AI, as well as on the ability to accelerate 
innovation & competitive advantage through scalable AI.

Biography: John Almasan, Ph.D. AVP, Head of Advanced Analytics, E&SS, Nationwide.
Dr. John Almasan is a Machine Learning engineer and an academic lecturer. His profession-
al experience includes the development of AI, ML, and DL solutions at Nationwide Insurance, 
American Express, and Bank of America. His focus is on enabling the acceleration of AI adop-
tion, as well as employee cross-training. In addition, Dr. Almasan is a Member Of The Board Of 
Advisors for the Arizona State University - W. P. Carey School of Business, an adjunct professor 
with Grand Canyon University and Southern New Hampshire University. He teaches graduate 
AI classes on predictive and prescriptive analytics. He holds a DBA in Information Systems from 
Columbia Southern University and several certificates in AI, ML, and DL. He is also a Reserve with 
the AZ Department of Public Safety Counterterrorism Division.



Matt Morton
Consultant at Vantage Technology Consulting

User Experience and Cybersecurity 
in Healthcare Environments

Description: Healthcare has become a favorite target by cybercriminals because of the value of 
patient data and the knowledge that holding applications and patient data hostage put lives at 
risk, forcing healthcare organizations to bend to criminal demands quickly. Security is becom-
ing paramount to ensuring access to critical systems and information and continues to be an 
exploitable risk in healthcare organizations even during a pandemic. In order to deliver the best 
quality care, healthcare organizations need to balance the needs of security with user experi-
ence. How do healthcare organizations implement critical security controls while still supporting 
the goals of user experience, clinical efficiency, and patient care? During this workshop, attend-
ees will review best practices on both sides of the security vs. user experience continuum. In 
this interactive session, the presenters will utilize a group use case and attendee participation to 
model processes that best help create a balance between patient care and information securi-
ty.  Attendees will walk away from this workshop with actionable knowledge on how to facilitate 
the conversation as to how security and user experience must work together to deliver the best 
patient care in clinical environments. 
 
Outline
• Definition of the issue(s)
• Why it matters?
• Proposed solution (process and workflow of design)
• Example use case
• Mural Brainstorming session (in-room and online)
• Collation of results into priorities
• Rough requirements doc created 
• Summary and Close out



Format:
This hands-on workshop is approximately 30-45 minutes in length but can be adjusted to fit the 
need time slot.  Online facilitation allows for the delivery to be fully remote.  Attendees will be 
participating in an interactive brainstorming and agile requirements gathering for a simplified 
use case to demonstrate the power of the collaborative design process and give them a feel for 
how to best approach these topics in their environments.

Biography: Matt Morton, HCISPP, CISM, CISSP, CGEIT (Strategic Consultant). Matt is an accom-
plished technology professional with over 20 years of experience in higher education and corpo-
rate IT arenas. Most recently, the CISO for the University of Nebraska, Matt’s expertise includes 
higher education administration, information security, operations, and technology architecture, 
organizational development, and strategic planning. Matt is a frequently requested speaker on 
the topics of security and IT governance.



Cal Tiger
CEO of Siliconbeach Technologies

Launching a Low-Cost Software R&D 
Program Using Hackathons

Description: Software R&D, even in larger companies falls under the area of non-tangible ROI. 
Often these are considered to be “cool projects”, and while they are interesting to most Engi-
neers and Software Developers, management is bound to look at it as a Black Hole. Especially in 
the days of Covid19, Corporate budgets are tight in many industries and many R&D managers, 
product managers, lead engineers and rank and file Design Engineers who aspire to be the next 
Elon Musk are often at a loss to get their bosses to approve time and materials (T&M) for such 
projects. Even Alphabet, the parent company of Google has lost billions in pursuing R&D, under 
the guise of new ventures. In Alphabet’s case, the company had $162 Billion in revenues, 94.6% 
of which came from its signature product, which of course we all know as “Google”, which is 
both a noun and a verb! While A/G (by which I abbreviate the parent/sibling) had mind boggling 
revenues from its operations, it does not mean that Google has been successful at the Game of 
Innovation. Its “Other Bets” only produced $589 million, at an operating loss of over $15 Billion. 
Clearly, R&D can be very, very costly!

By Innovation, I mean the entire Innovation Lifecycle from Idea to MVP (minimum viable prod-
uct) to Proof of Concept to Beta Testing to Launch and Production. Of course, companies like Mi-
crosoft have done an amazing job of this lifecycle and Microsoft in its heyday controlled the OS 
market and therewas able to command tremendous market share. Today, in the age of Cloud, 
AI/ML, Blockchain, Big Data (or Analytics), Cybersecurity and IoT, many old line, established com-
panies are having difficulty in finding App Developers.

However, the Author, Cal Tiger, who has been a Consultant, Product Manager and Software En-
trepeneur who has worked with Bootstrapped (read: Low Budget) Startups has found the opti-
mal solution:  Start a Hackathon!

Cal Tiger will discuss how he got involved with TheGlobalhack.com, a global effort to attract 
younger developers as well as IT professionals and Public/Private Corporations to organize, fund 
and launch an effort to come up with innovative solutions to the Pandemic from all corners of 
the Globe. By using the model that was developed by Garage48.org, a High Tech Incubator in 
Tallinn, Estonia, Cal Tiger and his small team of about 8 to 10 Developers, Designers, Marketers 
and Business Executives have established Sunshine State Hackathon, an intensive effort to come 
up with solutions to the Pandemic in the following areas: Health, Small Business, Telecom, Co-
working, Pandemics, Banking, Insurance, Survival, Lifehacks, Jobs.



Biography: Cal Tiger is the president of Sunshine State Hackathon (a 501c3 non-profit organiza-
tion) and Silicon beach Technologies DBA Virtualx Technologies, an early stage firm involved in 
Cloud, AI, Blockchain, Big Data and IoT products, consulting and training solutions. Cal has been 
a Tech Data Partner, a Google Cloud Partner, a Microsoft Partner and a Salesforce Partner. Most 
recently he has worked as an Emerging Markets Analyst for Actelion Pharmaceuticals, a pharma 
company that was recently acquired by Johnson & Johnson. He has also been a VP and Storage 
Product Manager for AMI/Dell, where he developed one of the very first Linux-based Network At-
tached Storage systems (Tux NAS1000), which was sold as an OEM product to Dell, EMC, HP and 
company was eventually sold to Dell for $98 million dollars. At Florida Hospitals (2012 to 2014), 
Cal spearheaded the development of a new Cloud-based Electronic Health Record and helped to 
achieve CCHIT Certification for the Product.

Cal is very much interested in developing the TB High Tech ecosystem and has served on the 
board of TB Chapter of WITI.org and Internetociety.org. His former clients include: Lockheed 
Martin, Harris Corporation, Tech Data, Pfizer, GE, Microsoft, Google, Florida Hospital (2012 to 
2014), BMS (2015-2016) and Johnson & Johnson (2017 to 2018). He helped to raise a $16K STEM 
Grant for Southeast HS in Bradenton for their makerspace from Vint Cerf @ Google in January 
2018. He holds 5 provisional patents in the areas of Cloud, mobile/SaaS and Blockchain innova-
tion. He started his career as a Design Engineer for Lockheed Martin and has worked for Harris 
Corporation, GE, Pfizer, Florida Hospital, BMS, Johnson & Johnson.

Whitepapers
1) Enterprise Risk Assessment for IOT due to the 3D Attack Surface c/o IT, OT and BYOD (White-
paper)
2) A Proof of Concept Solution for Cloud-based Blockchain Distributed Ledger Technology for 
EHR
3) Zappy App & the value (ROI) of a New Asynchronous Messaging App for B2B, B2C and C2C 
Interactions

In the News
Global COVID-19 hackathon seeks Tampa Bay Area techies (Link) Tampa Bay hackathon launches 
with focus on building a talent pipeline.

Endorsements 
Vint Cerf, Chief Internet Evangelist at Google (Ref: VintC_Bio), Father of the Internet has endorsed 
us for Makerspace/Innovations with STEM & Emerging Technologies.



Russell From
Private Security Consultant at VCISO

Keywords: IoT, 5G, Cloud, Ecommerce, Security, AI, Big Data, 
Smart City, Supply Chain

Welcome to Cybersecurity 2020, 
Here is What I See Keeping CISO's Up 
at Night and It Isn't Pretty

Description: 2020 has hit the world hard, and on top of it threat actors are breaching every 
organization that they think can pay them or with information they can use to help their country. 
Many organizations are still struggling to maintain their infrastructure as they were thrown into 
a mandatory remote workforce with near zero time to plan it. Laptops were provisioned, VPN’s 
became fully utilized and you hoped it could all stay together and maybe it wouldn’t be too long 
before these passes. Well, everyone now expects to be able to work from home while keeping 
everything patched and secure in the office and in the field. SaaS solutions immediately became 
the winning strategy, zero infrastructure where the vendor keeps the software secure and up 
to date has become an essential key to success at the largest organizations across the world. In 
addition, we had chrome and windows vulnerabilities rain down and you had to know constantly 
what do you have, what is vulnerable, and how quickly can it get fixed. Continuous vulnerability 
scanning, patching, updates, and attack simulations are how the best companies aren’t getting 
breached every day. However, even if you have all that covered, a new threat has emerged in 
the form of malicious insiders. Right now, think about a random employee on a critical project 
for your company where if the data was leaked to a competitor, you would get destroyed. This 
year we are seeing employees being offered 10’s, 100’s, or even a million dollars in bitcoin just to 
copy some files and unfortunately this kind of threat cannot be patched. Apple had an employee 
take the money and get caught, Tesla’s employee reported it and nothing was lost, which one do 
you want to be?

In this talk I will cover the table stakes in a frank and straightforward manner from experience 
seeing breaches throughout the year across the world. I will put forward my recommendation 
of what a modern infosec program strategy from mature organizations should have in terms 
of IT Hygiene and continuous attack simulations before moving to my thoughts on how insider 
threats should be dealt with as the new horizon of cybersecurity focus of 2020 that keeps people 
up at night.



Biography: Russell From is an Enterprise Services Engineer focused on Cybersecurity for Tanium 
where he helps public and private organizations utilize Tanium's real-time endpoint manage-
ment and visibility technology for network discovery, patching, threat response, threat monitor-
ing, software deployment, compliance, vulnerability scanning, integrity monitoring, and sensitive 
data discovery. Previously, Russ was a Senior Network Security Engineer for US Cellular where he 
defended 4G & 5G customers and business partners by focusing on proactive network behavior 
analysis, network forensics, mobile malware identification and remediation, DDoS defense, and 
threat intelligence automation. Russ also defended the largest electronic medical records vendor 
in America as the Network Security lead on IPS, IDS, Network Decryption, Traffic Analysis, and 
Network Security Response on fully micro-segmented multi-tenant infrastructure. Before moving 
to the defensive side of cyber security, Russ had 8 years of experience including Principal Net-
work Engineering for Global Cloud Deployments for North America's largest wireless telecom-
munications carrier. Russ currently holds the CISSP, GPEN, GMON, GCIA, GCIH, and GSEC Gold 
certifications. Russ also has a Bachelors from UW-Madison in Computer Engineering, an MBA 
from Marquette University, and is working to complete the SANS Masters in Information Security 
Engineering program. Russ' hobbies and interests include bass fishing, residential solar energy, 
electric vehicles, aquaponics, and urban farming.



Dan Tilley
CEO of Edge 5G Services, Inc.

The FCC Deregulation of CBRS

Description: The presentation speaks of the global need, and completion, of 5G networks and 
the FCC’s stance as well as those of congress. It will be a primer on where we have been, and 
where we are going with regard to the FCC’s decision to deregulate this band of frequency as 
well as what is means for our industry and the end user – consumer. 

The 3.5 GHz Frequency, CBRS, and Part 96 of the FCC Rules - A New Frontier in WiFi
In 2015, the FCC established a three tiered approach to the CBRS 3.5 GHz band (Citizens 
Broadband Radio Service) to allow shared commercial use. 

The end result of this new set of rules, and the final deregulation on April 30th, 2020, is the pio-
neering of Private 5G Wifi Networks. Within this lecture, we will explore the three tiers of priority 
within Part 96, the concept of the Spectrum Access System (SAS) to manage spectrum access 
and interference, and the dawn of a new era of 5G WiFi platforms in the US. 

Ironically, the final stage of this deregulation came on April 30th, 2020 near the beginning of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Never before has their been a larger need for fast, low-latency in home WiFi.
And never has it been more clear that the ability of the incumbent wireless carriers to provide in-
building penetration of 5G via cell towers is years away. This is due to the very limited propaga-
tion patterns of the 5G frequencies owned by the incumbent carriers. 

Will CBRS-SAS be the future of in-home WiFi? 
Let's explore the three tiers of access, as well as the significance of the April 30, 2020 change. 
Further, let's discuss the importance of fiber infrastructure as it relates to speed and backhaul. 
And how a lack of such fiber infrastructure in rural US markets may stifle the ability of these ar-
eas to benefit. The areas where it may be needed the most. 

Biography: Dan Tilley is a native of North Carolina where he attended NC State University. He 
founded Atlantic Site Development Services at the age of 29 performing specialized telecommu-
nications real estate and construction services to the wireless industry. He has also served as
the National Director of Corporate Real   Estate and Finance for publicly traded companies with-
in the US as well as founding two other start-ups. He currently is the CEO of Edge 5G Services. 
Dan resides in Fairfax, Virginia where he is the father of Emma, 18 and Cohen, 15.



Keywords: Iot, 5G, Cloud, AI, Blockchain

Dr. Shahin Arefzadeh
Chief Customer Engagement- Engagement 
Architecture at ReadRite

How IoT Accelerates the New 
Healthcare Paradigm Shift 
– From Min To Sec!

Description: Modern conventional medicine is the only major science stuck in the pre-Einstein 
era. It relies heavily on patient direct interaction with doctors on a regular basis. The industry 
can however be transformed, by using IoT real time communication and monitoring of patients 
in real-time and combining that with other relevant data, such as social media behavior. Minutes 
can turn into seconds, from an incident to actions, enabling doctors and care-givers full visibility, 
all the time.

Biography: Dr. Arefzadeh has over 20 years’ experience in the IT, Telecommunication, and TV 
Broadcast industries, serving in a variety of CISO, CTO, and principal engineering roles for nu-
merous multinational corporations, such as Granite and Ericsson.Dr. Arefzadeh has also helped 
launch several German tech start-ups and was responsible for Dimetis’ products in Broadcast 
OSS for distribution and contribution networks and grew the company size nearly tenfold in 6 
years while multiplying the revenue.

Dr. Arefzadeh is a published author and a featured speaker at leading industry events such Telco 
Cloud Forum, Digital Transformation World, 5G World, Blockchain East, and Broadband Forum 
on topics such as AI, Blockchain, IoT, and Next Generation Networks and Systems.



Mark Arizmendi
CEO of Northwestern Capital Partners

How to Apply Technologies to Help 
Businesses to Survive the Rampage of 
the COVID-19 Pandemic and How to 
Thrive Post the Pandemic

Description: As we learn to adapt to the ongoing pandemic, a trend-defining conversation has 
lingered around the benefits of working from home. Convincing employees to return to the 
office, at least part time, will be critical for companies to ensure the preservation of culture, 
productivity, and innovation. There are several technologies that business can employ to ensure 
the safety of their employees as they return to the office – one such technology is automated 
valet parking (AVP). AVP offers numerous benefits; other than the convenience that comes with 
a self-driving car, enabled to park itself, AVP technology encourages touchless interactions, 
reducing the risk of exposure to others. However, AVP not only provides a solution for pandem-
ic-related precautions, but will disrupt the leaning obsolescence of real estate, the changes in 
transportation and commuter preferences, and will reinvent commercial real estate as proactive, 
dynamic assets. Overall, AVP offers the potential for a safe, secure, and connected future in real 
estate.

Biography: Mark is the Founder and CEO of Northwestern Capital Partners, LLC. NCP was 
founded in 2004 and Mark has since led transactions as an advisor and investor valued at collec-
tively over $1.9 billion. Northwestern Capital Partners has advised or invested with some of the 
most respected investors in the US and globally, including private equity firms, venture capital 
enterprises, strategic investors, academic institutions, and private investors. The company main-
tains long term and durable relationships with its investors, focusing on financial advisory and 
strategic planning.

Mark attended the University of Southern California (USC – Economics 1983), Queens University 
(MBA 1999), and Northwestern University’s Kellogg Graduate School of Management (General 
Management 2006). Mark has also completed MIT’s Real Estate Analysis and Investment pro-
gram. Mark is active as a past or present board member with several nonprofits, the Executive 
Board of the USC Lusk Institute of Real Estate, as an advisor to the President’s Office of the 
University of Southern California, as a founding board member of the North Carolina chapter 
of the Leukemia Lymphoma Society, as a mentor with both XLerate Health and the McDonough 
Graduate School of Business at Georgetown University, as a past member of the Georgetown 
University Parents Council, and a member of the Urban Land Institute. In 2005, the University of 
Southern California presented Mark with the Widney Award for Alumni Leadership.



Ms. Rudmeela Nawsheen

Keywords: IoT, Drone XR, AI, Human Resources, Career Development

Description: She would like to launch her new sanitization robots and talk about the high-tech 
in that. Spray Robot and UV light Robot. Robot comes with a UV Sterilization and spray to fight 
against the current pandemic situation. AGV comes as an attachment with the robot, to increase 
the usability of the robot. UVC radiations are harmful to humans and hence, it is important to 
avoid contact with the radiations therefore it is equipped with human detection sensors which 
turns the lamps off in presence of living beings. The UVC kit comes with a battery backup of 2 
hours and AGV runs for a total of 4 hours when fully charged. The robot comes with 180W (6x 
TUV Grade 30W) Germicidal Lamps from Philips. AGVs have numerous applications varying from 
warehouse robots to hospitality. It goes back to it’s charging dock once it’s done cleaning. It can 
take elevator if programmed and do sterilize multiple floors. It can be used in large spaces such 
as movie theaters, hospitals, malls, schools, etc. to fight against 99.99% germs and viruses. Wi-Fi 
required to operate. Installation is easy. Comes with android software and can be easily operat-
ed through tabs or laptop.

Biography: Rudmeela Nawsheen and her team are on the cutting edge of their industry. She is 
an electrical engineer and hardware/software developer. She started ConfigVR (AR/VR company) 
in 2017 with an eye on leveraging her experience for market share and growing the overall mar-
ket. ConfigRbot is her second venture and explores the Robotics and AI market with the latest 
solutions. She is an inspiring woman tech entrepreneur and also serves as the Director of three 
other companies, Ranks ITT, Ranks Telecom Ltd, and Ranks Petroleum Ltd, (macro distributor for 
Shell Lubricant) in Bangladesh. She is a Bangladeshi American residing in San Jose, California.

From an early age, Nawsheen’s focus was on engineering and entrepreneurship; She holds 
Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from San Jose State University and graduat-
ed summa cum laude for her Master of Science in Digital Communications and Multimedia. She 

Latest trend in Ai and How to Cope 
with Automation

Founder and CEO of ConfigVR & ConfigRbot



has honed her technology and business skills for over 10 years in Silicon Valley, California. She 
launched ConfigRbot in the US and Bangladesh to take the Robotics industry to the next level. 
ConfigRbot also plans to have extended R&D and training programs in both countries. Her goal 
is to promote business developments between the US and Bangladesh utilizing her global pro-
fessional network. As founder and CEO, she oversees operation, finances, business development 
and client acquisition while her team focuses on product development. Her teams are based in 
the US, Europe, Australia and Bangladesh. 

She is also actively working with Bangladesh Government for the content acceleration industry. 
Alongside she is also involved in a media production company as head of the production. She is 
also working with different NGO’s for skill development training for rural areas, underprivileged 
and handicapped youth in Bangladesh. She has also been honored as one of the 50 most inspir-
ing Bangladeshi in America.



Neil Ganz
CEO of Tag It-Tag Inc

Keywords: RFID, Supply Chain, AI, 5G, IoT

Description: Welcome to the TAG-it TAG™ November 4, 2020 Copyright © 2020 TAG-it TAG. 
All rights reserved. Tag-It Tag, Inc is driving the global inventory management tracking system. 
With our Patented IP approach, it allows our customers to track, monitor and change ownership 
throughout the products transportation. We have utilized a ubiquitous RF and Bluetooth mesh 
system to help gather your customer and their product information. 

Our Vision – Just Became True Copyright © 2020 TAG-it TAG. All rights reserved. The market is 
ready to track, store (AI cloud) meta file capturing, and extended power systems with a realistic 
pricing program. The market dynamics are now creating a demand to invest in inventory track-
ing systems. Our inventory tracking system allows us to track, monitor, and change ownership 
with our node processing system. Our initial cost set up is $150,000.00 for a full-size grocery 
store. The ROI is less than 18 months for our customer. Introduction Copyright © 2020 TAG-it 
TAG. All rights reserved. 

History Tag-it Tag, Inc. was founded in 2018 by a Silicon Valley power team with backgrounds in 
engineering, software development, manufacturing, sales, and distribution, and risk manage-
ment. Tag-it Tag is gaining momentum with technology, which will change tracking a product's 
life cycle in all industries. Our talented group of engineers, sales professionals, and entrepre-
neurs bring a culmination of experience founding technology companies from conception, 
growth, IPO, M&A and successful exits. Tag-it Tag has a patented solution to utilize RF technology 
to define a box or space into which trackable items can be placed. An initial application would be 
to have this box consist of the space within a shopping cart or storage space. 

The system will detect a trackable item being placed inside this box. From there it is just a matter 
of transmitting that storage information to the cloud for inventory purposes or billing purposes 
for tellerless shopping. Copyright © 2020 TAG-it TAG. All rights reserved. 
Value Chain Example Automated Ownership Transfer Automated Ownership Transfer Automat-
ed Ownership Transfer Manufacturer Logistics Retailer Consumer 
• Item location in manufacturing line or in shipping warehouse 
• Validation when item/carton placed into truck 

Ability to Track, Monitor and Change 
Ownership Utilizing RF and Bluetooth 
Mesh System



• Record temp/shock/status information at departure 
• Capture “one up-one down” information with item 
• Arrival/departure information 
• Location in a truck or in a warehouse 
• Validation when item/carton placed into truck 
• Record temp/shock/status information during transit 
• Capture “one up-one down” information with item 
• Automated picking potential 
• Item location in store 
• Ensure compliance for temperature, date, and shock for items 
• Capture “one up-one down” information with item 
• Automated inventory management 
• Automated price display potential 
• Significantly reduce checkout cost 
• Eliminate checkout hassle/time 
• Ensure items are within expiration date and temp compliant 
• Easily locate items in store 
• Potential for automated carts Value from Tag One Tag – 
Many Value Opportunities AI ordering and supply chain status Copyright © 2020 TAG-it TAG. All 
rights reserved. 
Retail/ Storage Opportunity 
• Tag-it Tag has created the lowest cost supply chain process which allows, inventory to be 
tracked, monitored and allow metafile data to be collected along the way as the product is trans-
ferred towards its’ last stop. 
• In addition, this tag can be used in conjunction with a retailers Point of Sale, (POS) system. 
Copyright © 2020 TAG-it TAG. All rights reserved. 

Use Cases 
• Retail supply chain Gives distributors and retailers real time and automated visibility into 

inventory movements, both at the retail shelf and in warehouses 
• Automated check-out Allows retailers and customers to precisely track when a customer has 

physically “acquired” an item 
• Pharmaceutical Tracking prescription drugs in real time and automated visibility into invento-

ry movements. 
• Add AI to your analysis and understand total transparency of your product. Copyright © 2020 

TAG-it TAG. All rights reserved. 

Solutions 
• Our solutions enable a fast, straightforward, and secure BLE mesh network wireless solution. 

We have the GSM code built into each chip that trackable throughout the entire product cy-
cle. A universal solution for grocery, retail, and pharmaceutical industries. 

• The patent claims that we can determine the position of the network “nodes” on the cart/bas-
ket/box with sufficient accuracy to define the “virtual” box or volume. Then we can know if an 
item is inside or outside the “virtual” box or volume. This type of accuracy and our ability to 
define the “virtual” box and whether we can say with certainty that the item to be purchased 
is inside or outside the cart/basket/box is what the demonstration will prove. 

• In addition, it will tell us how often we need to poll each node to determine its position to 
within the required accuracy. That will give us how much energy is consumed by the nodes 



per unit time, so we can gauge how much energy we must harvest and store on a second by 
second basis. 

• So, the demo will prove it is feasible from an RF and DC power consumption versus an energy 
harvesting point of view (energy/bit/time). Copyright © 2020 TAG-it TAG. All rights reserved. 

Summary of Invention 
Our demo prototype system will allow the retail customer to lock in their phone denoting a 
confirmed buyer or not. As the products go into the shopping cart the ownership changes from 
store to customer. The ultimate shopping experiences. Demo on website: www.tagittag.com 
Copyright © 2020 TAG-it TAG. All rights reserved. 

RF Technology 
The RF technology will utilize Low Energy Bluetooth (BTLe) devices manufactured by several 
large-scale Semiconductor manufacturers; we are hardware ubiquitous. The hardware for our 
solution exists, and the solution capability consists for the software through a variety of software 
companies. Copyright © 2020 TAG-it TAG. All rights reserved. The Team Neil L. Ganz Chairman & 
CEO, Co-Founder Steve Van Flateren Dennis Farmer Howie Fleck Co-Founder & CTO Co-founder 
& Board Member Chief of Software Tony Schweiger Board Member Douglas Seitz Chief Market-
ing Officer Copyright © 2020 TAG-it TAG. All rights reserved. 

Business Focus 
• Our approach is to license our IP to a large warehouse, and retail distribution companies 

were supply chain requirements are needed. 
• We are working with semiconductor companies who are willing to supply us their chip sets 

for us to set up a reference design for them. 
• We will be able to supply all information gathered on the product, it’s supply chain process, 

and the final sales customer. Copyright © 2020 TAG-it TAG. All rights reserved. 

Partner Opportunity Licensing to our Partners for FREE for reselling: 
1. We will offer the Patent for free to our partners and your customers. You will be able to offer 
to your customers a tracking, monitoring and a constant update on where the product is. 
2. When the product leaves the warehouse, we will charge less than a penny. Our licensing fee 
(3/10th’s of a cent) on any transfer of ownership in the products life cycle process.

Biography: I am an entrepreneur who has Co-Founded many companies. Tag-It Tag is a compa-
ny that has created the next inventory tracking system. It allows for a product to be tracked from 
the moment it is built (tagged) to being dropped into the end users basket for the ultimate pur-
chase. My wife and I have fixed and flipped homes. I Co-Founded, PowerSphyr, a start-up which 
was the only solution that seamlessly optimizes near-field and far-field energy transfer for the 
ultimate wireless experience. My career began as the founder of Galaxy Tire and Wheel Inc. This 
was a family wholesale tire business that I helped turn into a tier 1 tire manufacturer for OEM’s 
such as John Deere, CNH, Caterpillar, Terex and several others. The company became the 30th 
largest tire manufacturer in the world, called GPX International Tire Inc until it’s sale in 2009. In 
2010 my brother and I bought Maine Industrial Tire and turned it around from $38 million to $82 
million in sales in 3 years, selling it to Trellaborg AB in 2012. A 684% return for our investors in 
3 years. I turned around a local tire and auto business called M & N Tire and Auto, and sold it in 
August 2017 after 3 years of 25% year on year growth.



Camila Espinosa
Marketing to Survive

CEO of Digital Marketing, BlindCat Agency

Description: When businesses stop seeing marketing as an expense and start seeing it as an 
investment, everything changes. In times of pandemic, opportunities have been opened for 
marketing, mainly digital marketing. A perfect strategy and communication has allowed us to 
reach new customers and to not stop the sales. Virtual office and remote work have allowed us 
to communicate efficiently, and have made us question the way we worked before. 
In this presentation, I will talk about how in a middle of a pandemic our start-up has helped oth-
er start-ups gain more clients, and everything thanks to digital marketing.
 
Biography: Camila, has a well established career with more than 10 years in experience working 
side to side with large reputable companies such as Samsung, LEGO, Coors Light and more! Af-
ter being the director of digital marketing in the best agency in her country (Chile), and being an 
MBA professor, Camila decided to continue growing in her career and moved to New York, here 
she started her own advertising agency, helping start ups , small and medium businesses to not 
stop selling .



Justin Starr, PhD 
Senior Scientific Advisor at PreScouter, Inc.

Using Artificial Intelligence to 
Rapidly Adapt to Disruptors

Description: While many describe the COVID-19 pandemic as a once-in-a-lifetime occurrence, 
black swan events like terrorist attacks, natural disasters, economic collapses and even pandem-
ics occur several times each decade. In response to these “black swan” events, some business-
es thrive while others fail – and how a particular business performs depends on their ability to 
quickly react to emerging data.

Historically, intuitive leaders were key to making these assessments and pivoting a business 
strategy in response to a crisis. As the economy becomes more globalized, the amount of data 
needed to make an effective decision can swamp the capabilities of even the most talented ex-
ecutive. 

Artificial Intelligence can be the difference between corporate success and failure. While often 
thought of as a technology of the future, AI is a technology that is being used in businesses 
today to optimize production, predict failures, increase EBITDA and delay capital expenditures. 
Businesses with trained AI systems can leverage these tools in the face of a pandemic to quickly 
determine a course of action, pivot if necessary and move before their competitors. PreScouter 
has advised dozens of major corporations on an effective AI strategy and this presentation will 
include several key case studies and lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Biography: Justin Starr, PhD is PreScouter’s VP of Digital Transformation, where he advises cli-
ents on AI strategies ranging from machine learning and computer vision to novel third-wave AI 
technologies. Before he joined PreScouter, Justin was the CTO of RedZone Robotics, Inc., a man-
ufacturer of subterranean inspection robots, including the autonomous Solo platform. He also 
worked on several DARPA programs for QinetiQ North America’s Technology Solutions Group. 
Dr. Starr is the author of Water and Wastewater Pipeline Assessment Technologies, published by 
CRC press and has been awarded 6 U.S. Patents for his work in data collection and presentation 
systems for industrial robotics. When he isn’t working with PreScouter, Dr. Starr is an Assistant 
Professor of Mechatronics at the Community College of Allegheny County.  

Keywords: AI, Remote Work, Oil and Gas, Cloud, Supply Chain



James Bates
Founder, CEO and Chairman of 
AdviNOW Medical

AI is the hype real? What does 
it mean for my business? A 
healthcare example.

Abstract:  AI has been talked about a lot, but many of us don’t see it affect our business. Review 
the basics of AI and then how it is impacting the healthcare encounter. Learn the key strategies 
to help take advantages of the tech advances.

Biography: James Bates is an accomplished CEO, entrepreneur, and board member who has 
created and led high-growth plans for a number of technology companies. Presently, Bates is 
CEO and Founder of AdviNow Medical (ANM), the world’s first Artificial Intelligence and Augment-
ed Reality driven automated medical visit platform. James conceptualized the idea, wrote the 
fundamental patents, raised $16 million in capital, recruited the team, and launched the compa-
ny. Today, ANM leads the world in the medical automation. Previously, James was an officer at 
Freescale/ NXP responsible for the $1 billion revenues Analog and Sensor Group the world lead-
er in self driving vehicle technologies. Earlier in his career, James founded the Asia Pacific region 
for Silicon Labs where he was responsible for driving growth that eclipsed $500M in just 3 short 
years. James serves on multiple boards and advisory boards. Among them is View, the leader 
in automated tinting windows that incorporates a complete AI managed building automation 
system. Sophatar is also of note as a location-based screen management/ advertising company 
that pioneered personalizing the shopping and dining experience. James also serves for Arizona 
State Universities College of Nursing and Health Innovation. James earned his Master of Science 
degree in Electrical Engineering, from Brigham Young University. He is fluent in Japanese, lived 
in Tokyo for twelve years, holds nine patents, and has written in the Proceedings of the Interna-
tional Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium, and other technical leading conferences and 
publications. He resides in the Paradise Valley, Arizona, and enjoys family, sports, and particular-
ly hiking. 



Keith Rutledge

Description: The majority of edge presentations tend to focus on areas like technology and fu-
ture predictions. At its core, the decision for companies to implement edge solutions is driven by 
economics. In this presentation, Keith Rutledge, GM Compass EdgePoint, will present a detailed 
overview of the components, including issues and the potential for large cost savings that may 
be overlooked that must be addressed when developing a successful business case for an edge 
computing implementation.
 
Biography: Keith Rutledge General Manager for EdgePoint at Compass Datacenters. Compass 
Datacenters EdgePoint is a zero touch Edge datacenter solution at scale. Keith is responsible 
for client engagements for EdgePoint. In a long career at IBM, Keith was a printed circuit board 
designer, a software developer, a product manager, and a sales executive. As a product manag-
er, Keith wrote The Business Case for Java and edited The Business Case for eBusiness. He ran 
Central Europe Middle East and Africa for IBM's AS/400 product and was Worldwide Director of 
Sales for the AS/400. Keith led a strategic outsourcing practice in China for IBM. At Sirius, Keith 
was responsible for partners and routes to market before becoming Director of Sales and Gen-
eral Manager for Sirius Southeast. He also had a long military career in Special Forces, retiring in 
1999 as a Team Sergeant from 19th Special Forces Group.

General Manager for EdgePoint at 
Compass Datacenters

Keywords: Edge computing, Distributed computing, IT infrastructure

Building the Business Case 
for the Edge



Douglas Fajardo
CEO / CXO at Xennial Digital

Business Impact of XR Training 
Simulations on Industrial Companies

Abstract: Learn how Argos, an international cement company, partnered with Xennial Digital to 
create a comprehensive VR Training Simulation that is helping the organization eliminate injury 
risks for its engineers, reduce the costs of training and accelerate knowledge retention.

Biodata: Douglas leads Xennial Digital, a Miami-based tech company focused on building eX-
tended Reality (XR) platforms and solutions through Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality tech-
nologies.

As part of his vision to transform the way people learn, Douglas leads a highly specialized team 
of architects, engineers, digital creatives and executives who are building the next generation of 
immersive, impact-driven education and enterprise training XR platforms and solutions.

Throughout his career, Douglas has focused on the convergence of creativity and technology, 
actively leading enterprise-level projects for global companies such as Tiffany & Company, So-
theby’s International Realty, Celebrity Cruises, Adobe, Apple, HP, Microsoft, Royal Caribbean and 
Sony, among other Fortune 500 clients.

Douglas is an Executive Member of the Singularity University Miami Chapter. Xennial Digital is 
Douglas’ third startup.



Frank Gao, Ph.D.
Chairman’s Message

The global coronavirus disease, namely, the COVID-19 pandemic, has changed our lives 
in many ways, such as causing mass cancellations of face-to-face ICT events.
 
This is incredibly difficult for everyone in the tech industry since, in the face of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, technical professionals still need to meet, exchange ideas, and 
find ways to contribute to industry growth. We at GAO Tek and GAO RFID have decided 
to undertake the challenge of satisfying these needs in an innovative manner. We have 
assembled a professional team to prepare virtual ICT summits, covering the entire spec-
trum of the ICT industry as well as emerging technologies within the industry. 

We are pleased to announce that we have received a higher number of quality presen-
tations for the 2020 virtual summits than initially expected, and have had to expand the 
agenda not once but twice. Due to the overwhelming number of presentations, our pre-
vious agenda would have expanded into the 2020 holiday season. Therefore, we have 
chosen to reschedule the summits, changing the starting date to January 20, 2021, and 
renaming them as:

2021 Global IoT, RFID, Cloud & Drone Summit and
2021 Global ICT & Emerging Technologies Summit

We now have more than one hundred speakers already committed to the summits. 
Furthermore, we are in discussion with an additional one thousand highly qualified 
speaker candidates to present at forthcoming events.

If you are interested in attending the virtual events, please visit:
https://gaotek.com/events/event-registration/

Please note that your ticket will be
1. Valid from the date of purchase until the end of 2021.
2. Valid for all presentations at these 31 global Summits organized in 2021 by GAO 
 Tek Inc. (www.gaotek.com) as well as 16 future global summits organized in 2021 
 by GAO RFID Inc. (www.gaorfid.com). 
3. Transferable and sharable within your organization. 

https://gaotek.com/events/event-registration/
http://www.gaotek.com
http://www.gaorfid.com


You can receive credit back if you are not satisfied with a presentation, and you may 
even get a full refund on a ticket if you are not completely satisfied with the summits, 
within 1 year of purchase. If you have any questions, please feel free to email us at 
attendees@gaotek.com.

If you wish to give a presentation in your area of expertise at one of our 47 summits 
or would like to use a summit as a chance launch a new book or new product (free of 
charge) , please send the title and description of your proposed presentation and your 
bio to speakers@gaotek.com.

If you would like to participate in a panel discussion, please indicate the topics you have 
the strongest expertise in by sending us an email to speakers@gaotek.com.

If you are a thought leader in the industry, you would like to create and chair a panel dis-
cussion, please send us a description of your proposed panel discussion and, optionally, 
a list of candidate panelists to speakers@gaotek.com.

If you are an industry leader and you would like to serve as a member of our chairing 
committee for a summit, please send us an email to speakers@gaotek.com. This is pure-
ly an honorable position - it is up to you to decide how much you would like to get in-
volved.

Panelists, panel chairs, and members of the chairing committees are welcome, but not 
required to give a regular presentation.

If you would like to exhibit or sponsor one or more of our 47 global summits, please 
send your inquiry to exhibitors-sponsors@gaotek.com.

Lastly, I would like to express my sincere gratitude for your support. With this support, 
we will be certain to have great summits!

I look forward to meeting you all soon!

Frank Gao, Ph.D.
Chairman
2021 Global IoT, RFID, Cloud & Drone Summit and
2021 Global ICT & Emerging Technologies Summit

INNOVATION NEVER STOPS, EVEN DURING PANDEMICS
CATCH UP AT THESE LEADING VIRTUAL SUMMITS

mailto:attendees%40gaotek.com?subject=
mailto:speakers%40gaotek.com?subject=
mailto:speakers%40gaotek.com?subject=
mailto:speakers%40gaotek.com?subject=
mailto:exhibitors-sponsors%40gaotek.com?subject=


If you would like to give a presentation in your area of expertise at one of our 47 summits or you 
want to use a summit as a chance to launch a new book or new product (free of charge) , please 
send the title and description of your proposed presentation and your bio to speakers@gaotek.com.

If you would like to participate in a panel discussion, please indicate the topics you have the 
strongest expertise in by sending us an email to speakers@gaotek.com.

If you are a thought leader in the industry, you would like to create and chair a panel discussion, 
please send us a description of your proposed panel discussion and, optionally, a list of candi-
date panelists to speakers@gaotek.com.

If you are an industry leader and you would like to serve as a member of our chairing committee 
for a summit, please send us an email to speakers@gaotek.com. This is purely an honorable posi-
tion - it is up to you to decide how much you would like to get involved.

Panelists, panel chairs, and members of the chairing committees are welcome, but not required 
to give a regular presentation.

If you would like to exhibit or sponsor one or more of our 47 global summits, please send your 
inquiry to exhibitors-sponsors@gaotek.com.

While our summits cover a wide spectrum of topics, we particularly welcome presentation and 
panel discussion proposals on how to tackle the following urgent and paramount issues:

• How to apply technologies to help businesses survive the COVID-19 pandemic thrive in the 
post pandemic world

• How to address the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on technology developments, business 
operations, mental health and healthcare 

• How to take advantage of business opportunities in the technology field, both for existing 
and new ventures

• How to have a successful career during and after the COVID-19 pandemic

2021 Global Summits

mailto:speakers%40gaotek.com?subject=
mailto:speakers%40gaotek.com?subject=
mailto:speakers%40gaotek.com?subject=
mailto:speakers%40gaotek.com?subject=
mailto:exhibitors-sponsors%40gaotek.com?subject=


2021 GLOBAL ICT AND 
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES 

SUMMITS
BY GAO TEK INC.

2021 Global Summit on Pandemic Impact
2021 Global Summit on Professional Images
2021 Global Summit on Career Developments for Tech Professionals
2021 Global 5G Data Network Summit
2021 Global 6G Data Network Summit
2021 Global Drone, UAV & UAS Summit
2021 Global 3D Printing & Additive Manufacturing Summit
2021 Global ICT Innovative Technologies Summit
2021 Global E-Learning & Accessibility Summit
2021 Global Optical Fiber Summit
2021 Global e-Commerce Summit
2021 Global ICT Investment Summit
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Supply Chain & Logistics
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Agriculture
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Retail & Rental
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Fishery & Forestry
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Financial & Insurance
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Construction
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Healthcare
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Education
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Government, Aerospace & Military
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Manufacturing
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Automotive & Transportation
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Oil, Gas & Mining
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Entertainment
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Tourism & Events
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Food & Beverage
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Property & Asset Management
2021 Global Summit on Emerging Technologies in Utilities & Infrastructure

https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-pandemic-impacts/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-professional-images/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-career-developments-for-tech-professionals/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-5g-data-network-summit/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-6g-data-network-summit/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-drone-uav-uas-summit/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-3d-printing-additive-manufacturing-summit/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-ict-innovative-technologies-summit/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-e-learning-accessibility-summit/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-optical-fiber-summit/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-e-commerce-summit/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-ict-investment-summit/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-supply-chain-logistics/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-agriculture/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-retail-rental/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-fishery-forestry/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-financial-insurance/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-construction/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-healthcare/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-education/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-government-aerospace-military/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-manufacturing/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-automotive-transportation/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-oil-gas-mining/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-entertainment/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-tourism-events/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-tourism-events/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-property-asset-management/
https://gaotek.com/2021-global-summit-on-emerging-technologies-in-utilities-infrastructure/


2021 GLOBAL IOT, RFID, 
CLOUD AND DRONE SUMMITS

BY GAO RFID INC.

2021 Global IoT & RFID Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID and 5G Data Networks Summit
2021 Global IoT & RFID Software & Systems Summit
2021 Global IoT & RFID Security, Privacy and Trust Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID, Cloud & Drones for Construction & Energy Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID, Cloud & Drones for Supply Chain & Logistics Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID, Cloud & Drones for Retail Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID, Cloud & Drones for Automotive & Transportation Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID, Cloud & Drones for Manufacturing Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID, Cloud & Drones for Aerospace, Defense & Government Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID, Cloud & Drones for Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID & Cloud Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID & Drones Summit
2021 Global IoT, RFID, Cloud & Drone Investment Summit

https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-and-5g-data-networks-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-software-systems-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-security-privacy-and-trust-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-cloud-drones-for-construction-energy-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-cloud-drones-for-supply-chain-logistics-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-cloud-drones-for-retail-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-cloud-drones-for-automotive-transportation-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-cloud-drones-for-manufacturing-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/iot-rfid-cloud-drones-for-aerospace-defense-government/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-cloud-drones-for-healthcare-pharmaceuticals-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-cloud-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-drones-summit/
https://gaorfid.com/2021-global-iot-rfid-cloud-drone-investment-summit/
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